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COLLEGE CALENDAR, 1936.37

Ftrst Semester
September 14 . ...... . ... ... ..
.. ....... Freshman r.egistration,
(AIl first-semester freshmen must
be present at g:00 a. m.)
Septcmbcr l5 ..... __ _ _
o--..'-^_ _,__
september

16

;";;.;;"";lTrl:::*:

November 26 ....... . ........... ... . . ....Thanksgiving
Da)r, a holiday
December 19 (noon) to January 3, Inc.
. .Christmas holidays

Jaruary 30 ........ . .......

First semester ends

Second Semester

February 1.... .... ..
Aprit B (noon) to
June 5........

.

.

apr, s,,rnctus;;; """""'

;ff::TJ:irH

Second semester ends

6
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George W. Bond, President; B. S., University of Arkansas;
M. A., University of Chicago.

PROFESSOES

Frank Bogard, Engineering; B. S., M. E., University of Kentucky.
J. R. Fowler, Biology; B. S., Louisiana State University; IlL
S., Ph. D., University of Chicago.
Gustaf Freden, Education; B. A,, Augustana College; M. APh. D., University of Iowa.
Helen Graham, Home Economics; B. S., Cotumbia University; M. A., George Peabody College.
G. Carroll Hilman, Cl.remistrl,; B- S., Louisiana State University; M. S., Ph. D., University of Iowa.
Herbert L. Hughes, English; B. A., Transylvania College; I1[.
.A., Columbia University; Ph. D., University ofi
Vir:ginia,
Garnie Wm. McGinty, Social Science; B. A., Louisiana State
Normal College; M. A., Peabody College.
William Leroy Mitchell, Engineering; B. S., M. E., Alabama
Polytechnic Institute.
Patrick D. Neilson, Physics; B. A., M. A., Vanderbilt University.
Harley Joseph Nethken, Engineering; B. S., Highland Park
Coliege; M. S., Iou,a State College.
P. K. Smith, Mathematics; B. S., M. A., Unir.ersity of South
Carolina; M. S., University of Chicago; Ph. D-.
Uuivclsity oI lllinois.
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ASSOCIATE PEOEESSORS

F. Elizabeth Bethea, Art; B. Design, H. Sophie Newcomb
College.

W. R. Cline, Education and Music; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; A[. A., Louisiana State University.
.Addie Lois Fine, Languages; B. A., Maryville College; M. A.,

Columbia University.
Thomas A. Green, Social Science; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. A., Louisiana State University.
Madison HaI1, English; B. S., M. A., George Peabody Col1ege,
'Elbert Haskins, Music; B. A., University of Michigan.

I(enneth F. Hewins, Journalism; B. A., M. A., Indiana University.
James L. Hutcheson, Mathematics; B. A., Dickson College.
,Anna Selina ldtse, Home Economics; B. S., University of
Minnesota; M. A., Coiumbia University.
John E. McGee, Social Science; B. A., M. A., University of
Tennessee; Ph. D., Columbia University.
L. P. Mclane, Physical Education; B. A., l4ar1.viile College;
M. A., Howard College.
Gmrge Edward Pankey, English; B. A., University of Richmond; M. A., University of North Carolina.
.Andy Eugene Phillips, Education; B. S., M. A., George Peabody Coilege.

Louis M. Phi1lips, Commerce; B. A., Louisiana Po1-vtechnic
Institute.
H. J. Sachs, English; Ph. 8., LI. A., University oI Chicago.
Eugenia H. Smith, French; B. A-, University of Texas; M..A,.,
Southern Methodist University.
Vivian Turner, English; B. A.. Icw'a State Teachers Collegel
M. A., University of Iorva.
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ASSISTAN? PEOFESSOES
Merle Burke, Home Economics; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M. A., University of Iowa,
Lucille Campbell, Commerce; B. S., University of Mississippi; M. A., Columbia University.
J. T. Folk, Engineering; B. S., Clemson College; M. S., Louisiana State University.
Marion Hayne Folk, Jr.. BioJogy;8. S.. Clemson College; M.
S., Louisiana State University.
Amos W. Eord, Economics; B. A., Baylor University; M. A.,
University of Chicago.
Lavvrence James Fox., Social Science; B. S., University of
Georgia; M. A., Louisiana State University.
Edward S. Jenkins, Chemistry; B. S., Clemson College.
Reginald Adams McFarland, Engineering; B. S., M, S.,
Louisiana State University.
Rayrnond Leslie Reese, Agricultlrre; B. S., University of Illinois.

Sallie Robison, Educatior.r; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Insti*
tute; M. A., University of Chicago.
I{ildred F. Waiker, English; B. A., Cnrnell College (Mt"
Vernon, Iowa); M. A. Columbia University.
Eunice Coon Williamson, Latin; B. A., Louisiana State Uni.'
versity; M. A., Tulane University.
Robert S. Wynn, Engineering; B. E., Tulane University,
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IN:STRIJCTOR.S

Francis L. AIeman, Agriculture and Biology; B. S., Southwestern Louisiana Institute: M. S., Louisiana
State UniversitJ,.
!(atherinc Butler, Critique; B. A., Lotlisiana Polytechnic Institute; I\1. A,, Coiumbia Universitlr.
Flora May Cunningham, Critique; B. S., NI. A., George Peabody College.
Ceorge Herbert Duggins, Social Science and Physical Education; B. P. E., Purdue University.
Einnie D. Smith Evans, Critiquc: B. A., Louisiana Polvtechnic Institute; M. A., George Peabody College.
Kathleen Graham, Librarian; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic
Instltute; M. A., George Peabody Coliege.
tr[aude Goyne Green, Assistant Librarian; Louisiana State
Normal College.
${rs- W. B. Hale, Assistant Librarian; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
Doris Burd Haskeil, Music; New England Conservatory of
Music; B. M., Chicago Conservatory of Music.
George B. Hogg, Manual Training and Physical Education;
B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
.Bessie Joyce, Critique; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
Stella Booles Kidd, Music; Cincinnati Conservatory of Musicl
B. S., Keatchie Co1lege.
Marjorie C. Leigh, Assistant Librarian; B. S., George Peabody College; B. A., in Library Science, Emory
University.
&Iary Moffett, Art; B. Design, H. Sophie Ncwcomb College.
Christine X{oon, Physical Education for Women; B. A., University of Georgia.
Hiriam Edith Moss, Art; B. A,, George Washington Universit;,; NI. A., Columbia Univcrsity.
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Lucv Pierce, Critique; B. S., NL A,, George Peabody College
Leola Rodgers, Critique; B. S., LI. A., George Peabody College.

Frances White Sachs, Mathematics; B. A., Randolph-Maco:r
College; M. A., Columbia University.

Henry F. Schroeder, Critique and High School Principal; BA., M. S., Louisiana State University.
Ernest M. Shirley, Mathematics and Physical Education;8".
S., Louisiana State University.
James A. Smith, Music; B. S,, Michigan State Normal CoI-'
Iege; M. M., University of Michigan.
Laura Stilley, Critique; B. S., Louisiana State Normal.
I\{artha Vaugrrt, Physical Education; B. A., Louisiana PoIytechnic Institute; B. S. in Physical Educatiot,
University of Alabama.
l\{artha Elizabeth Trousdale, Critique; B. A., Louisiana PoIytechnic Institute.
Cora Ethel Washbura;.Critique; B:. S., George Peabody CoI-lege..
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COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
ASSIIIBLY EXERCISES-W.
LI]cilIe Campbeu, L, J. I'ox.

R. Cline, Chairman; P. D. NeilsoB, Miss

ATHLXTICS-AmoS W. Ford, ChairmaU G. W. Mccinty, L. p. McIare, H, J. Sachs, E. IlL Shirley, H. F, Schroeder.
CLASSIFICATION AND REGISTHATION-trhS. Ruby B. Pearce,
Chaunlan; Dr, Gustal Frcdcn, Miss Helen ciraham, Dr. H. L. Hughes, H. J.
Nethken, Dr. P, K, Smith, J. L. Hutcheson, R. L. Reese,
COMMENCEMDNT-Dr'. H- L. Hughes, Chairnan; frank Bogaxd, T.
A. Green, Elbert Haskins, Miss llcrle Burl!, x{iss LuciUe Campbelt. L. J.

!'ox, Robert Wynn, F. L. AfemaD, Mrs. S1cl1a B. Kidd, Miss Miriam Moss.
DISCIPLINE-E. S, Jenkids, Chairman; Miss Alma Burk, W, L. Mitch-

etl

Dr. J. R. Fowler, Miss Helen Graham.

LIBRARY-MiSS Kathl€en Craham. Chairman; Dr. c. C. Hilman, c,
E. Pankey, Dr, J. E, luecee, A. E. PhiUips, llIrs. T. A. creen, Miss Mary
&Iotrett, Miss Leola Rodget's.

N. Y.

A.-J.

T. FoIk, Chairman; E. M, Shirley, Miss Addie Fine, Miss

Anna Idtse.
HADIO PROGEAMS-D. c. Armstrong. Chairman: H- J. Sachs. Amos
W. Fold, Miss Eugenia Smith, Illiss Vivian Turner, Miss Mitdred Watker,
llliss Doris B. Haskell,

RALLY-M. H. FoIk, Jr,, Chairman: Miss Elizabeth Bethea, nlbert
lfask.ins, L. P. DIcLane, E. S. Jenkins, R. A. McFarland.

REGUI.{TIONS--Dr. G, C, Hilman, Chairman; D. c. Armstrong, HarHolr'ard, Miss Alma Burk, W. L. Mitchell, Mrs, Buby B. Pealce, J. L.
llutcheso[, Miss Kathleen Graham, Dr. custal Freden.

ry

STUDENT ATTVARDS-W.
nllrs- Hazel T. Meedou,s-

L. Mitcheu,

Chairman;

llarry

Eo$rart[,

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS-G. W. Mccil1ty. Chailman: Miss Atma

Burk, W. L. Mitcheu, Miss Addie Lois Fine, T. A. creen, Miss Christine
Moon, Mrs. II. J. Sachs.

STUDENT PLACEIlENlt-Miss Sallie Robison, Chairman: D. c,
Armstrong, Frarlk Bogard, Dr. Gustal Freden, Miss Helen Graham, A. E.
PhiUips, L. M. Phillips.

SfUDENT PUBLICATIONS AND ACCOUNTS-L. DI. Phillips,
Chairman; K. r.. Helvins. He[ry Mays, Dt. P, K. Smith, Madison HaII, R.
.4- l\,IcFarland. Mrs. Er"rnice C. lyiliiarrson.

Y. lY, C.

A.

n{iss Addie Finc, Chairman; Miss Sallie Bobison,
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PREFATORY STATET4ENT
The Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is organized into
three schools: The School of Arts and Sciences, the School of
Education, and the School of Engir.rccring.
The School of Arts and Sciences offers courses leading to
the Bachelor ol Arts ar.rd Bachelor of Science degrees, depending upoir the major sr-rbjects in the junior and senior
years ot the curr.icula pursued. Students who major in the
Department of Agriculturc, Mathcmatics, or Science, receive
the B. S. degree. A11 students applying for the baccalaureate
degrce in the School of Arts and Sciences are required to
complete satisfactoi'ily the prescrihed basic academic curriculum lcr the lreshman and sophomole lears beforc they
are pcrmitted to elect courses in the junior ).ear that difieientiate onc currictr.lum from the other-,
Ti.re School of Education is olganized into six curicula
leading to the Baccalaureate Dcgree in Education. Each
curricnlum offers speci-[c training for its type of teaching
service. The cuuiculum for elementary grade teachers is
so arranged that upon the eompletion of the Freshman and
Sophomore years a student is entitled to the Professional
Elementary Certificate v,'hich makes him eligible to teach in
the elementary grades o{ the public schools of Louisiana.
The School oI Engineering offers instruction leading to
the following baccalaureate degrees: Bachelor of Science in
Civil Engineering and Bachelor of Science in lvlechanicalElectrical Engineering.
The courses of stud}, leading to these degrees are identical during the freshman and sophomore years. Familiarity
r,l,ith suc}r fundamental subjects as chemistry, drawing, English, mathematics, physics and practical mechanics is essential to the successful studlr and pl'actice of any branch of
the engincering profession. Furthermore, afte,* tlx,'o years of
college rr,,ork a stndent is better able to make a definite choice
of the branch of engineeling which he is best litted to follorv.
During the junior and senior -vears, the courses are planned
to givc thc special training that is bcst suitcd to cach branch
of the profession.
Louisiana Polvtechnic Institute is a member oI the As-

LOUISIANA PO:1rTEC:rl\iIa INSTITUTE,
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sociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools ol the Southern
States, the Association of American Colleges, and the Ameri-

can Association of Collegiate Registrars. The pre-medical
work is recognized by th,e American Medical Association.
CORRESPONDENCE AND EXTENSION COURSES

Opportunity is offered students to pursue college courses
through corespondence or extension work in the college, or
in selected centers for groups of students who are unable to
attend the college itself.
It is the purpose of the Division of Extension oI Louisiana Polytechnic Institute to give to every person rvho can
not do college residence rvork an opportunity to secure at
least a part of the educational advantages offered by this institution. Any person may begin courses lor which he is
qualified at any time. All college courses, given by correspondence or group-lecture courses by the Division of Extension,
may count for regular credit in Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
FOR

\VHOI{ INTENDED

It

is generally thought that extension courses are intended only for teachers; this is not the case. Through correspondence, and group-lecture courses the Division of Extension of Louisiana Polytechnic Institute hopes to reach
practically every profession and vocation. Extension courses are intended for (1) those who have been enrolled in
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, but who are out temporarily, and wish to add to their acquirements while arvay from
the institution; (2) for those t'ho wish to take some college
work preparatory to entering college, with advanced standing, at a later date; (3) for those who are unable to le&ve
their homes, or business. for residence work, but who wish
to secure some of the advantages offered by the institution,
either in a general way, or for assistance in their particular
prolession or vocation.
No student of this institution, who, for any reason has
been suspended will be permitted to pursue work through
the Extension Department of Louisiana Polytechnic Insti-
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tute, either by Collespondence or Group-Stud]. during the
period of suspension.
SPEC]AL COURSES

'OR

TEACHERS

Several courses have been especially designed to meet
the needs of teachers- Teachers can usually flnd time during
the evenings and on Saturdays to pursue correspondence
courses, and rvhen possible to organize gronps for group-lecture courses. and in this vray hasten thc time for graduation,
as rvell as to secure practical aid in their profession.

REGULATIONS
Each sLudent, on entc.ring this institution. r,,,i11 be furnished w-ith a copy of thc rcgnlations of the Iacultv, {or the
observance of u'hicl.r he rvili be held responsible. NO PLEA
OF IGNORANCE OF SUCH REGULATIONS WILL BE
RECEIVED AS EXCUSE.
DEFICIENCY

IN

DNCLISH

A11 fleshmen are requir€d to take a preliminary test in
English before being allowed to register as students in the
college. Those tho show deficiencies in preparation for the
work in the regular Freshman English course (English 401,
402) rvill be rcquired to enroll in English 400 instead. English 400 is the same course as English 401 (the regular first
semester freshman course), and carries the same credit, except that it meets two hours a \,!'eek oftener than Engiish 401,
for additional drill to make up the stlrdent's deflciencies.

ADMISSION AND ADVANCEMENT
ACADE\{IC REQU]REMENTS

An applicant for admission to the fr.eshman class must
have been gradrLated with not jcss than flfteen acceptable
units Jrom a four-y€af course in an accrcdited secondary
school or must attcst an equivalent preparation. (A unit of
high school \4,ork is a subject pursued through onc school
year, f;\'e periods of at lcast fortl'n-rinutes each a lyeck.)

LeUTS[.A-:\-4.

1€

I

C

Ll

TEC ll

I

;
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SFECIFIC SUTJ[CT P'QUJtsE}IENTS FOR ADMISSION

EngJish.
Algcbla
Plane Geometry
History
A foreign lar:guage or vccational subjects
Science

Elcctive

All appiicants for admission to the college MUST file in
the Registrar's office high-sclrocil unit card or othel detailed
certificate of graduation. A blank form for the certificate
rvill be supplied by the Registrar.
A student entering from another college must present
a transcript of the work Cone there and a certificate of honorable dismissal. In the absence of such credentials the studenL
may be registered conditionally until. such credentials can
be obtained. If not o'btained within a reasonable time the
registration will be cancelled.
SPECIAL STUDENTS

A person of mature years who is unable to meet the eltrance requirem€nts may be permltted to matriculate in
courses for rvhich he can demonstrate adequate qualifications, and shall be classifled as a special student.
TRA}iSFER STUDENTS

A student rir'ho presents a transcript of credit from another coJ.lege will be permitted to register for such courses as
he seems to be prepared to take. He will be given provisiona1 credit and class standing on the basis of the transcript
which has been presented. When he has been in residence
ONE year, his final credit and class standing will be determined by the quaiity of r"rork he has done in this institution,
REGTSTRATION

Students are required to register on days announced
for registration in the college ealendar.
lhe privilege of registering shall be withheld from all

ACLiISIANA POLYTE'1]I,,-IC lNSTITUTE.
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stuCllts r:hc have not registered on the sirth working day
br.y,inC the last regular registr-ation day of each sclnester.

Students who register alter: the last regular rcgistration
reqnired to pay a fee of S2.C0 for the
lr:1 clay and $1.00 lor each edditional day over rvhich the
clela] oaeurs.
r.laj- crf an1, sernestei- are

CHANCING SCI{OOLS OR CURRICULA

if a student wishcs to change from one curriculum to
aar,iher he must have the consent of his majol professcr and
the dean of the school in rvhich he is registered.
Ii a student wishes to change from one school to another
he nust ha\.e the consent of tlre deans of both schcols. He
must sccLrrc Irom thc registr"ar an official petitiou; his change
r';.-! not be completed untii this petition has been properly
sigred and returned to the registrar's office.
ADDINC .AND DRCPPII{G COURSES

After the first registlation for a semester a stllCent may
add a course only with the approval of the head of the depart^
r,re:rt and upon payment of a fee oI $1.00. No other course
ma:,: be added after the sixth rvorkilg day oI the semester.
tr--Inder exceptional c.ircumstances, a student may drop a
course u,ith the consent of the head of the proper department
and of the Registrar. However, no student may be registered
for less than twelve semester hours, In exceptional cases,

u'ith the approval of the Registrar and head of department
in which tl.re student is majoring, a last semester senior may
be allowed to carry only the courses required for graduation.
Courses dropped without permission and repeated unauthorized absences from class entail the withdrawal of the
student from the co1lege. For academic derelictions a student may be required to drop a course. A student who Iails
to make a minimum grade of D in seventy-five per cent of the
semester hours for the semester shall be dropped from the
institution.
EI(AMINATIONS

A student who drops a course after the first four weeks
of any semester shall receive the grade of F in that course
except when occasioned by his withdrawal from the institu'
tion-
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Examinations iirclude regulal and special examinations.
Regular examinations are heid the last flve days of each semester. Each examination covers a period of not over three
houls.
Special examinations include postponed examinations,
deficiency examinations, ar':.d examinations for advanced
standing.
Each student shall pay a fee of one dollar,tor each spccial
examination, but the total fee paid by each stndent will not
exceed tl.iree do1lars.
Permission to take an1' of these examinations must be
obtained through the Registrar's office.
A11 special cxaminations are held on the first SIX days
of each semester, the examination to begin on the flrst regular registration day.
A student rvho has a final examination that has been
postponed must take the postponed examination at the time
scheduled {or special examinations immediately following
his registration. A student who fails to take the examination
at the prescribed time witl forfeit his right to take the examination and will receive a grade of F in the course.
A candidate for graduation who fails to pass the final
examination in ONE course in his last semester work, may
be permitted to take a deffciency examination in this course'
In the event that he fails the deflciency examination he must
repeat the course.
. A student registering may with the approval of the
Committee on Classification and Registration be permitted
to take examinations in subjects in 'lvhich he declares himself
to be prepared. Such examinations must be taken during
tl'.e first six weeks of residencc.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION

The candidate for a dcgree is required to complete one
of thc curricula listed under the School o{ Arts and Sciences,
the School of Eclucation, and the School of Engineering, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science'
Ea-"h of th""e curricula includes two years of Physical Education (a minimum of four semester hours, which must include Physical Eclucation 401, 40?), in addition to the aca-
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clerric lcquirernents; and this rvork in Ph]'sical Eciucation
be conplcted b1r 1116 enC of the sophomcre .vear'.
Those ',vho arc planning to teach are requir-ed to elect
e:ghteen semester hours in Educatiol (including practice
teaching in the rnajor subject) and to complete the nine semester hours in Health and Physical Edncation required by
the state. The four semester hours of Physical Education
required of all students, as noted above, may be arrauged to
count as four hours of the nine required of teachers.
Every JUNIOR in his second semester; that is, every
student who has earned as rnuch as 78 semester hours oit the
curriculum ii'r rvhich Jre is registered. must report to ihe
Registrar that he expects to become a candidate for a degree the foliov"'ing session. At the beginning of his senior
j'ear hc wiil be given a statement oI the r,vork to be complcted
be{ore graduation.
In registering studeuts the heads of dcpartments act as
advisers and lrv to avoid errors; but the student himself is
€xpected to knou, that graduation is attained through the
completion of curriculum requirements as set dos,n in the
catalogue. He should know his curriculun and register according to its requirements.
A candidate for the Trvo-Year Teacher Training certificate must file his application with the Registrar at least one
semester in advance of the time he expects to complete his
requirements for the certiffcate.
AII requirements of the courses of study as outlined in
the college announcement or its equivalent must be certified
l:v the Eegistrar before degrees will bc conferred.
No student shall be recommended for graduation u'ho
has a failure in a required course.
No student will be recommended for graduation u,ho
has a failure in any subject taken during his junior and senior 5,ears.
Thirty of the last thirty-six semester hours presented for
the baccalaureate degree course must have been earned in

nust

residence,
DIPLON1A T'EE AND CONTERRING OF DEGREES

A11 candidates

lor

degrees are required to pay the diplo-
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ma fee of $5.00 at the time designated by the registrar and the
treasurer, and to be present at Commencement exercises.
The degree will not be conferred on a candidate who absents
himself from the Commencement exercises until the expiratior of one year, unless he is excused from attendance by the
president o{ the college.
No honorary degrees are confered.
CAP AND GOWN

The Oxford cap and gown is the ofEcial dress for commencement, and candidatcs for degrees are required to appear in this dress.
CL,\SSIFICATION

Fnrsur,rax. A student v'ith fewer than thirty hours of
college work at the beginning of any coJ.lege -vcar shall be
classified as a Ireshman.

Sopnorronn. A student rvho has fewer than sixty aud
not fewer than thirty hours of college work to his credit at
the beginning of any college year shall be classed as a sophomore.

Jur.rron. A student who has to his credit at the beginning
of any college year fewer than ninety-six and not fewer than
sixty hours of work shall be classed as a junior, unless he is
allowed to register accorcling to the following paragraph.
SsNron. A student with nincty-six or more hours of
work (or one lvho is allowed to register for sumcient hours
to graduate during that year) to his credit at the beginning
of any college year shall be classed as a senior.
When a student changes from one school or curriculum
his class standing will be determined by the apanother
to
pllcation of his credits to the school or curriculum to which
he has changed.
SYSTEIU OT GRADING

The grade marks are divided into two groups as follows:
passing grades are A, B, C, and D, in order from highest to
1o$,est.

A:

The grade of A is glven for the highest degree of exccllence that it is reasonable to expect of persons oI excep-

tional abilit)'.
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B: The grade of B is given for a superior quality of
work, but not of as high a quality as should be ex,oecteC o{
persons of exceptional ability.
C: The grade oi C is given for a quality of work that is
above the requirement {or a grade of D and will represe[t
the average work to be expected from classes in geneial.
D: The grade of D is given for a qualit), oJ rvork that is
represented as the minimum requirement to receive credit
for the course.
F: The grade of F is given to denote lailure and to reqllire that th.J lyork must be rcpeated belorc credit shali be

given.

QUALITY POINTS

For each semester hour with a grade oI A, three quality
points are earned; for a grade ol B, two quality points; and
for a grade o{ C, one quality point. A grade of D carries no
quality point. For each semester hour failed one quality
point will be deducted from the total earncd.
In the four-year college courses the str.rdent to be graCu_
ated must have earned ONE quality point for each semester
hour completed.
The abol'e statement applies with equal force to the trvoyear college courses.
The quality point plan witl not be appliecl in its entiret;,
to students coming lrom other collegcs. so far as the college
hours earned in the other collcges are conccrned. The head
of the department entered sha11 deter-mine thc number of
semester hours that may be accepted and the conditions under which they will be accepted.
NATINC OI" STUDENTS

The rating of ANY student or any GROUp ol students

will be determined by dividing the number oI net quality
points by the number of hours ol academic work for lvhich
the student or group was registered.

HONORS
By a sl,stcm of class, deparhnental, and general honor-s,
the college gives officia1 recognition of attainments in scholarship.
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CLASS HONORS

At the close of each -vear the names of a1l students rvho
have been promoted to the next highest class and have received average grades for the year not lower than those in-

dicated in the accompanying table are published in three
alphabetical Iists as receiving honorable mention for the
work of the year. The minimum average grades are as follows on the present basis of rating:
To qualily for Freshman honors .........2.00
To qualify for Sophomore honors .......... .. 2.25
To qualify for Junior honors. .. ............. . 2.50
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS

At the end of the senior year special honors in the separate departments of the college are a'*'arded to students
who during the junior and senior years have attained in the
courses (amounting to at least twenty-four hours) of one
of these departments an excellence of B in 12 hours of work,
and A in six other houls;and have maintained in all of their
courses of these two years an average rating of at least 1'?
and in no course a grade lower than C.
GENERAL HONORS

At graduation the degree is conferred cum laud,e upon
students who have maintained an average rating of 2'2;
rnagna cunl, lozde upon those who have maintained an average of 2.6; and sanrma cum laude upon those who have
maintained an average rating of 2.9 during their four years
of work.
To be eligible for any honor, a student must not be registered for fewer than 15 hours of r,r'ork during any semester'
STUDENT AWARDS

The {ollowing awards are made each year:
President G. W. Bond: The senior making the highest

scholastic record for the Year.
Mrs. Ruby B. Pearce: The student (aII classes) making
the highest scholastic record for the year.
Miss Helen Graham: The home economics student
making the highest general average.
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Tl.re Chemistry Department: The freshman making
the
_. _
highest scholastic record for the year in Chemistrv 401:40?.
Harry Howard: The sophomore making the highest
scholastic record lor the year.

R. A. McFarland: The engineering student in

the

sophomore class making the highest grade in &Iaflrematics
600,601.
H. J. Nethken: The freshman making the highest schol-

astic record for the year.
P. D. Neilson: The student making flre highest schoias_
tic record in Physics 501,502.
Dr. P. K. Smith: The freshman making the highest average grade in mathematics for the 1zear.
R. L. Reese: The agriculture student making the high_
est general avet.age for the year.
Coach L. P. Mclane: The best all-round athlete (boy).
Miss Alma Burk: The dormitory girl lvho sho.lvs the
best citizenship rating during the year.
J. T. Folk: The engineering student making the high_
est average grade in heat engineering for the year.
W. L. Mitchell: The Ireshman making the hiehcst average grade in mechanical drawing for the year.
Omega Kappa fraternity: Most valuable Journalism
student.
R_eta Phi Alpha: The sophomore girl making the higirest scholastic record for the year.
Theta Upsilon: The pledge or member of Theta UpsiIon making the highest scholastic record for the year.
Ruston City Pan-Hellenic Award: The senior woman
having rendered the greatest ser-vice to Louisiana polytechnic Institute.

NOTE: "For the Year,, means two consccutive
ters-first and second semesters.

semes-
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EXPENSES
REGISTRAIION

The registration fee of $?.50, payable by aII students each
semester upon entrance, includes the incidental fee, the 1ibrary fee, subscription to the weekly stud€nt newspaper, and

the entertainment and athletic ticket. Each student who

registers for the flrst semester is required to pay a fee of $3'00
him to a copy of the college annual, Lagniappe, is".riittirrg
sued during the second semester.
None of the above fees are refunded after the registration is complete.
An additional fee of $2.00 will be required for completion
of registration on the day following the close of the registration leriod at the beginning of each semester, and one do1lar
will te added for each additional day of delay' No student
rnay register after the sixth working day of the semester'
Reglstration is not complete until after compliance with
the following requirements:
1. Approval of schedule by the head of the department'
2. Signature of the dean ol men or the dean of women
on sehedule,
3. Payment to the treasurer of aII fees and charges
which are payable in advanee' Dormitory students are required to pay at least four weeks' board in advance, and
music students at least four vreeks'tuition'
4. Aeceptance by registrar of registration material'
LABORATONY FEES

Laboratory fees vary according to the course pursued,
and range from $2.25 to $4.50 a ser4ester for each course in
which sich a {ee is required. For the laboratory courses in
chemistry a breakage iee of $3.00 is deposited' The unused
portion of this is refunded upon completion ol the course'
LIVING EXPENSES

living in the dormitories is $9? 50 lor board
infirmary
and. room for each semester, laundry $9'00, and an
the
eptering
upon
student
Each
fee of $2.25 per semester.
of
fee
trust
$3'00'
rvill
deposit
a
d.ormitory for the first time

lhe

cost oI
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against which lyill be charged any undue damage to the
room
or furniture. Of this fee, $2.b0 will be refun-ded upon the
student's graduation or permanent withdrawal. A deposit

of

50c.

lor

a room key is to be made

with the matron.
Board rvill be payable in advance, either for the entire
semester or every four weeks. Students are expected
to aceept th,e responsibility oI looking after thei payments
promptly.
. When a student resigns, a refund of the fuil balance paid.
in advance will be rnade.
Short abscnces do not lessen the cost of operating the
boardiug department, and no deduction will be made ft an
absence of a week ot less. For longer absences deduction
will be made Jor the number of days in u*""rs of seven.
Excess laundry charges u,ill be made according to con_
,...
ditions on the printed laundry slip.
Dormitory students are advised not to leave monev in
their rooms. Deposits may be made at the treasurer,s oftce.
treasurer will not approve the resignation of any
. ,Thewho
student
is indebted to the college, nor wil-l credit be giv:€n for academic work until a1l indebtedness has been set -ed.
MUSIC TUITION

The tuition for individuai instruction in music (piano,
voice or violin) is $15.00 for a semester, payabie in ad"rrrce,
either by the semester or every four weeks. A charge oi
$4.50 a semester is made for the use of piano for practice"pur-

poses.
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SUMMARY OF EXPENSES

Registration lec, each semester,
(Payable bY all students)............. '
College Annual fee,
(Payable in first semester) .. ' ' '
Board in the dormitories, per semester '
Laundry
Ipffrmary fce, in dormitorY
Trust fee, deposited upon flrst entrance
to dormitorY
Dormitory key dePosit
....
Music tuition, Per semester . .
.........
Piano practice fee, per semester '.

$

$2.25 to

Laboratory fees
Chemistr;, breakage dePosit ........
Diploma -tec
Out-of-state students, per semester.
DISCIPLINE AND CONDUCT

7.50

3.00
9?.50
9.00

3.00
.50
15.00

4.50
4.50
3.00
5.00
24.00

SCHOLASTIC PROBATION

SCHOLASTIC PROBATION is a measure of time
during u'hich the student is demanded dircctly to pl'ove his
ability to prolit b;r collegiate instmction'
A. The follorving system of probation is dirccted by the
dean of men and the dean of $'omen, under the ultimate
supervision of the President.
B. d strrdent who fails in threc-fourths of his work lor the
semester is subject to dismissal from the institution'
See exceptions in H
A
C. student reported as having failed in as many as eight
semester hours in a semester is placed on scholastic prohation.
D. An unauthorized abscnce from any class will automatically add one quality point for each absence to those
normally required for graduation.
E. A student on probation, either scholastic or disciplinar--v, rvho absents himself from any class exercise, or who
negleets any class lvork, except because of illness or exceptional circumstances, thereby drops his name frorn

I.
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the rolls oI the irstitution for the remainder of the semester- Students rvhile on probation are subject to
special rules as to hours of study, and uses of leisure
time, etc., as the dcan of men and the dcan of women
may deem necessar;r or uselul as a stimulus to scholastic
efiort. Sucl-r students ma1, not take part in extra-curric,"rlar actir".ities other than athletic contests rvhich are
governcd b;'S. I. A. A. regulations.
F. To bc released from scholastic probation a student must
carrl iu the preceding semester an af,erage grade of "C,,
in a1i sub;ccts and must ni.lt }ravc failed in more than
flr,e sernesl.er honrs. A student (except a first tcrm
Iresliiaan) u,ho lails to remove probation in one serrestcr is subject to dismissal from the college. FIRST
TERNI FRESHIIEN will be allor,"'ed ttr,.o regular semeste)'s (Sun.uner not included) in wl.rich to remove scholastic probationG. A student clismissed from the institution under section
B or F mal' one scmester (summer session not included)
after disrnissal, return without being placed on probation; but if his record is such that he again goes on
probation, (or fails in eight hours of wo.rk) he will immediateiy be dismissed Ior one calendar year. A student
suspended under scction E may be re-admitted upon
applovaJ of tJrc prcsidcn t,
lL Cases of first sernester freshmen arising under section
B shall be handled as if arising undcr C, i. e., the student
l'jll be placed on pr-obation instead of being dismissed.
I. That the status of thc studcnt ',vho resigns or leaves the
institutioir belore the end of a semcster and re-enters
r.r.ithin onc calcndar year, shall be deielmined by his
lecord ai tlre time of i.ris lcaving thc institution. This
llaitial recol-d shall be regarded as iI it rvcrc the complctc rccorC foi'the senester: and shal1 be used as a
basis of determinir.rg rvhether or not he should be placed
on prohatior.).
II. DISCIPLINARY PROBATION is a measule of Cisciplirle and is uscd b-v thc dcans in cases of stuCents who disregard regula*"ions or cut classes as many as ft:nr times, Il
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will be used for a definite period, and caries rvith it the Jolloviing conditions, during the period of such probation:
A. A student v,rho has more than three unautholized absences from the samc class during one semester will be
immediatety placed on disciplinary probation one sernester.

B,

C.

Any further violation of college regulation during the
time of probation r.vill cause such students to be suspended for a period to be determined by the faculty
committee of discipline.
Initiation into any social or honorary ol'ganization is
prohibited.

D. All absencc privileges are cancellcd.
E. Such a student may not run for offtce.
F. No student on probation may represent tl:e school in any
intercollegiate event other than in athletic cortests
which are governed by S. I. A A. reg'"tlations
"caltPusro"
"Campused" is a measure uscd for the sake of discipline,
by the deans. A student rvho has Cisregarded legulations may
be confined to the camp,Js for a period o-[ time designated by
his or her dean; and ma]r not be permitted tc attend extracurricular lunctions on thc campus, such as ball games or
programs given in the artditorium.
If the nature of the ofiense or infraction of rules seems to
demand a heavier punishment, a studcnt may be placed on
"strict campr-rs," lvhich means that there will be no social contact other than that necessary for carrying on class u'clk.
If a student has been corrected during a periocl of "campus" the period w'iil be extendeC.
CHEATING

Receiving help is accepting infolmation, oral or r,r,'ritten,
which rvili be of benefit at a time lvhcn rvork is expectcd to be
done alone and without hclp o! co-operation, or usirg as )'our
ow'n, material taken fror:r books, rvhether in daily t,ork,
term papers or examinations.
Giving assistance is the communicatlon cf oral or u,ritten
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information rvhich r.r,,ilI bencfit another at a time rvhen he is
expected to have done his rvork in tests, examinations, term
papers, theme work, notebook
',vork, or permitting another to

take advantage of your u,ork rvhen Ite is expected to rlt'.ork
alone and without co-operation.
Honest u.'ork is, thcn, rvork r,r,'hiclt is the result of the
student's owr effort and information, his reaction to, and assimilation oI the mater.ial for study.
The student is cxpected to do honest work, that is, tc
hand in work lr'hich is his orvn and to be in no way a party to
the dishonesty of another. The student is expected actively to
avoid and discouragc another student,s securing help from
his paper, rvhethcr quiz, theme, examination, or notebook.
The student is further expected not to secure, or attempt to
secure. illicit lnformation concerning tests or examinations.
It is assumed that the instrr-rctor will accept as honest or
refuse as dishonest worh r.vhich is handed to him. And it is
further assumed that the instructor r,vi]1 arrange such physical conditions as will be conducive to honestv_
Any student who is found guilty of cheating will be subject to dismissal.
H.4ZING

The unauthorized entrance into the room of other students, or subjecting Jellow-students to indignities of any
character is a violation of discipline. \{ingling with a crowd
or follorving a crot'd engaged in hazing will bc considered to
be participation in hazing. [Iingling rvith a crou,d, fo o',ving
a cror.vd, or attempting to gain forcible entrance to any room
or building shall also be considered as a violation of discipline.
On enterir.rg college, each student is required to subscribe
to the following statement:
"I PLEDGE MY }IONOR, TO REFRAIN FROM
ANY AND ALL FORMS OF HAZING AND TO
RESPECT AND OBEY ALL RULES AND REGULAT]ONS OF THE FACULTY."
SITTING TN CANS

Women students
automobiles.

will not be allorved to sit in

parked
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SOCIAL PEGULATIONS

No social function sl-Ia11 be scl'reduled bv any body of
students rvithout permission of the Dean, and rvith t']rom arrangements shall be made.
RESIDENCE

IN

TO\{TN

tr\romen students \t'ho expect to board in town will be
required to see the Dean belore they are allo\ved to register'

OnIy junior and senior women may board in town lvithout
special permission,
Any change of address must be Ieported at once to the
Ecgistral and to the Deans.
CL,q.SS ATTENDANCE

Rcgular attendance ou all class exercises is required for
the sake of discipline, apart from its effect on the student's
grade. A student rellorting to class late will be permitted to
enter class ax the discretion of the instructor. If permitted to
enter, he rvill be charged lvith being late.
A studer.rt u'ho reports to class late three times in one
semester of eighteen rn'ceks and r'vho does not present satisfactory excuse wiii be charged rvith one absence'
ABSENCES

Aurnonrzro absences ale those permitted b1- the college
regulations, such as absence of members of athletic teams, or

of debating teams, or of musical organizations while representing the institution, and those caused by illness or by
other exceptional circumstances.
UNAUTTToRTzED absences are those absences from class
which are not caused by illness or exccptional circumstances'
An unauthorized absence from any class u'i1l automatically acld one quality point lor each absence to those
nolrnally requircd for graduation.
A student rvho has more than thrce unauthorizcd absences from the same class during one semester lvill be imr:reoiately placed on Probation.
In all cascs. regarclless of rvhether the absence is authorizerl or urauthorized, the student will be held deflnitcll'responsible {or the ra.'ork he has missed.
A studcnt, allseni $'ithout e:cuse from a scheduled hour
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of rvork cn a day immediately preceding or follorving a holiday, will be eharged with trvo absences for each class hour
absent.
EXCUSES

A student v,'il1 not be given a slip for an unauthorized absence, A student !i'ho has an authorized absence from a class
must procure a slip from the Dean and present it to the instructor within one..veek lrom the time he reports back to
class. If he fails to procure and present the slip, the absence
will be recorded as unaulhorized.
}IONORABI,E D}SI\4ISSAL

The term "Honorable Dismissal" is used to refer to conduct and character onl.v. An Honorable Dismissal is never to
be given unless the student's standing as to moral conduct
and character is such as to entitle him to continuance in the
csliege. Furthermore, in e.,/ery transcript ol the student's
,record, full mention shall be given as to thc cause of withdrawal.
CA\fPUS PRIVILECE

A student who has resigned or r.vho has been suspended
or expelled must leave the campus rvithin tt'enty-four hours
alter severing h.is relation r,lth the institution.
USE OF THE LIBRARY
LIERARY HOURS

The librar.v is opened at ?:30 a. m. and remains open continuously until 8:00 p- m. except on Saturday t'hen it closes
at 5 p. tn.
GENERAL READING ROOM

In this room are placed Ure

rrtore generally used referpeliodicals.
They are to be used
current
ence books and the
p)easure
students,
but
are
not to be taken out
oI the
at the
pr defaced in any way. Those in charge of the library wish
to make all students comfortatrle, and v-ill be glad to serve
them in any rvay.
BORRO\\'INC BOOKS

Books and unbound periodicals in the gencral collection
are loaned for one week, r'ith the privilege of renerval. Books
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which are reserved for certain conrses, and all books of the
trVoodlow lVilson collection, trral' be taken lrorn the libra:5'
at 5:30 p. m. and returned not later than B:15 a. m. the ioilowing day.
FINES

A fine of flfteen cents {or the ffrst hour, and five cents for
each succeeding hour, will be charged for reserved books
which are overdue. A fine of five cents will be charged for
each day a book from the general eollection is held over time.
Fines will also be charged for any damage to books or periodicals. Failure on the part of a student to pay his ffne will result in having library privileges withdrawn lrom him.
Those students who take books and periodicals from the
library rvithout permission and contrary to all regulations
are not only liable to have their privileges taken from them,
but are subject to dismissal from the institution.
I!I]SCELLANEOUS
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

Opportunity is given to a limited number of students to
earn board and lodging, but all students are required to pay
the registration, Iibrary, Iaboratory, and infirmary fees. Only
students w'ho are doing satisfactory work rvill be given employment by Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
SCHOLANSHIP; LOANS, ETC,

A scholarship, exempting the student from the payment
o-t registration and laboratory fees, is granted annually to a
graduate of each state-approved high school ol Louisiana,
ranking in the highest one-fourth of his class.
The George O. Thatcher Memorial Loan Fund w'as established in 1925 by a gitt of trvo hundred dollars from A{rs. !V.
F. Pearce. The Iund is maintained by the AlLrmni Association
and all Life Membersirip Fees become a part of the loan
fund. The sum of {ifteen hundred dollars of this fund has been
used as loans to studcnts recommended by the President of
tl:e College and the Thatcher l\{emorial Loan Fund Committee.
The Pierian CIub of Ruston, maintains a loan fund for
r .omeu striCents r,,'l.io are recommended bv the President of
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the College and thc Education Committee o! the Ciub. This
loan fund was established in 1910 anC has been rraintained
without interruption since that t.ine.
FACULTY ,q.DVISORS

Advice ol the Dean of lVlen. Dean ol l,Vor.:.,:en and the
heads of the college departments is available foi students in
the selection of courses, in securing assistance in siudl,- methods, in preparation for vocations, in overcoming difficulties of
adjusting themselves to the conditions and requiretnents of
college life and in encouragement tor.rards making the rrost
of the opportlrnities ofiered by the

co11ege.

ATHLETICS A}iD PHYSICAL TR.{I};IJC

Ali phases of athletics lor mei"- are encoura3ed; fcotball,
baseball, basketball, tracl<, tennis, \.olle).ba11, hockel.', soccer,
fieldba11, boxing. ald rvrcstling. The college has adequate
facilities for the conduct of these forms of ph..r'sical trainhrg,
a nerr,,ly constructed looiball fielcl. baseball diamonC. practice
fields, a qr"rarter-mile track rvith two-hundlecl-trventy sard
straighta\vay, and tennis courts, as r,,'ell as sepalate paviLions
for men and women in rvhich are conducted ph1'sical training
exercises, basketball, and other spol-ts.
Inter-collegiate contests in the major athletic sports are
participated in by men of the college. The col.lege is a member of the Southern Inter-collegiate Athletic Association.
Over-emphasis, however, is not placed upon representation
upon the college teams, but students are urged tD engage in
some form of ph"vsical training and are required to pursue
courses in physical training in the freshman and sophomore
years.
Inter-collegiate contests in athlet!cs fcr ..r'oruen are
discouraged. A11 rvomen students are urged to take part in
some Jorm of athletics and are required to take part in
prescribed courses during their {resl.iman and sopiromare
years. Besides regular setting-up exercises ancl drills. training is given for a11 women in major spor'1s, basketball. hockey,
soccer, voileyball, tennis, baseball. tracl<, ard fielcl c1.cnts.
L4edical examinations at the bc€inniig oi the:'ear cletsxmine the type of exercise each \r.oroen student takes. Those
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rot able to take part in the major sports are required to work
in rninor activities, as quoits, croquet, and hiking.
The Women's Athletic Associatlon, which is a member of
the national organization, the Athletic Conference of American College Women. sponsors all athletic inter-class games.
Points are given for the various events, and these points
count toward winning letters, awards, etc. Points are given
for hiking and observing of hygiene month.
Physical education is required oI all freshman and sophomore women; and no student may graduate rvithout completirg this required w.ork.
ELIGIBILITY OF ATHLETES

Ail

candidates for athletic teams must strictly adhere io

the rules and regulations of the Southern Inter-collegiate
Athletic Association.
CONCESSIONS

The gcr.reral regulations of the college apply to athletes
as well as to otller students, and no concessions of any nature
v;ill be made because of representation on the college teams.
ORCANIZATTONS

The lollor.,,ing college organizations under the direction
of members of the Iacult1,, ol{er students opportunities for
sccial and intellectual development:
The Pan-Hellcnic Council, Student Advisorv Committee,
trVomen Students' Council. Forensic Club, International Relations Club, Tech Band-o'-Glee, Tech Band, Tech Orehestra,
Chaminade X{usic CIub, Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A., Women's
House Association, Home Economics Club, Art Club, "T"
Club, Tech Theater Pla),ers, House Organization, K. O. A.,
B. S. U., Agricultural Club, and House Council.
Honor fraternities rvith chapters on the campus are
tl'rese: Delta Alpha Rho, engineering; Kappa Gamma Psi,
music, and Sigma Tau Delta. literary.
Social fraternities and sororities are the follov,,ing: Theta
Kappa Nu fraternitJ-; Alpha Lambda Tau fraternity; Omega
Kappa fraternity; Kappa Delta sorority; Theta Upsilon sorority; Beta Phi Aipha sorority.
PUBLICATIONS

The college publications are The Tech ?olk, the u,'cekly
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paper; Lognioppe, the college anl'Iual, and Pine Cones, the
literar"v magazine.
ALUNINI ASSOCIAIIO]'I

Tlle Alumni Association oJ the Louisiana Polytechnic Itrstituie is chartered under the non-stock colporation laws of
Louisiana. It is a live organization of ex-students tvhose purpose is to promote the interests and the rvelfare of their AIma
l"Iater. Its activities are directed by an Executive Council
composed of the officers, elected annually, and a Board of
four directors, one o{ lr''hom is elected each year to serve four
1'ears. The business mecting oI the Association is held each
1-ear during commencement week, at rvhich time a reur.rion
picnic on the campus is cnjo1,'ed. From time to time a banquei
is also held, and some prominent speaker is presented at a
public program as part of the regular exercises.

BUREAU OF RECOI{]\IENDATIONS
Believing that one of the most important services a colIege may render its students is to connect them lvith suitable
positions, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute maintains for this
purpose the Bureau of Recommendations.
The conception of placement !s lalger than a mere process of securing positions for tl.re students. It involves the
r,vhole {uestion of fitness for announced openings, so that the
public in the particular communities may be lvell served, as
rvell as a position secured for the student.
The Bureau of Recommendations is not an employment
agency, but a definite attempt on the part of the institutiotr
to serve both the state and its students. The Bureau realizes
that the success of the college, to a certain extent, depends
on the success, in the field. of students rvho have becn trained
here. With this thought uppermost, r'"'e rvish to emphasize
the fact that we make no recommendations, that we send nc
credentials of students unless we feel that the studenti
tecommended rvill meet the requireme[ls of emplo.,-ers requesting inlormation concerning them. If tve have requests
we cannot fill we shall be frank in saying so. Recommendations made by faculty members, administrators and otheis
competent to judge the work of registrants are made con-
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fidentially to the Bureau, anC r,'e urge that employers treat
them as confidential information. When an emplover has
examined the papers of applicants registered in this Bureau
we ask that he return these papers to tlre office here.
The Bureau invites prospectir,e employers to visit the
ofice, to examine the files, and to give us an opportunity to
make it possible for them to come in personal contact with
those being considered for positions. We further $'ish them
to knorv that rvhen thev requcst information concerning candidates the Bureau sends out credentials, if possible, thc day
the request is made, and that their reports of vacancies are
held as conflclential information, if requested.
SUMMER SCHOOL

Louisiana Poiytechnic Institute maintains a summer
school in ri'hich near'1y al1 the coulses of the regular']'ear are
ofiered b5'tlre regular members of the faculty. Students carry
fewer classes in summer; but the-v meet dail}. for regular
recitation and lecture clases and give double time to laboratory pel'iods. During the nine iveeks stucients may earn
nine hours. A summer school bulletin is printed each spring
and mai'bc secured by rvriting the Registrar's office.
RELIGIOUS ORGAN]ZATIONS
CHURCHDS

To este.blish promptl-r. 2n6 to maintain regular.ly vital retrigious contacts is a matter of first importance to every student. These churches of Ruston, through their pastors, ofier
regular programs adapted to the needs of college students:
l{ethodist Church: Rev. Gu-v Hicks, Pastor.
First Baptist Church: Rev. W. J. Bolin, Pastor.
Temple Baptist Church: Rer.. C. E. Autrey, Pastor.
Presbyterian Church: Rev. S. E. McFadde:r, Pastor.
Eoiscopal Church: Rer.. O. R. Chamberlain, Pastor.
Church of God: Rer'. C. W. Smith, Pastor.
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

There are live religious organizations on the campus.
These organizations engage in a rvide range of sen'iceable
activity v,-hich enables students of varied interests and
talents to participate. These activities are planned to give
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students an oppol'tunity to express their altruistic impulses
and Christian ldeals. The organizatiotrs are: the Y. W. C. A,'
Y. M. C. A., trVesley Foundation, B. S. U., and Presbyteriau
Student Union.

LIBRARY
The building for the Louisiana Poi)'technic Institute Library was opened to students, faculty, and the general putr'
lic in December, 1927. The structure is in the Colonial sf,yle
or architecture, is commodious and adequately equiPPed,
with a capacity of many thousands o{ volumes and room to
accommodate three hundred readers.

At the present time the

librar5. contains about 18,0ffI
hundreds of pamphlets, ulmany
bound volumes, besides
bound magazines and nervspapers- Iu addition to these, as a
government depository of public documents, it receives *
large number of official documents from the numerous departments of the federal government.
A spccial Iibrary of about four hundred volumes dealing
rvith the various phases of the social sciences, is gi'"'en a sepa!'ate roon in the library and is called "The Woodrow Wilson
I\4emorial Librarv," These books rvete donated by some of
the friends of the library.
One of the looms of the library is occupied b). a museurn
devotcd especially to a historl, o{ this section of the state. AE
interesting collection has e.lread-v been acquired and olher
articles will be added froirr time to time.
For the past ferv years hundreds of books have been added to the collection eacl] -r'ear, for it is the purpose of the Iibrary to supply all bqoks needed lor reference rvork by sfilder.rts; to offer a certain an.rount oI recreational reading; and
to furnish the best periodical literature available for the use
of faculty and stu,dents.

a
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COURSES OF STUDY
EXPLANATION

Ireshman courses are numbered in the 400 series.
Sophomore courses are numbered in the 500 series.
Junior-senior courses are numbered in the 600 series
When there is a specific junior prerequisite lor senior
fi)urses, the said senior courses are numbered in 700 series.
A "continuation" course is tu'o or three courses that form
a sequence through successive semesters. Such courses grant
'cnly provisional credit until the sequence of the "contineration" course is completed,
A course usually meets thtee times a week lor a semester of 18 weeks, and assurres a preparation of two hours of
wr.rrk {or each hour of meeting, A course caffies a credit ot
ttlre€ semester hours. Certain courses in the sciences and in
flther subjects require more or less work than the amount
eited. and accordingly carry more or less credit. The credit
.tor each course is indicated with the description of the course,
as follorvs: three hours credit; two hours credit. The word
"Tlour" means one semester hour.
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SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
HERBERT L. HU GHES, Ph. D., Dean

The School of Arts and Sciences offers the siuderrt a
choice of several curricula, each curriculum requiring lour
years for completion and leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Arts or Bachelor of Science. These curricula vary according to the requirements for the major. Students may major
in any one of the following departments: Art, Biologic-al
Sciences, Commelce, English and Foreign Languages, Mathematics, Music, Physicat Sciences. Social Sciences; and tlte-rr
may choose thcir minor study with the approval of the head
of the major department. The courses for the first two yeaIs
in the curricula of the Scl'lool ol Arts and Sciences are pr-dcticaily the same for atl students' regardless of the major; except that stud€nts lvlro are majoring in Art or Music may substitute six semester hours in the special subject for Freshmarr
I,lathematics. Graduates on a curriculum of the School ot
Arts and Sciences may receive a teacher's professional certificate if they have elected the required courses in Educatioa
and also in Health and Physical Education.
The Academic Curriculum, the Pre-Legal Curiculun4
and the Pre-Meclical Currlculum are given below'- The curricula in Agriculture, Art, Biological Sciences, Commer':e.
English and Foreign Languages, Ilathematics, Music, Plrysicil Sciences, and Social Seiences are given under the respective departments.
ACADEN{IC CURRICULUM
LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ON BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Inasmuch as the courses of the first two years of tlre
Academic Curriculum are basic eourses and are practiell;'
the same as the first two years of other curricula in the
School of Arts and Sciences, regardless of the major, studeuts
rvho have not fully decided as to their major are advised t*
complete the ffrst two years of this curriculum.

rs
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FRESHMAN YEAR

.&rsfish 401 402: Freshman Composi[ion
ttriEtory 401, 402: Modern Europsar History

6
6

......

6

Foreign Language...
.!trelhematics 401,

40!:

.

Algebra. Trjgonometry

3iology or Chemjstry:

Fical

6

General

10

Education

Total senester

2

hours....

..

36

SOPHOMO3E YEAR

Eoglish 501, 502: English al:d Amer.ican Literature
Fristory 501, 502; American History ......

Foreign

6
6

Language

Biotogy. Chemistry, or ph].s:cs
' Ftu/sjcal E,lucariorl

6
..

10
2

Eer'lives

Totel semester

6

hours

36

JUNIOR AND SENION YEARS
Before
the
student
enters uDotl the work oi ahcse t,.vo year.s he must
_
ctroose a major study aEd a nlinor study subject to the aiproval of the
Ftr?ad of the Departmcnt in lvhich he takes his major r"a oi r" O.r"
Ore School of Arts and Sciences. For details as to tile *rj..
-nr;;,;;;"i
urxler the department of the majot- subject_ Below is given
"",1the
bumber
€t &ours ot \{,or:k to be taher dur.irg re jenior. an.l senior years:
o'ajor Subject
13

![inor Subject
Elettives ..... ..
.

12

Total semester hours. .... ..
TOTAL semester hours ir clrl.liculLrm

30
........

.

_

60

l1iz

TIIVO-YEAR PRE-LEGAL CURRICULUII
FRESHM-q.N YE.\R

:English 40l, 402: I'reshman Compositior
trli!*o.y 40f, 402: Modern Eu.opean Historv.

Irolitical Science

501,

502

...

..

Foreign Lanquage rFr"ench or. Lalin)
PhJ si&l Education. ......
llafrematics 401.40:
EJertives , Speech pccferL.ed

.

....

..

I

Total se:neste. hoLri:

6
6
6
6
2
6
6

.

SOPHOT,IOiiN YEAN

Irnglblt bOl. iUJ
Fl;s1ory 501. 50-l ..

lr:conomlcs cul! 5ul
' Phlsicat Educalinn
F,{)EeiSn T,anguaqe (French or Latr Drefel.rccl).
History 680. 69I
Sc{til'es (.A. Social ScieDce prcfcr-r-e.t)

Total semester hours
TOTAL semester hoLrx in cul'r.iculum....
*Nut rcqujred oI I93.j-37 so-rhccroi.es

6
6

i,

:
6
6
B

76
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TWO-YEAR PRE-MEDICAL CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR

Pbysical Education ..
English 401, 402: Freshman CornpositioD...-...........-.....
x French 401, 402: Begirning French.... .
Mathematics 401, 402: CoIIege Algebra, Trigonometry............
Biology 40i,402: Ceneral Biology.
Chemistry 40I, 402: Ceneral Chemistry

,
6
.

6
10
10

48

Totel semeste! houfs

SOPITOMORE YEAR

i Physical Eclucation

...

2

.......

Enslish 501 English Literature
History 401,402: Modern European I:tistory.......
}.rerrch 501, 503: Intermediate french
Chemistry 601, 602: Organic CheiDistry
Physi.s 501, 502 ... .. ..

3
...

6

,,,, ,,',,1?
,,,,10

Total senejier hoLrrs .. ...
TOTAL semeste. houls in curriculnrn
x Students \vho present tuo units of hjgh school
French lvill register lor a more ad!_anced course fur
Trenclr-

THREE-YEAR PRE.}{EDICAL CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR

Physical Education
English 401, 402: Freshman

2
Con1posi1ior....................... ...

402: Beginring French ..
Mathematics 401, 402i College Algebra, TrigoDometry
Chemistry 401, 402: General Chenlistr-y . ........................... ....

x french

6

.

401,

Bjology 401, 402: Gcncl'al Eiolog:
I'otal semester houl's

* Physical Education.........

.....

......

6
10
10

4G

SOPIIOT,IORE YEAN

History 401, 402: Modern Duropean Histoly
French 501, 503: Intermeriiate French ... ...... ...........
Biology 600, 601: HygieDe and Sat)itatioD .......... .. ...
Chemistry 515, 516: Adl.anced Inorganic Che:nistiy
PhJsics 501. 502: Ccnlrr:.1 PLt's'cs
TolaL scmester hoLl's
.IIrh{IOR YEAR

2
6
6

4
10

9;

E'Ielish 501: English Literature
Biolosy 501, 502: zooloqy
Chcmislr'y 601, C02: O:'srr.ic Cher.is:r.y
Psychology 501,502

Electives

...........

Total semester hours .
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum ..
x Students who present t$_o units

of high

lli
school

Freneh Nill register lor a moae advanced cours€ in
Freach.
. Not reqtlired oi 1936-37 sophomores.

4)
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Department of Agriculture
IIAYMOND LESLIE EEESE, B. S., ASSISTANT PROF.ESSOII AND DEPAE,T.
NTS'T 1IEAD,
FRANCIS LEO AFEMAN, M. S., INSTRUCTOR.

CLTRRICIILUM
]LEADING TO THE DECREE OF BACHELOR OT SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAN

i{griculture 401,402: Stock Judging ard Breed Types
rlg:_iculture 450: Feeding oI Farm Animals........ ..
,Agrlculture 451: Breeding of I'arm Animals
Agriculture 452: Productive Dairying.....
Agticulture 453: Poultry Productiorr ... .... ...
Ctremistty 401, 402: General Chernistry..............

Biology

401,

...

6

...........
3
10

402i ceneral Biology

*-"ngtii.ll 401,' 402:

10

r"""t

'FtrJasical Educatior .. ...-in-c.*i""iii.",
....
Total semester hours

6
35

SOPHOMORE A'EAR

Agricullure 501: Milk Testing, etc.. ...
Agricult re 503: Swine Production. ... ..
AEriculture 551: Cotton Production
Aqriculture 552: Vegetable Gardening ..
AE lculture 553: Beef Cattlc aI.l Sheep Production....
.

.

English 501,502:

'.

t
3
2
2

English and American Literature..
L{athematics 507, 508: AgricLrltural Mathematics.
Cxlemistry 401, 402: ceneral Chemjstry

10

g'iology 401. 402: ceneral Biology .

l0

' Physical

.. ......

...

Education

6

Total semester hours
JUNIOR YEAN

A.griculture 601: Forage and Pasture Crops
AgTicultu.e 602: Southertl Field Crops ......................................
atgriculture 603: Fruit crowing.. .........-....... ....... ... ......-.......................

Agriculture

650i

Dise8ses

of Animals.....

2

..

Agriculture 652: SoiI Physics ....
Bioloqy 630: Diseases ot Pla[ts ....
Agr;eulture 506: Economic trntomology. ...
!,r.onomics 629: Farm Markering........ ..
f,{isto.y 401, ,102: Modern European History......

2

.

rll5.sics 501, 502: Cotlege physics
Total semester hours

3
3
....

6
10

36

SENIOR YEAN,

Agriculture 701: Soils and Fertilizers
.africulLure 702: Farm Management
' ilot required ot 1936-37 sophomores.

2

{3
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Asricultule ?50: Farm Meats""""'
Agriculture 752: Farm Machinery

2
2

eir:cultu.e 753: Farm Drainage and Terracin
a;ri.rrltrrre ?54: Advanced Dairv Problems
Airicutture ?55: Buttermaking and Creamerv

commercc .l0l: Farm Accountrng
History 60?: Economic History oI U S """"
Sociology C09: Rural Sociology"""
Chemrstrv 60C: QuantitatiUe Analysis ""'
Economics 501,502: Princrples of Economics""

2

3
3

"

3
4
6

34
Total semester hours..... .. .......
141
TOTAL semestet hours in currictllum
wfia
NOTE: Students trho pursue the Agriculture Curriculum afld
ol Agricultur€
in
lieu
eourses
Education
may
elect
preDare
to
teacl,
\trish to
accordirg to the tecomrEerdation oI the head of the De_

requirements
partment oi Agriculture.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A J\,IINOR IN AGRICULTURE
(For students from other departments)
Students from other departments desiring to minor ftr
ag.i"ritrrt" are required to complete at Ieast twelve hours of
in Agriculture, in addition to twelve hours'
"or"r"s
"d-rr".r"ud
from freshman and sophomore eourses'
DESCRIPTION OT COURSES
Courses numbered in the 400 and 500 groups are usually
other
offered each year, those in the 600 and ?00 groups every

year except where the demand is urgent'

AGRICULTURE 401: Stoclc Jtdging ond' Breed Tgpe'
Three hours. First semester. One lecture and four laboratorS'
hours. No prerequisite.
A study of the origin, native hornes, adaptabiiity' and
distribution oI the more important types of breeds and
judging'
d.omesticated animals, together with livestock
AGRICULTURE 402: Stock Judging and Breed Types'
Three hours. Second semester. A continuation of Agriculttrre
401.

A study of the origin, native homes, adaptability' and
distribution of the more important types and breeds of
domesticated animals, together

with livestock judging'

-14
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AGRICULTURE 4j0: The Feed.ing oJ Farm Animals.
I'hree ho'..rrs. First semester. No prerequisiies.
The principles of animal nutrition; the composition and
digestibility of feedstufis; the selection of feedi; balancing

xations; the economical feeding of animals.

AGRICULTURE 457: Animal Breedlng. Three hours.

Second semester. No prerequisites.

under.lving the breeding and selection of
- The principles
farrn_animals.
The application of these priniiples to practical
breeding. A consideration of the methods used by successftrl
treeders of the past and present.

AGRICULTURE 428.. Farm Dairgnrg. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Agriculture-4S0.
Milk production, the secretion and composition of milk;
factors affeeting the quantity and quality of milk; care and
xxranagement of the milking herd, raising calves, general
grroblems met witll in farm dairying.
AGRICULTURE 4iB: poultry production. Two hours.
Second semester. Prequisite, Agriculture 450.
The care, feeding, breeding and. management of the farm
Il:rltry flock; the use of incubators and brooders; poultry
marketing, selection and judging. General problems'involved
i:: poultry growing.

AGRICULTURE blt. Elententoly Dairying. Three
hours. First semester. prerequisites, Agricultire" 451, 4Se,
Testing of milk and cream by the Babcock test. Use of
ttre lactometet; methods of cream raising and separation.
iliethods.ot producing and handling cleai milk; ifr" ,iii
house, dairy utensils.
AGRICULTURE 508: Suine prod,uction. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisites, Agriculture 401, 402, 4b0.
The feeding, breeding, care and management of market
ard_ breeding classes of swine. General pioblems of swine
production.
AGRICULTURE 506: Same as Biology 801 lecture.
Thre,c semester hours. First semestei, prercquisites, Biolo-
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AGRICULTURE 551: Cotfo?l Ptoduction' Two horLrs'
First semester'. Prerequisltes, consent of instructor.
Histor-v and tlevelopment oI cotton grov/ing; types and
varieties of cotton lor various types of soils; cultural practices, soils, {ertilizers.
AGRICULTURE 552 Vegetable Crouing. Two hours'
SeconC semester. Prerequisltes, consent o{ instructor.
Planning. planting, and equipping the {arm garden' Fertilizing. spraying, marketing. Use of hotbeds and cold-frames'
AGRICULTURE 553: BeeJ Cuttle and Sheep Produc'
tiorl. Tlvo hours. First s€mestcr. Prerequisites. Agriculture
401,450.

of the general problems involved iD the probeef
cattle and sheep on the farm.
of
duction
AGRICULTURE 607: Forage (ffid PastxLre Crops' Tlvo
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, consent of instructor'
The growth, distribution, culture and uses of forage and
pasture c;ops with especial attention to those adapted to the
South.
AGRICULTURE 602: Southern Iield Crops' Two
hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, consent of instructor'
Given in alternate Years.
A study of the characteristics, adaptation, cultural requirements, harvesting, and storage oi fieid crops in the
South.
AGRICULTURE 603: Ftuit Growing. Two hours Second semester. Prerequisites, consent of instructor' Given in
alternate years.
Problems of location, soils, planting, cultivating, and
harvesting; protection against diseases and insects; general
problems involved in orcharding.
AGRICULTURE 650: Diseoses of Farm Animab' Awo
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, consent of instructor'
Given in alternate years.
A discussion of the common infectious and non-infectious
diseases of farm animals; diagnosis, prevention, treatment'

A

stud1,

4!j
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AGRICULTURE 652: Soil Phgsics. Three hours. One
lccture, four horus laboratcrv. Second semester. prerequisites, Chemistry 401, {02, consent oI instructor. GiYen in al_
ternate years.
A study of the various types of soils; soil moisture. soij
air; soil structure and its modiflcations; organic matter; acid
soils; soil life.
AGRICULTURE 701: Soils and FertiLizers. Two hours.
First semester. Frerequisites, Chemistry 401, 402, junior
standing and consent of instructor. Given in altcrnate years.
The nature and sources of plant Iood; crop requirements,
maintenance and increase of fert.ility; effeet of green manures
and commercial lertilizers.

AGRICULTURE 702: Farm Managernent. Two hours.
Second semester. Prerequisites, senior standing and consent
ol instructor. Given in alternate years.
A study of the methods of farming adapted to southern
conditions; selecting the farm; the organization and development of the farming system, farm records.

AGRICULTURE 75Q: Farm Meats. Two hours, One
Iecture, two laboratory hours. Second semester. prere_
quisites, consent of instructor. Given in alternate years.
Lectures, demonstration, and practice in the selection of
animals for Iarm butchering. The best methods of killing and
dressing; curing and smoking meats.
AGRICULTURE 752:. Farm Machi,ruerE. Two hours.
First semester- Prcrequisites, consent of instructor, Given in

alternate ycars.
The constr"uction. adjustmellt, opcration and rcpair of
r aricus t) I,es cf far::.: maclr jnc:.1-. Iol sccding. tillage ar:d
harr.esting.

AGRICULTLIRE 753: Farm Drainage and Tetacing.
Two hours. Seeord semester. Prerequisites, junior standing
and consent of instructor. Given in alternate yearsElementary surveying with special application to farm
drainage and terracing; measuring, laying ofi foundations,
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terracing, ditches, tile drains and other probLcms ol such nature on the farm.
AGRICULTURE 754: Aduanced' Dairging. Three hours'
Second semester. Prerequisite, senior standing, consent of
instructor. Given in alternate years.
A study of some of the more advanced problems of dairy
production. Lectures, assigned readings, reports.
AGRICULTURE 755'. Farm Buttet-m'aking. Two hours.
Second semester. Prerequisites, junior standing, consent of
instructor. Given in alternate years.
A study oI the raw products, grading, pasturizing, and
ripening cream; uses of commercial starter; churning, salting and $'orking butl,er: marketing.
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Departrrent of Art
F LIZJ,EE'H EE:-]'EAI E,

DESIGN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR rlND DEFAET.

I{ARY \iOFfET?, B. D!S'GN, INSTRUCTOR.
l\iOSS, B. 4., M. A., INSTIIUCTOIi,

,iIErAIl E,

CURRICULUM
(With Major in Art)
AEAD]NG TO THD DECREE OF EACHELOR OF ARTS

Giaiilc.tes o,r this curriculum may receive a teacher,s
professiorai certif;catc !f tliey have electe-l the required
ccuises in Eiitc:rucr and also I{ealth and Physical ECucatlon.
iRESHI,{AN YEAR
English 101..i03: F:€shI]1an Compositiorl
h-istory ,J.Jl, {C2i hloCern E,rropean Histor,y
For'{

iAn L}r.

j. uaSc

Biologt or Cher-nistly
Art 401: Art Stlucture
Art 411: Ele.nenlary Design. .. .. ....
Art 42i: Elementary Water Cotor i.iotir]!
Art 452: Freehand Dra$,ing
Alt 451: Mechanical Perspective
Physical Eaucaljon (each semester.)
Total s€nlester hours

SOPHONIORE YEAR

Engltsh 501, 502:

History 501, 502

lnglish and American Literature.
United Stales History or

Iiistory 610. 611 Ancienl ard Medieval History. ......
Foreigr Language
DioloS)' or Chemistrt'

-t\rt 510: Thcareljcal Design

Ar1 52i,: \\atLr Carc,r Paint:ng

rt 53(,: Co'1-oo:i1i(}n
Arl 550: .Ad!ar.ceo l:cc-hand Dra\1.irrC
I fhlii...1 E,lu..i,n
Tu:i.-' sar'r,..te:, ir'.,:s
... ...
-4
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JUNION YEAR

jLr SuL,jtct. .......
Art 564, 565: Art Appreciation and Picture
Art 6?0, 6?1: OiI Pajrting
Art 531, 630r Co$position
Art 6t0. 651: Lije Drawing
.Il i

Electives
Total se:nesler hours

* Not required cf

l93e-37 sophomores.

Study...,

-_ __ _-_

SCi{COI- OF Ai]TS ,{ND SCIENCES
SEIiIOS YEAR

Art 6I0. 611: AdvaLrc(d Design.
Art 631. ?30i Composition . ..
Arr 666, 6CT: Histor-\ oi Art ... ..
Minor Subiect ...
flectivPs ... ...
Totrl semester hours
TCITAL semesler hours in cuiriculum

;
6
6
15

141

REQUIREMENTS FOR A \IINOR IN ART
(For stucicnts ir-r other departments)
Sl'"rCet-rts irom othcl ciepaltments u'ho clesire a ninor in
,'rt r'r :r.o:r;rr'Ll tc ti.l^' :1'.'-l\. ::nl.:ilel hct'':s oI a']'"Ltrced
coursres in Art incluCirg Alt 619 ani 6i1, and in aiiition to
trt ,!C1.. ,111. 421, 4ill, 5i0. 52C, 5r0.
The stu(:lcnl t'ho ha:r a i.oajcr iu tlie Scl'tool oi Arts and
Sciences na-t, el:ct cort, ses iit the Departnelrt oI Alt for
r',,hich he is eiigibic. flre electron o.[ such courses rnu;t bc

approrred b1- thc'bcaC of the rieparttnent in q'hich he is registcred and by the head of ti:e Department of Art

Art

402 and 50I a;:e open

to students in the Department

oI Education onlY.

Art

4?5 is open

to students in the Department of Home

Economics onlv.

Credit Ior Art 564 u,'i1t not be Siven to studei-its r"rhc expect to receive credit for Art 401 and Art 402 ol Io:: Art 401
and Art 475.
DESC,I?IPTION OF COURSES

ART 401: Art St1'ucture. Two hours. First semester'
.f!n elenentary course designed as a foundation lor all
The theo[y and practice in the principles of destud.v.
art
and clra\\'it,g as a basis for an appreciation ol the
color,
sign,
crafts.
and
arts
line
ART 402: Art Structure Jor Sludents in EclttcTtion'
Two hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Art 401'
A continuation oI the study of the theory and practiee
in thc use of the principles of design, color, and drarving as
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applied to the teaching of art in the elementary school. Book_
binding, free-hand letterlng.
ART 411: ELementarE Desion. One hour. Second semester. Prerequisite, Art 401.
The principles and practice of design as applied to d.ecorative ornament, and, in its larger sense, to graphic expression in all lbrms. The making of abstracted patterns adapted
from plant and flower forms u,ith especial attention to m;tifs
of a local character.
ART 42i: ElenlentarA Water Color painlirg. One hour.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Art 401.
T.raining in the color sense to accompany training in the
form sense in concurrent courses. The painting of pottery,
plants, and flowers on simple backgrounds.
ART 450: tr'ree-hand, Drawing. Trvo hours, First semes_
ter.
A study of the principles underlying a1l representative
drawing rvith the application of these principles to sketching
from still-life and casts. Problems in one, two, and three poini
perspective. The development of an appreciation oI fine pro_
portion through its delineation.
ART 451: Nleclnnical Perspectibe. Two hours. Second
semester. Prerequisite, Art 450.
Simple problems in one, two, and three point perspective
with emphasis on the use of drawing tools.
ART 475: Art Structure for Stud,e\ts in Home Econonlics. T\,vo hours. Second semeste.r. Prerequisite, Art 401.
A continuation oI the study of the principles of design,
color, and drawing as a basis for the study of costume de_
sign and interior decoration with especial emphasis on display and advertising.
ART 501: General Methods. Two hours. Sccond semester. Prerequisite, Art 402. Laboratory fee, 92.00.
A continuation of Art 401 and 402. A study 6f materials
and methods to be uscd in active programs and practice in
working up materials for units of study in elementary and
high schools.
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ART 510: Theoretical Design. Two hours' First semest€r. Prerequisite, Art 411.
Problems in pure design, beginning rvith the making of
abstract, geometric, and conventionalized motifs and their repetition to form consecutive patterns, lvith emphasis on dark
ind light, followed by more advanced patterns with emphasis on color harmony. Research problems in historic orna:xent.
ART 520: Water Color Painting. Two hours' Second semester. Prerequisite, Art 421.
The painting of still-life and flowers with attention to
pictorial composition, the use oI light and shade, the appliiatior.r of the theories of co1or, and the principles of perspective.
ART 530, 531- Composi'tiorz. For each, one hour' First
and second semesters. Prerequisltes, Art 411,421, and 450'
The deYelopment of creative expression through the
execution o{ subjects chosen and completed independently'
Weekly exhibition and criticism of work.
ART 550: Ad.xanced. Free-hand' Droluling' Three hours'
First semester. Prerequisite, Art 450.
Advanced. work in sketching in cbarcoal, crayon, pencil,
and water color.
ART 564: Art Appreciation Tt'o hours Eirst semes-

ter.

(See note above, Pagc 49).

A study of the principles governing thc use of line' mass,
and color as a basis for critical appraisal The application of
these principtes to the fine arts and to the crafts' Notes prepared in the library and illustrated by prints.
ART 565: Picture Stud'J. Trvo hours. Second semester'
An introduction to the appreciation of the modern masters o{ painting from the nincteenth century to the present
day, *ith especial emphasis on the French, English, and
American Schools. Notes prepared in the library and i11ustrated by prints.
ART 610 and 671'. Ad"tanced Design. For each, two hours'
First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Art 510
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The application of the prlnciples of art structure to the
crafts, book decoration, and to graphic illustration. The study
of printing processes and methods of reproduction.

ART 630 and 631: Composition.For each, one hour. First
and second semesters. Prerequisite, Art 531.
A continuation oI Art 531.

ART 640 and 641: Metal-uorking. For each, two hours.
First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Art 402, Art 475, or

Art

511.

The execution of jewelry in sih,er and gold and of bowls,
book-ends, flat ware and the like, in copper, brass, pewter,
and silver. using original designs. Laboratory fee, $3.00.

ART 650 and 651: Lif e Dra'**mg. For each, two hours.
Prelequisite, Art 550.
Plactice in drarving from the head and figure, using
costumed models.

ART 660: Teachirug of Fine Arts. Four hours. Prerequisite, Art 402, or Art 511 and 550. (Not offered in 1936-37).
The planning of a course of art appreciation and the
methods of presentation in the elementarl, and high schools.
Practice in the forms of art to be taught. Laboratory fee,
s3.00.

'-

ART 666 and 667: History oJ Art. For each, three hours.
First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Art 565.
A brief surve-v of the painting, sculpture, and architecture of ancient, medieval and modern periods. Notes prepared in the library and illustrated by prints.
ART 670 and 671: Oil Painting. For each, two hours.
First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Art 520 and 550,
(Not offered in 1936-37) .
A course similar in aim and method to Art 520.
ART 728: Aduanced Water Color Painting. Two hours.

Art 520 and 550.
painting
Advanced practice in the
of still-life and land-

Second semester. Prerequisite.
scape.

SCHO OL
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ART ?30 and ?31: Composition' For each' one hotlr'
First and second semesters' Prerequisite, Art 631'
A continuation of Art 631'
two
.Anf ZSO and ?51: Figure Composition'' For each'
651"'
Art
.
f.o"r..
-'-- iittt and second semesters' Prerequisite'
earr"."a practice in the drawing and painting of the
figure. using costumed models'
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Department of Biological Sciences
J. R. rO\riLER, Ph. D., PRO!'ESSoR AND DEFARIMENT
HEAD

rl. FOLta, JR., M. S., ASSTSTAN! PRoFESSOR.
F, L, AF!5fAN, M. S-, INSTEUCTOE.
M.

CURRICULUM
(With Major in Biotogy)
LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher,s
professional certificate iI they have elected the requireJ
cou.rses in Education and also in Health and physical
Eiucation.
FRESHMAN YEAR

English{01.40?: Freshma n Composition... ..
History 401. 402: Modem Xuropean History

6
6

Foreign LarEuage

6

Mathematics 401, 402 Algebra, Trigonomet
Biology or Chemistr y: General
Physical Education ..
Total

6
10
ts6

SOPHOMORE YEAR

English 501,502: Xnglish end American

6
6
6
0

Electives
Total

6

36

JUNIOR AND SENIOR I,EARS
Biology-suffjcient hours to satisfy Major.
Minor Subject-sumcient hou16 to sa1isfy Minor.
Electives--sufficient hours to bring totat to. .. ........
......
semester hours in iurriculum
-r Not
-- TOTAL
required of 1936-37 sophomores.

..........

60

. .. .........

lg2

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN BIOLOGY
Stugent: intending to major in Biology are required to
" ,,
follow
the above curriculum for their J.I"frm"rl
omore years. During the seeond semester of their sophom-ore
""a ""pilater as may be neeessarv) they are reqfrired to
Vear
-(anf
consult
the Head of the Department of Biological 'sciences
as to their major and minor courses of study
1o.:o::.9n:
durmg their junior and senior years.
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Major: A minimum of thirty semester hours is requireC
for a major in Biology. Courses which have been taken during
the freshman and sophomore years shall count in fulfillmer.t
of this requirement. Biology 401 and 402 are required and
enough additional courses are to be chosen from the follorving list to complete the requirements: Biology 408, 501, 502,
510, 511, 520, 521, 600, 601, 610, 611, 630, 650, 660.

Mizror: Students majoring in Biology are also required
to choose a minor in a rclated field and schedule the courses
necessary to satisfy the requirements of the department in
rvhich the minor is chosenREQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN BIOLOGY
(For students lrom other departments)
Students electing Biology as a minor are requircd to fo1lorv the same requirements as lor the major; except a minimum of tventy-two hours is required instead of thirtv,
twelve of which must be in advanced courses.

DESCRIP?/ON Or COURSES

BIOLOGY 401: General Biology. Five hours. First
semester.

An introductory course designed to acquaint the student

with the fundamental Iacts and principles of animal biology
as obtained from a series of representative forms ol the anima1 kingdom. Three hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week. Laboratorv fee, 92.50.
BIOLOGY 402: General Biology. Five hours. Second
semester.

An introductory course designed to acquaint the student
with the facts and principles of plant b.iology. The subject
matter of this course is dealt with similarly, and an effort is
made to correlate it v/ith that ol animal biology. Three
hours lecture, and four hor-rrs laboratory per lveek. Laboratory fee, $2.50.
BIOLOGY 403: Bact eriologg. Four hours. Seconcl scmester. Prcrcquisite, Biology 401.
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The purpose of this course is to present the phases of bacteriology that will be of most importance to Ure teacher of
home economics and have an important relation to home
life. Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week.
Laboratory fee, $2.50. (This course is open to other than
Home Economics students r:r'ith permission of the instructor).

BIOLOGY 5A0: Human PhysioTogy and Hggiene. (This
course is equivalent to Biology 600). Two hours. Second semester. Open only to students majoring in Elementary Education. Two lecturcs pcr rvcck.

BIOLOGY 501: lnxertebrate Zoologg. Five hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
The student is introduced into a somer..,hat extensive
study of representative types of invertebrates, their structures, ecology, and life histories and economic importance.
Three hours lecture and four hours laboratory per rveek.
Laboratory fec, $2.50.
BIOLOGY 502i Vetebro.te ZoologA. Fjvc houi's. Second
\
semester. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the
representative forms of vertebrates, their comparative structure, life histories, ecology, and economic importance. Three
hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week. Laboratory fee, $2.50.
BIOLOGY 510: General Entom.ologE. Four hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
The student is introduced into a somelvhat cxtcnsive survey of the Phylum Arthropoda in which special emphasis is
placed upon the great Class Insecta. Their classification, Iife
histories, habits and relationsirip v'ith other ai.iimals are con-

sidered. Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory per
lveek. Laboratory fee, $2.50.

BIOLOGY 577: Economic EntomoTogE.

Four

hours.

Second semester. Prerequisite. Biology 401.

This eourse is designed to give the student detailed information about those groups of Arthropods which are of
particular interest to the home, garden and farm. Their struc-
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tures, Iife histories, habils, economic importance and methods of control are considered. Trvo hours lecture and four
hours labolatorl'per rveek. Laboratory fee, $2.50.
BIOLOGY 520: Plant Ano,tomA and. Physiologg. Four
hours. First semester'. Prerequisite, Biology 402.
A stLr.ly o.f plant tissues, plant structures, their functions,
and the lile processes of plants. Trvo hours lecture and four
hours laboratorv per wcek. Laboratory {ee. $2.50.
BIOLOGY 521: Adxanced Botany and TarononrE.Four
ho',rrs. Secoi.id scmester. Prcrequisite. Biology 402The principlcs oI classi{ication and nomenclature and
their application to selected plant groups. Also, a study of
the lel-ations of plants to cach other and to their environment.
Ti,vo hours lccturc and four hours laboratolr. per rveek. Laboratoly Iee. 52.50.
BIOLOGY 600: Hu.nmn Pinlsi.al.opu and HggLene. T',vc
houls. Filst scmcster. Prerequisite, Biologl'' 401. Students
r.vho harre complctcd Biologl'500 rvill not be allolved to take
this coursc.
A st,-rdy of the structure and functions oI the organs an
systems of the human body, and the methods of keeping
them in health. Tr.vo hours lectule per week.

BIOLOGY 601: Httqiene and Sonitation. Two hours.
Second semester. Plerequisite, Biology 401.
An aclvanced treatmcnt of problems of personal and
group h.vgiene, rvith especial cmphasis on causes and prevention of the more common diseases; Iollor,'red by discussions
on construction and sanitary operation of institutions and
plants dealing rvith c.ducatiott, food and rr,'ater supply, and
disposal of rvasies. Two hours ]ecturc pcr u'eek.
EIOLOGY 610: Gsrctics ctnd Eugenics. Three hours.
Fir:st semcriler. Pret'cqnisitcs, Biolo.gv 401, 402.
1'his coulse Ceals r',,itl.r thc ltrn.lamental La-,vs cf Inheritance, lh.iir application to plant ancl :rnimal breeding, anC to
man. Thlce hours lectrtre par rveek.
BIOLOGY 611: Ger.eruL En';r;t;cia c1'1. ]'o'"tr hours'
Second s.en, ester- Plerequisite, Biolog;r 4C1.
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This course includes a study of the structure, maturation
and fertilization of the germ cells, and ear-lv development
of the invertebrate and vertebrate animals. Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week. Laboratory fee,
$2.50.

BIOLOGY 630: Plant Pathologg-Diseases of plants.
Three hours. Prcrequisites, Biology 401, 402.
A general study of plant diseases, with special consideration given to the more important diseases of the cultivated
plants. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory per lveek.
Laboratory Iee,91.25.
BIOLOCY 650: Histological TechniqtLe and" Laboratory
Method"s. Three hours. First semester. Prcrequisite, Biologv
407, 402.

This course is designed to teach tbe stuclent methods of
making laboratorv preparations, stainirg, embedding, sectioning and mounting materials for prepared slides. Also ho,"v
to make blood counts, and the use of special microscopial and

drawing equipment. One hour lecture and four fours
o.ratorlr per week. Laboratory fee, $2.50.

1ab-

BIOLOGY 660: Ornithologlt. Tu,o hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, Biologl,- 401, 402.
This is a general course in bird study inclucling identifi-

cation, life histori€s, migrations. and relation of birds to
crops, insects, other animals, and man. Tt,o hours lecture
(or equivalent in field work) per week.
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Department of Commerce
I-OUIS M, PI:IILLIPS. B. A-. ASSOCTATE PBOIESSOB A.\-D DEPART'IEI\'I
I]EAD,
LUCIL,-E C.{MPBEI-L, }I, A-. ASSISTANT PBOFISSOR,

CURRICULU},[
(With Major in Commerce)
I,T]ADING TO THE DEGEEE OT BACHELOR OT SC]TNCE
FRESHMAN I'EAR

BroloBy, or Chemistry 401,402
Comrnerce 401, 402 .. .. ..
Foreign Laneuage ,101, 402
English 401,402
.{03...

}/[athematics 401,,102,

.

PhJsical Education
Total sem€sler hours

39

SOPHOMORE YEAB
Eiology, Chemistry, or Physics 501,502
F,r'e;grr Lansuagps 501. 502.... ..

nrlslish

501,

502 .. .. ............ ..... .

CommPrce 5DI. 50: ..
;J:story 401,4t12

'

..

..

..

Physrcal Educaliorr

3{

Total scmesler houis

JUNIOR

AND SENIOR YEAPS

Psycholog:/ 501: General and Educational
Ec.'nomcs 501.502
History 501, 502 ........
Commerce 605

llajor

3
6

6
z

Courses:
, ',',,',,,'',,,,',,,,',,,, ,,, 6

Commerc€ 850. 651
]!'Iathematics 605- 606

Political Science 6i0.

,,,,,6

ti

651

Total reqLrired major hours............. ... .
Minor Courses:
Twelve semester hours of minot work must be elected
from the followiig courses:
Conlmerce

601.602

Economics 610. 612. 614. 629 ... .....
Geography 625, 626 ... ... ...

Total required mi[or hours

18

.. .. ........ ..... 6
....... .. .11
..
.6

... ..........

........ .................................

12

Elective Courses:

Erou-qh hours to n]ak€ a total of one hundred Iortr
must be elected from the following: Corllnerce, Education.
Eco!ro!nics, Geography, Eot'ejgn Lirguage, Nlather:raticj, a)d
JoilInalisrn.
............. .... 20
Totat elected semester hours
Toral semester h ours
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum ... ........ ...
+ Not required oI 1936-37 sophomores.

6?
14{)

60
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REQUIREI{ENTS FOR A M]NOR IN CONT\{ERCE
(For students {rom other departnents)
Students lrom other dcpartments ll,ho rvish to minor in
Commerce are required to complete tweh'e hours from the
following courscs: Commerce 601,602, 650,651, ?00, ?01, ?03,

DESCAIPTIOAT OF COURSES

COMMERCE 401: Ele'ments oJ Accounting. Three
hours. Eirst semester.
Uses of Accounting; intcrprctation oI financial statements; sole orvnership and partncrship.
COMX{ERCE 402:. Eletnents oJ Accounting- Three
houls. Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 401.
Continuation of Commcrcc 401; partnelship and corporations.

, COMMERCE 507: Elementarg TEpcu;titittg. Trvo
hours. Eirst and second sernesters.
Tl.ris course is planncd fcr bcginners aird includes constant practice in touch tl.peu,riting for mastery of the ke1'board, operating the t1-pcwriter Farts. wrjtjrg connected
matter and business letters. Students who have had typewriting in hieh school, or the equilralent, rvill legister for
Conrmerce 502COMI\IERCE 502: Adt:ancecl Typeu:rit.ing. Tu,o hours.
First and second seurestels, Prerequisite, Cotnmerce 500 or its
equivalent.
This course is Ior t1,-pists v'ho desir.c grcater skill in operating the machine, either for the business office or for
personal use. The class'*'ork rvill include the development
of speed and accurac]', tabulations, and general business
forms.
COMMERCE 601: Elemcntaty Stenooraphy. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Conrmcr.ce 501, 502.
This course is planneC for beginners anC cmphasizes the
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theory of Gregg Shorthand. The class t'ork rvill be conducted with a view to the earl5. r:equiremcnt of proficiency in
the use of shorthand. Practice r.vill be gir.en in reading and
dictation practice. Studcnts r,l'ho have had shorthand in high

school, or its equivalent, rvitl not be given credit for this
course.

COMMERCE 602: Adtanced, Stenograpltg. Three
hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, Commerce 601 or its
equivalent, Commerce 501, 502.

A contl.ruation of Conrmerce 601 u,ith cmphasis on the
rlevelopment of speed in dictation and transcription. The dictation spccd r.ill be varied and the objective will be to write
lrom ninety to one hundred and twenty-five words a minute.
COMMERCE 605: Basiness Elglislr. Trvo hours. Second
semester. Prerequisites, English 401, 402. Corrmerce 501, 502.

A study of the principles a]:d rules of standard English
as applied to business writing. Various types of letters will
be analyzed, such as letters oI application, collection, ad-

justment, and sales letters. Practice will be given in the
writing of letters. The ability to typewrite is essential for
the course.
COX{MERCE 650: Cost Accounting. Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 402.
A study of cost systerrs; bookkeeping ar:d accounting
peculiar to manufacturing enteiprises; making cost statements; and solving cost problems.

COMMERCE 65L: lntermediale Accounting. Three
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 650.
A more detailed study of sole ownership; partnership and
corporations; problems; and financial statements.

COMMERCE 700: Ad.uanced" Accounting. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 651.
A study of higher accountancy; problems met in practical
accounting; solution of numerous problens outside of class

E2
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COMMERCE 707: Adxaruced, Accounting. Three hours'
Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 700'
A continuation oI Commerce 700.
COMMERCE 703'. Au"d"iting. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 701.
Auditing proeedure; baianee sheet and detailed audits;
special investigations; working papers and reports.
COMMERCE 704: Income ?ar. Three hours. Second
semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 701.
A study ol Federal income tax larvs; relations to business
management, and to accounting principles and practices; solution of problems; practice in making income tax statDments.
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Department of English and Foreign Languages
HEABERT L. HUGTIES, Ph, D,, PROFESSOR AND DEPARTMENT }IEAD.
r ADDIE LOIS EINE, M, A,, ASSOCTATE PROFESSOE.

MaDrsoN F, Il-A.lL, M_ A., -ASSOCTATE pROFASSOE,
IiEN-'.IETH F- HEWINS, M. A,, ASSOCIATE PEOFESSOR.
GEOEGE EDWABD FANI<EY. !tI. A,, ASSOCIATE PEOFESSOB.
H, J. SACHS- M, 4,, ASSOCTA:'E PROFESSOR.
EUCENIA II, SMITH, M. A., ASSOCIATE PRO!'ESSOE.
\/I1,IAN TURNER, M, A,, ASSOCTATE PROFESSOE,
]\,IILDRED E, \1'AL"ER, M, A-, ASSIS]TAN'I PROT'ESSOR,
EUNICE COON WILIIAIIISON, M, A., ASSISTANf PROFESSOE,

CURRICULUM
(With Major in English)
LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Graduates on this curriculum rnay receive a teacher's
professional ccrtificate if they have elected the required
courses in Education and also in Hcalth and Phvsical Education.
FRESHMAN YEAR

402: Freshman Cornposition . ... ...
Eistory 401, 402: Modern EuropeaD History .. ..
I ureign LanBurge
Ifathematics 40I, 402: Atgebra, Trigonometry .. ..
Erglish

401,

E.olocy or Chemistr'-v: Ger,eral....

Ihysical

EdrLcation

Total sernestel houIs
SOPHOX{ORE YEAR

Engtish 501,502: Enaljsh and Arnerjcan Ljler-atlr:e
i..story 501, 5n2: Arnerican Histol,y

loreisn Language
{ I Pbysical Dducation
e:ology, Pl'ys)cs, or Chemistrj

Llectires

Total semester houl

36

s

JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS

Major

l8

Subject.................

li.nor Subject

[,]ectives
Total semester hours
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum..

r Absent on lea!e, second semester, 1935-36.
.r Not requir€d oi 1936-37 sophomores.

t2
30
6C
..........

.l
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REQUIBEMENTS }-OR STUDENTS WHOSE MAJOR
STUDY 15 ENGLISH
Students majoring in English are required to consult the
Head of the Department of English and Foreign Languages
during the second semester of their sophomore year in college, for direction as to their major and minor courses during
their junior and senior years.

Eighteen semester hours of advanced courses in
English in addition to English 401,402,501,502. The eighteen
hours must include English 618 and 622. The remaining
tv,'eh,e hours are to be chosen from the foilowing: English
605 cr 611; 606 or 608; 610 or 614; 619 or 625.

Major:

Twelve semester hours of advanced courses in
other
than English. selected with the approval of
a subject
the Head ol the Departmcnt oi English and Foreign Lan-

Minor:

guages.

Electiues: History 680 and 081 and also some work in
Spanish and Journalism should be elected by all majors in
Engiish. French should be elected by those who intend to
do graduate work in English.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
(ron stuooNrs FRoM orHER DEPARTMENTS)

Ezglish: Twelve semester hours of advanced
in English (in addition to English 401,402,501,502)'

Mi,ruor ir"

courses

lvhich must include English

618.

Illinor in Freruch: Twelve semester hours of advanced
cour:ses in French: French 601. 602, 620, 621.
Minor in Spenislr: Twelve semester hours of advanced
in Spanish: Spanish 614, 615,620,621'

courses
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DESCEIPTION OT' COURSES

I,

ENCLISNi

ENGLISH 400: English Composi.tion and, Rhetoric.
Three hours. Each semester.

Equivalent to English 401, except that the class meets
five times a week, instead of three. for additional drill in
grammar, spelling, punctuation, etc. Required oI those rvho
i[ entrance tests show need of such drill. Freshmen .who complete English 400 must omit English 401, of course, and take
English 402.

ENGLISH 401: Composition and El:etoric. Three hours.
Each semestcr. English 401 (or 400) is required ol all students.
Revierv of glammar, spelling, punctuation; study of
diction, sentences, paragraphs.

ENGLISH 402: Cornposiiion and Rhetoric, continued.
Three hours. Each semester. Required of all students.
Study of the forms of discourse-cxposition, argumentation, description, narration. Credit for 401 (or 400) is only
provisional until 402 is completed.

NOTE: Exceptionally competent students whose ar-erage in English 401 is A are permitted, on recommendation
of the instructor and the head of the department, to elect a
course in advanced composition (either English 606 or 608)
instead of 402, to complete the Freshman English course.

ENGLISH 501: Suruey of English Literatttre. (From

. Three hours.
Each semester. Prerequisite, 402. Reqr"rired ol all students.

Shakespeare to end of the nineteenth centurr')

ENGLISH 502: Sunsey ctf American Litsratxlre- <Tror:r
Irving to end of the nineteenth centur-v). Three hours. Each
semester. Prerequisite, English 501. Required oI all students.

ENGLISH 603. Technical Eaglish.. Three hours. Second
semester. Prerequisite, English 53:.
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A course primarily for engineering students A study of
reports, letters, and other kinds of technical writings, and
practice in writing these.
ENGLISH 605'. ClnrLcer. Three hours. First semester'
Prerequisite, English 502.
Selections from the Canterbury Talesl attention to the
language of Chaucer as a representative of Middle English;
his life and times.

ENGLISH 606: Adxanced. Conposition-Erposlliotu

end, Argunlentatiot. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
The course ls a study of the technique of the essay and
other expository types; of informal argument, construction
of briefs, formal debate, etc. Especially suited to pre-legal
students and to members of the college debating teams.

ENGLISH 608: Ad.uanced Composition

Naration.
English 502.

Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite,
The technique of narrative types, particularly the short
story;literary appreciation of the short story.

ENGLISH 610: Tlw Engli;h Nooel. Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
Development of the English novcl fi'om its beginning to
the end of the nineteenth century".
ENGLISH 611: ?he Etzglislr EssoE. Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
The historical development ol the essay in English arid

American literature. Ana15.5is of thought and mood in the
essay as an interpretation of life.
ENGLISH 614: EngLislt' Poetry oJ the Ni'neteenth Cq7tarE. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, English
502.

Words\r,orth, Coleridge, B5'ron, Shellel'', Keats, Tenn)'son
and Bror.r,ning al-e the w'riters emphasized in the course.
The rise of Romanticism and other literar:y developments of
the nineteenth century are studied.
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ENGLISH 616: Milton. Three hours. (Not given in
English 502.

1936-37) , Prerequisite,

ENGLISH 618: Slrokespeore. Three houls.
mester. Prerequisite, English 502.

First

se-

A studl' o{ the principal plays, including comedy, historl', and tragedy. Attention to pre-Shakespearean drame
and to contemporary Elizabethan drama; the life and times
of Shakespeare.

ENGLISH 619: Contetnpot'ary Dromo. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502.

A stud-v of the chief characteristics of contempolary
drama-Con tinental, English and American, Some opportunity is affordcd for \yriting plays.
ENGLISH 621: Ccnparatir)e Literature. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
A study of selected classics of for-eign literatLrre in translation, particularly those maste]-pieces r.vhich have influenced
English literature.
ENGLISH 622:. HistorE

oJ th.e

English Language.'lhtee

hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
A study of some of the older forms of the language; its
development; its present characteristics; review of grammar.

ENGLISH 624:. BiographE. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
A study of English and American biographl. and autobiography since 1700, with attention to some of the great
biographies of other nations.

ENGLISH 625'. Contemporary English and Americtn
Literdture. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
A brief survey of the tendencies in English and American literatLrre oI the twentieth century, rvith emphasis upon
poetry.
ENGLISH 650: (Equivalent to Education 650): Ma-
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lerials and Metlnd.s in Second.ary School Englislr. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Englistr 502.
Objectives and methods in teaching literature and composition in the high school. Students should complete this
cource with credit before enrolling for practice teaching in
high school English.

II, JOURNALISM
JOURNALISI\'I 633: Neus Writing. Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite, English 402.
Eeginning course in neu,s writing. Theoretical study

of

ne\\,spaper stl-le and mechanical terms, supplemented by
*'ork on The Tech Talk, student nervspaper. Open to sophomorcs as well as juniors and seniors.

JOURNALISM 634: Copy Edititg. Three hours. Seecnd semester. Prerequisite, Journalism 633.
Advanced course, continuation of Journalism 633, dealing u'ith methods of editing copy and rvriting newspaper
headlines. Theory supplemented by work on The Teclt. Talk.

NOTE: Individual practical instruction, wlthout credit,
r.,'ill be offered to any student rvho has completed these two
courses in journalism and wishes to gain further experience
b1.' rvorking on the staff ol the student nev!'spaper.

III.

SPEECH

SPEECH 510: Principles oJ Speech.. Three hours. Each
s€mester. No prerequisiles.
Elemer.rtary speech training, specific to indirridual needs,
and based upon diagnostic study of individual difterences
and abilities. Training enrbraces distinct utterance, voice
improvement, pronunciation, and speech in the every-day
social and business relationships.
SPEECH 612: Public Speaking. Three hours. Second
semester. Prerequisite, Speech 510.
Elementary public speaking for students r'"'ith business
and professional intelests. Sclection and arrangement oi

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

material, style, and delivery. Constant praetice
making.

in

speech

SPEECH 613: Interpt etatiue Reading. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Speech 510.
Students are required to interpret selections in aI1 forrns
of literature. Arranged for those who expect to teach reading, to teach literature, and for those who expect to direct
declamation work in high school.
SPEECH 620:. lnterpretation oJ Children's LiteratureThree hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Speech 510.
Arranged for grade school teachers. Study of technique
and practice in storv telling, poetry speaking, and children's
piays. Investigation of materials- Course is based upon the

relationship of child psychology to creative self-expression-

IV.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

All students of a foreign language, either French. Latin,
or Spanish, are advised to complete a year's sequence u'ithout any time interval between courses, or to take two years.
of required work in one language without any unnecessary
interval between courses.
Students u,ho present entrance credit in French, Latin,
or Spanish and rvho desire to register for courses in the same
language will be required to take a placement test.

Students uho pt'esenl tu/o units i.n toreign language
Latin, Spanish) lor entrance u.:tll not be alloused. to
ent'oll in ancl receiue cred"it tor f.rst-geor courses in the same
toreign language. Students who present four entrance units
in the san'le foreign language will not be allowed to enroll in
and reccive credit for courses belolv the third year of this
same foreign language.
( N'rench,

r.

FRENCH

FRENCH 401, 402: Dlementarg Prench. Six hours.
First and second semestersFor beginners. Reading, grammar, prose composition,
the geography of France.

?o
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FRENCH 5O1i lntermed.iate French. Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite. French 402, or tlvo years of high
school French.
A review of gtammar and composition, but with emphasis upon reading abiiity.
r'RENCH 502: lntenned,iate Frenclr. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, French 501'
A continuation of French 501. Required of all students
taking second year French except science majors and premedical students.
FRENCH 503: ?he Read.ing of Scientiftc French-' Three
hours. Second semester'. Prerequisite, French 501' For
science rnajors and pre-medical sttrd.enLs onlg.
A continuation of French 501, but all reading material
rvi.tl be of a scientific nature from French science journais,
with an emphasis on a vocabulary which will aid in scientific
research.
I'RENCH 601 Mod.ern French Gramtnq.r. Three hours.
Prerequisite, French 502, or four years of high school French.
First semester. (Not offered in 1936-1937).
The object of the course is to make a careful, systematic
study of the principles of modern French (sounds, words, inflections), The formal study is accompanied by the analysis
and explanation of texts and by practical exercises in composition. Required of all who are preparing to teach French.

FRENCH 602: The French Sh'ort Storg. Three hours.
Prerequisite, French 502, or lour years oI high school French.
Seeond semester. (Not oftered in 1936-37).
Reading oI the greatest short stories oI France. Special
study oI idioms, modes and tenses.
FRENCH 608 (Same as Education 608) : Obseruati,on
d,nl. Practice Teachi,ng o! French zn the Secondarg School.
First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Education 606,
Psychology 502, French 601.
FRENCH 620, 621: Sur.-eE of French Literatu're. Si.x
hours. 620 first semester; 6:1 second semester. Prerequisite,
French 501. 502.

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIXNCES
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A reading course intended primarily to {amiliarize the
student with the masterpieces of the tr'rench novel and drama.
FRENCH 651: Materials ond, Method,s in The Teachlng
oJ French. Same as Education 651. Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite, Erench 502.
FRENCH 701,702.. Frenclx Classical Drarna. (Not given in 1936-3? unless there is considerable demand for it) . Six
hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, French.
620, 621.

2.

LATIN

One of the ehief purposes in the study of Latin is that
the student may understand its many connections with mod,
ern languages, especially English. Accordingly, all Latin
courses stlcss these relations as they appear in our English
etymology and vocabulary.

LATIN 401, 402:. Elemen,targ Latia. Six semester hoursfirst semester;402 the second semester. To be taken

401 the

in sequence.
For beginners. Reading and grammar.

LATIN 603, 604:. Oaid, Catullus.lforace. Six semester
hours. Prerequisite, two rlear.s of Latin. First semester:
Avld ( Metalnorplu oses) and Catullus (Carmtna)- Second semester: Catullus (Cannina) and Horace (Odes and, Epod.es).
Emphasis is placed on Latin poetry oI the Augustan Age.
The follorving courses \,,'ill be given

if the demand is suf507,502 (Cicero and Virgil). Six semester
Irours. Latin 601, 602, (Litty, Tacittts, ond PIirE). Six serlester hours-

ficient: Latin

3. SPANISH

SPANISH 401, 402: Elementar! Spatish. Six hours.
First and second sernesters. 401 given both semesters; 402
give:r both semesters.
For students lvho have no knov,,ledge of Spanish. Read*
ing and grammar.
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SPANISH 501, 502: lnterm,ed,Tote Spazislr. Six hours.
First and second semesters. 501 given both semesters; 502
given both semesters. Prerequisite, Spanish 402, or two
years of high school Spanish.
Reading, grammar, review, and composition.

SPANISH 614,615: Adranced' Spanish.. Six hours. Prerequisite, Spanish 502, or tour years of high school Spanish.
First and second semesters. (Not offered in 1936-37).
The drama and the novel of the nineteenth century in
Spain, w.ith representative lvorks studied. To alternate with
Spanish 620, 621.
SPANISH 620, 621: Sun:ey of Spanish Li.terature. Six
hours. Prerequisite, Spanish 502.
A brief study of ali types of Spanish literature from the
trvelfth century to the twentieth. To alternate with Spanish
614,615.

SPANISH 651 (Equivaient to Education 651): Ma'
and. Method.s in Forei'gn Languages. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Spanish 502. First semester'

terials
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Department of Mathematics
1J I{. SMTTI{. Ph. D., PRO!'ESSOE AND DFARTMENT IIXAD.
JAMES L. HUTC}IESON, ts. A,, ASSOC1AAE PROEESSOF.
FRANCES lVHlTq SACHS. M. A., INST&IJCTOR'
EANEST M. SHIRLEY, B. S,, I\STEUCTOR.

The courses in the department are arranged to fft in with
general
courses and also to give students majoring in
the
mathcmad.ics a thorough preparation for teaching or graduate work.

CURRICULUM
ir Mathematics)

(trVith Major

LEAD]NG TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected the required
courses in Education and also in llealth and Physical Education.
FRESHMAN YEAR

English 401, 402: Freshman Composition
History 401,402: Modern Europee[ History. .... .....................-......
ForeigrI Language... .. ...
Mathematics 401, 402: Algebra; 1\'igonometrv.... .. .. ...... .

Eiology or Cheftistry

.

Physical Education ...
Total semester hours

.

6
6

'

10

..

SOPHOI\4ORE YEAR

English 501, 502: English and American
History 501, 502: Amelican History....

Foreign La[gua9e........

Ljterature..-................

..........

Physics, Chemistry or Eiology....... ...
Mathematics 501, 502: Analytical Geometry

+ Physical Education............ .....
Total semester: hours

.....

6
6
10

7
2

JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS

Major
Minor

Subject
Subject

Electives

i

..

.

............

Total semesler hours...... ..
TOTAL semester hours in cu$iculum

.12
.30

60

Not required of 1936-3? sophomores.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN MATHEMATICS
Students majoring in Mathematics are required to consult the Head of the Department of Mathematics during ttre
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second semester of their sophomore year

in college, for direction as to their major and minor courses of str"rdy during
their junior and senior years.

Mojor: Mathematics401,402,501, 502, 600,601, 602, 660,
and in addition six semester hours earned in courses numeri.cally above Mathematics 602. Mathematics majors not having previously done so will be required to take Mathematics
403.

Minor: A student majoring in Mathcnratics is required
to choose his minor subject in some field related to Mathematics in consultation lvith the Head of the Deoartment of
l{athematicsNlathematics majors .w,ho desire a professional teaching
eertificate are required to take Mathematics 656 (see Education 656) in addition to certain courses prescribed by the
Dean of the School of Education.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR ]N MATHEMATICS
(For students from other departments)
Students from other departments who wish to minor in
Mathematics are required to take Mathematics 401, 402, b01,
502,660, and in addition six semester hours earned in courses
numerically above Mathematics 502. Credit for Mathematics 656 is not given torvard a major or minor in mathematics.

DESCRIPTION OT COURSES
Students having had only one year in high school algebra will be required to take course 400 in lieu of course 401-

MATHEMATICS 400: lntrod,uctorg College Algebra.
Three hours. (Class meets daily). First and second semesters.
Algebraic operations, factoring, linear and systems of
linear equations, exponents, radicals, quadratic equations,
systems of equations in\.olvins quadratics, variations and
F.rogressions.

OOL OF AF,TS AND S'IENCES

?5

NIATHE\{ATICS 401: Cotlege Algebra' Thlce hoursFirst and second semesters.
sysExponents, radicals, glaph of a function' quaciratics'
proand
iems oi equations invoh'lng quatlratics, variations
gressions.

Th:'ee hours-'
4tlu
l,[athematics
Fir:t arrrl sccond scmesters- Prcrequisitc
<.rr 401, (e:;cc,pt for Engineering students) '
Solution o{ riglrt triangles, reduction folmulas' Illnctions
anglcs ind of milt;ple angles logai'ithms' oblique
of
lunctions'
"everat
triu.,g1"a, trig:onorretric equations, and invelse

IIATHEMATICS

4C!: Trigonotrrctrg

MATFIENIATICS 403: Solid GeonwLrA' Three hours400 or 401'
Second semester. Prerequisite' \{athematics
and
Lines and plar.res, polll.redrons' e1'Iinders and cones'
the sphere.
MATHET{ATICS 40?: nla tematics oJ Agrictllture'
Three hours. First semester'
Drarving and graphic solutious' indirect measurement"
of elementrigonometi)' and introtluctory surve-ving' review
tary algebra. Iogarithms. and plogressions'
IVIATHEMATICS 408: Nlathentatics of Agriculture'
Three hours Seconcl semester' Prerequisite' Mathemaiics
507.

averages
Compound interest, annttities and depreciation'

ara

i*t'rru", sirriple machitles' composition and resolution

of forccs.

Eotr
MATHENiATICS 501: PIare Analytic GeomeLrA'
402'
hours. Each semcster. Prercqr-Lisitc, \4athematics
and the loc-us
Cartesian co-orclinates, equation of a curve
parabola'
the
circle
ot an equatiorr. rhe stlaiglrt line tlre
eliipse, Il-vperbola. and polal' co-ordinates'
MATHEMATICS 502: Solid' Anatgtic GeometrA ' Three
ho.,.s i"cond semester' Prerequisite, Mathematics 501'
the
Cartesian co-ordinates in space' the plane and
transtormatrlos
and
surfaces'
quadrie
straight line in space'
of co-ordinates.
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MATIiEMATICS 600: Colctlzs. Three houl-s. First
and sccond semesters. prerequisite, Mathematics 501.
Variables, functions and limits, differentiation of algebriac forms, various applications of the derivative,..,"""..i"L
diffclentiation and applications. differcntiation of t."n.."ndental functions and applications, differentials. n,.ra
ture.
"r.r,uMATHEMATICS 601: Calcu.lus. Three hours. First
and second semesters. prerequisite, Mathematics 600.
Integration of elementary forms, flre Cefinite integral,
calculation of areas, fundamental theorem ot integral
ca'lcirapplications, integration by various O"u:i"*", -""r1"t.1"d^
troids. fluid pressure, and ryork.
X.IATHEMATICS 602: Calutlus. Three hour.s. First
semester. Prerequisites, Mathematics 502 and 601.
I\{ean value theorem and applications, expa:rsion
of functioas, partial differentiation and applications, multiple
i'ntegrals, moments of inertia and \.olumes and areas
t muttipie
"r,
integrals.
MATHENIATICS 60J: TlLe Hrsloricnl DeDeloDmpnt
^r
MathemcLtics. Threc hours. First semcster. p*i"qri"iG
Mathematics 501, or sumcient teaching experience.
Mathcmatics of antiqLlitl. and the early middle ages.

MATHEMATICS 604: The Historicq.L Deuelopnrcnt
of
Matltematics. Three hours. Second semester. prerequisite,

Mathematics 603.
The mathematics of the latter part of the middle
ages
and modern times.

MATHEI/ATICS 60i: Mathetnqtics
hours. First semester. prerequisite,
"i*
low course 501.

oJ Bzrsin ess. Three

."-".tu. t-ri"-l"I

Simple
compound interest, present value and
-interest,
compound discount,
equation of pal,menti, the different annuities, amortization and sinking funds, depreciation,
and
valuation of bonds.

XIATHENIATICS 606: MatlLenmtics oJ Btsiness

arzd
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Stotistics. Three hours. Second senester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 605.
(a) Business Mathematics continued: Building and
loan asociation, probability and mortallty tables, life annuities and life insurance. (b) Business Statistics: Sampling,
tabulation, graphic representation, averages, dispersion and
ske-'l,ness, correlation, index numbers, seasonal fluctuations
and cl'clic application, characteristic curves, curve fitting,
normal plobability curve and the probability error.
(Commerce 401 and 402 ale prerequisites lor Nlathematics 605 and 606 for stndcnts taking these ccurses torvard
a minor in Comrnerce) .
Busirr.ess

IIATFIE\{ATICS 656: .ilffrteliois an cl McLl"tods in Matlrcrnolics. Three hours. Secoird semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 501. or'sumcient Leaching cxpcrierce,
' The nature of mathematics and the outline of the course,
methods of teaching arithmetic, algebra, plane and solid geometry, and an introduction to the teaching of trigonometry.
Many selected problems wili be solved to illustrate the fundamentals. Special emphasis will be placed upon the interpretation and solving of reading problems.

MATHEMATICS 660; Ad.uenced. College Algebra.
Threehours. Secondsemester. Prerequisites, Mathematics
400 or 401, and Mathematics 402 (or simultaneously with
course 402) .

Complex numbers, theory of equations, permutations
and combinations, probability, partial fractions, determinants, and infinite series.
MATHEMATICS 70L: College Geon'LetrA. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 501, or sufficient
teaching experience.
Geometric construction lvith elements given and indirect, similar and homothetic figures, medians, bisectors, altitudes. and the nine-point circle.
MATHEMATICS 'i02: College GeomeirA. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 701.
The orthoceatric quadrilateral, the Simson line, theo-
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rems of Ceva and Menelaus, the harmonic section, orthogonal circles, poles and polars, co-axial circles, and inversions.

MATHEMATICS 706: Difierenlial Equ,otions. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 601.
Definitions of ordinary and partial differential equations;
of degree and order; of various types of solutions. Equations
oI the first order and first degree, equations of the first order
and higher degree, singular solutions, applications from gecmetry and physics, linear equations with constant coefficlents and with variable coefficients, exact equations, and integration in series.

MATHEMATICS 707: Differential Equotions. Three
hours- Second semester. Prerequisite, Mathematies 706.
(Not ofiered in 1936-3?).
Speciai methods of solving linear equations of the second order, simultaneous equations, total differential equations, and partial differential equations of the first and higher
orders.

MATHEMATICS ?08: Theory oJ Eqzations. Three
hours. ffrst semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 600.
Complex numbers, De Moivre's theorem, primitive flrll
roots of unity, elementary theorems on the roots of an equation. analytic criterion lor the constructibility with the
straight edge and compasses, reciprocal equations, solution
of the cubic and quartic equations and their discriminants,
ordinary and inflectlon tangents, isolation of real roots, and
solution of numerical equations.
I4ATHEMATICS 709: Theorg o! Equations. Three
Second semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 708.
Determiaants, systcms of linear equations, symmetric
{unctions, elimination, resultants, and discrimirants.

hours.
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DePartment of Music
HEAD'
I1',RENT }IAS*INS, B, A,, ASSOCTATE PROFESSOR AND DEPABTX1ENT
DONIS BUITD II.{S}iEI,L, B' M., INSTRUCTfOR
STELLA BOOLES K!DD. B. S,, Ii--STRUC1.jI1
JAI\{ES .{. S\ ITiL B S.. lI XI INSTRUCT()n

CURRICULUM
LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACI{ELOR OF ARTS
I'RESH.AITAN YEAR

Compositic,l and Rhetor-ic

6

.

6

Forei{n

Language
Soueggio 410. 411 .
Applied Music '150, '1511 (Piano'
Ilistory 401, 402. ..

Speech 510 ..

6
6
6
3
2

,'"-l"l

...

Physical Education

Total semcster' bouls

35

..

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Science: (Biology, Chemistrv, or Physics)""

f'oreign Language

Sou€ggio 501. 502 .....

Harmony 510, 511.....
Applied IUusic 550, 551:
* Physical Education ..
.

..

36

Total sentester hours
JUNIOR YEAR

EAqlisb and America[ Literature
History oI Music 620, 6:1..

501, 502

'

"

G

Psychology 50r, 502 . ... ...
Advanced Harmony 610, 611
Applied Music 650, 651: (Piano, Voice, or violin)
Music 630. 631 ..
Public School Methods 660
Total semester hotlrs.....
SENIOR I'EAR

6

ca,rntprnoint ?01. ?02

6

il-".i"irjz,

Practice Teaching of Pubtic School Music """'

Instrumentation ?10, 711
Apptied Music ?50, ?51: (Piano, Voice, or Violin)
Electives
Tota1 semester hours

6
6

38

6
6
5
29

136
TOTAL semester hours in culriculum "
* Not required of 1936-3? sophomores.
graduStud.ents majoring in Music are required to give a

ation recital in the seniol Year.
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REQUIREME}ITS FOR A MINOR IN MUSIC
(For students from other departments)
Students from other departments desiring to mino1. in
-_
ItIusu.
may elect twenty-four hours of Musiil Theory or
::rlp]:T9l! trl,o years of Apptied Music with courses 410,
411,501,502 upon consultation rvith the Head of the Depart_
rnent of Music. The student must elect and complet; this
subject during his junior and senior years.
DESCRIPTIO.]Y OF COURSES

I.

THEORY

MUSIC 401: Sight Singing. Two hours. First semester.
The Progressive Ivlusic Series, Book I. The rote song
an_d sight singing; simple methods; reading by notes
and
syllables; counting; study of notation; formation of major
and minor scales; major, minor, and perfect intervals; iar
training in intervals and major and minor tonalities.
MUSIC 402: Sight-Singing. Two hours, Second se_

mester.

The Progressive Music Series, Book II. Continuation
of Music 401 with the addition of rhythmic and melodic dic_
tationMUSIC 410: SolJeggi.o. Three hours. First semester.
A
. study of notation, sight singing, countirg, major and
minor. scales, intervals, ear training in intervai-s urrd triud",

rhythmic and melodic dictation.
MUSIC 411: So$eggio. Three hours. Second
ter.

semes_

Continuation of Muslc 410, rvith the addition of training
in seventh and ninth chords rvith the inversion of the ;;G
and minor triads and the dominant seventh chord.
MUSIC 501; So$eggio. (second year). Two hours_
Continuation of Musie 411, with the addition of bass clef
-

and harmonic dictation.
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I4USIC 502: SolJeggio. Three hours'
Continuation of Music 501, rvith the addition of the other

llve clefs.
X{USIC 510: ITarrtorty. Three hours Eirst semester'
I'he harmonizing of n.relodies and basses using all triads
il the major ancl minor modes and tl.re dominant sevenlh
chorcl and its inversions. Prerequisites, Music 410, 411'
lr4USiC

511: Harmony. Three hours

Second semester'

Continuation of Music 510. Dispersed harmony Dominent ninth chord and the leading-tone seventh chord rvith
their inversions. Study of modulation. Secondary seventh
chorcls and their inversions.
I\'IUSIC

610:

Ad,t:anced,

Htt'tmony. Three hours First

semester.

Chromatic passing tones. Augmented and altered
cl.rords, e:rharrnonic change. Irregular resolutions of the
dominant seventh. Modulation concluded Prerequisite'
\{usic 511.
MUSIC 611: Ad.xanced. Harrnong Three hours' Second
semester.

Non-harmonic tones. N{elodic flguration' Accompaniments. The flgured chorale. I(eyboard harrnony' Prerequisite, Music 610.
MUSIC 620: Histor1 o! Mtsic. Three hours First se'
mester.

A studv of musical development {rom the ancients 10

Beethoven, r,oca1 and instrumental illustrations of the works

of the period; lectures, readings, reports, and
curreut musical toPics
MUSIC 621: Historll oJ

Ivltsic

Three

discussions;

hours

Second

semester.

A study oI the development of music from the time of

Beethoven to the present. Special studies of great composers

and the forms in which they wrote; current musical topics'
Frerequisite, Music 620.
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\,IUSIC 630: Music Appreciatio?1. Tlvo hours. First

semestef.

A cultural course in the appreciation of music. The object of this course is the attainment of appreciative listening
and individual understanding of the works of the great mas-

ters. Music 630 is open to a1I taking the Academic and Teacher-Training courses. It is required of a1l Music students.
NIUSIC 631: L[usical Appreciation. .lwo hour.s. Second semcster.
A continuation of Music 6J0.

MUSIC 660: Method,s o! Teaching ptblic School &Iusic.
Two hours. Each semester.
MUSIC 701: Counterpoint. Threc hours- First semester.
Sinpie counterpoint, strict and free in two and three
voices, five species. Prerequisites, Music 510. 511.

MUSIC ?02: Counterpoir.tt. Three hours. Second

mester.

Counterpoint, strict and free

se_

in four or more voices.

Combined species in thlce and four voices. Elementarv rvork

in Canon and Frtgue. Prereqrrisite, Music ?01,
l -MUSIC 710: lnstrrtmentotior. Three hours. First

se-

mester.

A study of the individual characteristics of the various
instruments comprising the modern orchestra, Arrangement of standard compositions for the instruments of the
String Quartet, and for the Small orchestra. Score reading. Prerequisites, Music 510, 511.
MUSIC 711: lnstrumell,tq.tion Three hours. Second
semester,

Arrangements of compositions for instrtrments of the
Full Orchestra, and the accompaniment of a vocal solo. Score
reading. A study of the history of orchestration. The fundamentals of Conducting. Prerequisite, NIusic ?10.
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futUSIC

1, FIANOI'ONTE

I,IUSIC

45{]

Fi'e.sJlrnnn

Pioto. Tlrlee hours' First

se-

rnester.

L{ajol and n.riuol scales; comtrron-chord arpeggios with
i,.r".r.iin". Philiiirs' Sr:hot'L oI Techniquc begun- Czerny's
<l.t*." StrOi"t. A ti-it"d number of studies b-v Czerny'
ii"frfire and FIelIer, op. 45,46, 4?' Bach's two-part Inventions- Ai.lmission by consent of instructor'
MUSIC 451. Threc hours Secotrd semester'
from
Sonatas by Haycln, Mozart, Beethoven' Selections
classics and modern compositious'
I{USIC 550: Sophomore Piozo Three hours First semester.

diminished
Scales in sixths and tenths and dominant and

continued"
,"u"r-rit, ..p"ggios. Phillips' School of Technic
84 studies.
Cramer's
and
740
op
Sluii"t t"r".il"a lrom Czerny
MUSIC 551: Soplromore Piano Three hours' Second
semester.

SeBachs three-part Inventions' Kutlak's octave studies
compositions'
Icctions from classic atrd modern

MUSIC 650: Junior Piano' Three hours Filst semester.

in double thirds and dominant and diminishedr.p"ggios Phiilips' School oI Technic colni:leted'

Scalcs

""rr"rriirStudies selected from Cletnenti
MUSIC 651:
ler.

J

unior Piano Three hours Secotid semes-

Bach's
Gradus Ad FaLnassurt Clementi, Chopin Etudes'
and
classic
by
pieces
W"tii"tttp"r"a Clavichord' Concert
modern comPosers,
MUSIC ?50: Senior Piano' Three hor'rrs' First semester'
ComChopin Etudes; Bach's Well Tempered Clavichord
etc'
positions by Beethoven, Brahms, Schumann'
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ter

751:

Senior piano. Three hours. Second semes-

Concert pieces by
_
Preparation for

classic and modern composers.
recital program at graduation.

2.

VIOLIN

Students having no previous training in violin, may be
required to take the pr.eparatory course before they are
ad_
nitted to 1tlusic 450.
Students taking the music course with violin as their
major" subject, are required to p1a;. in the Tech orchestra.
Thel. rnust perform at least once each term during the junior
and senior years.
pass from the junior to the scnior year, a satisfactorv
.'1.o
performance of a Bach colrccrto is reqLtir:r-.c1, To completc
ihl
senior year, a satis{actory performar.rce of one of th; follo;_
ing is rcquired: Bach praeluclilrm in E major; Mendelssohn
Concerto; Bruch Concerto.
A course in viola is offered similar in oufline and requirements to the violin course. The coursc is .*ao--"rld"d
cspecially to those desiring to play in the orchestra.
r- X{USIC 000: Preparatory course. Violin Schools
by
Toul's and De Beriot. Studies by Sitt, Wohlfarth, Dont. Solo-"s
using the first fivc positions. No credit.
MUSIC 450: Fresh.m,an Violin. Three hours. First se_
mester. Admission by consultation with instructor.
Schradieck Scale Studies; studies by Mazas, Sevciks,
Cruenberg. Sitt. Solos: Seitz, Concerl.o No_ l, Solos bv De
Bcriot. Sitt. Borowski, Bohm, Leonard.
MUSIC 451: Fresh.matt Violiz. Three hours_ Second se-

mester.

Scalc studies continued. I\{azas Studies. Kreutzer
by De Beriot, Saint_Saens, Cui,

S_tudies. Solos: Selections
I\'Iassenet, Kreisler.

MUSIC
mester.

550:

Sopltomore Violirz. Three hours. First se-
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Scales and arpeggios in three octaves. Forty-two Studies
of Kreutzer. Studies by Sitt, Op. 80; by Domerc; by Rodin.
Solos: Handel Sonatas; Viotti Concertos, Op 22 and 23; Bach
Coneerto in A minor. Selections b;r Kreisler, Beethoven,

Wieniawski, Ries.

MUSIC 551: Sopltomore Violin. Three hours. Second semester,
Continuation oI Music 550. Studies. Solos: De Beriot Corcertos No. 9 and No- 6.
},,ILrSIC 650: Ju.niot'Vio7in. Threc hours. First semester.
ScaIcs. Kreutzer Studies complele. Fiorillo Capriccs. Solo.s: Selectiot.ts lrom the Six Sonatas of Bach. Concertos of
Mozart. Bach, Godard. Selections by modcrn composers.
MUSIC 651: Junlor Violin. Thrcc hours. Second serncster.
Continuation of Music 650 Studies; solos and conc€rtos'
MUSIC ?50: Senior Violin. Three hours. First semester.
Studies by Dont. Rovelli. Caprices by Rode. Six Sonatas
of Bach. Concertos: Mendelssohn, Eruch, Wieniarvski, Mczart. Solos: Selections by Wieniarvski, Vieuxtenps, Kreisler,
and modern composers.
MUSIC ?51: Senior Violin- Three hours. Second semester.
Continuation o{ Music ?50.
3. VOICE
MUSIC

450:

Freslt'manV oice. Three hours First semes-

ter.
Elementary instruction in breathing, tone placing, vowel
formation. Simple songs. Texts: Vaccai, Concone, (Fifty Lessons in Voice) .
MUSIC 451: Freshman Voice. Three hours. Second semeste-r.

Continuation o-[ It[usic 450.
I\{USIC 550: Sophomore Voice. Three hours. First semester.
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Exercises in vocalization for development oI technique.
Study of simple classics. Tcxts: Concone; Pauline Viardot,
An Hour ol Study; Anthology of Itatian Songs, Vols. l,l.

IIUSIC 551: Sophomore Voice.

Thr.ee hours. Second se-

mester.

Continuation of Music

550.

MUSIC 650: Junior Voice- Three hours. First semester.
Preparation of repertoire of songs and arias. Texts:
Pauline Viardot, An Hour of Study; Anthology oI Italian
Songs, Vols. l, 2.
MUSIC 651: Junior Voice. Three hours. Second semester.
Continuation ol Music 650.

MUSIC ?50: Senior Voice. Three hours. Fir.st semester.
Admission by consent of instructor.
Development of tone and technique. Intensive study of
opera, oratorio and the best English, French, Italian and German song literature.
MUSIC

751:

Senior Voice- Three hours. Second semes-

ter.

Continuation of Music ?50. Preparation {or graduation
recital.

4.

EFASS, IYOODWIND, AND PERCUSSION

rMST

YEAR

MUSIC 450: Trumpet, Baritone, Trornbone, Clarinet,
Alto Horn, Tuba, Percussion, or Satophone. Three hours,
Given both semesters.
MUSIC 451: A Continuation of Mttsic
Given both semesters.

4SA.

Three hours_

SECOND I'EAN

MUSIC 550: A Continus,tion ol Music 451. Three hoursGiven both semesters.
MUSIC 551: A Continultion of Music bS0. Three hours,
Given both semesters.
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THIND YEAR

MUSIC 650: A Continuation ol Music 551, studying
only the Trumpet, Trombone, Baritone, or Clarinet Three
hours. Given both semesters.
MUSIC 651: A Continuation oJ Mzsic 650' Three hours'
Given both semesters'
TOURTH YEAR

MUSIC ?50: A Continuotion of Music 651' Three hours'
Given both semesters.
MUSIC 751: A Continuation o! Music 750' Three hours'
Given both semesters.
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Department of Physical Education
L. P, MCLANE, M. A., ASSOCIATE pBoiESSOR AND DEPARTMEN? IiIEAD.

GEORGE IIEEIIERT DUG6INS, B, P,

8,, INSTEUCTOR.
CTINISTINE MOON, E. A., INSIEUCTOR.
E. M, SHTELEY, B. S,, INSAE!'CTOR,
IIAETHA VAUGHTI B' A,, B. S., INSTRUCTOR.

AIL students are required, to complete tuo Eears' uotk in
Physical Ed.ucdtion i.n ad.dition to the otll.er requirements
for
the d"egree, this urork to be completed, by tie end oJ ihe
sophomore gear.

Before permanent assignment is made to any class, the
student must have a physical examination.
Ttrose who intend to teach are required to complete a
minimum of nine semester hours in Health and phvsical Edu_
cation. Courses in the department are arranged so that the
student may satisfy this requirement.
The following courses may count on the nine hours re_
quired of teachers. Courses for men: physical Education
407402; 420-421; 520-521. Courses for women: 401-402; 501_
502; 540,550, 560, 630, 640, 6b0. Courses for both men and
women: 620, 621, Biotogy 600, 601 (See under Biology).
Biology 600, 601 are required of those who intend to te-ach
and coach Physical &lucation.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
(ron sruoeNrs FRoM OTHER Oeranrrr,rrNrs)
Students from other departments who wish to minor
in Physical Education must complete twelve semester hours
of work above the freshman and sophomore requirements,
and they must also complete Biology 401, 801 and 502.

I.

COURSES FOR MEN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 401-402. One hour each. A con_
tinuous course. Required of all {irst year men.
, Praetice in hand-batl, volley-ball, playground baseball,
basketball, soccer, tennis, track and Aeta-sports, tumbling,
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taciics, calisthenics, apparatus, boxing and games. Preventive and correcti\.e exercises are given on basis of medical
exanination.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 420-421: Organization and
Ad.ninistration oJ Intra-Mural Athletics. Three hours each.

A continuous

coLlrse.

This course covers the organization and administration
of the high school and college intra-mural program. The student is re(uircd to assist in the organization and administration of tl.re intra-mural program as carried out in Louisiana
Tech.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 520-521: Matertals and' Metlt'
i.n
Coach.ing the ll'Iajor Sports. Three hours each. A conorl.s
tinr-rous course. Open on15, to minors in Physical Education.

This course requires regular practice with the college
varsity teams ir.r football, basketball, baseball and track'
]I. COUESES T'OP"WOMEN
with a regulation gym
the
Department of Phyoutlit, which must be obtained from
coIlege. Before perat
the
sical Education after she arrives
class,
the student must
malent assignment is made to any
hale a physical examination.
Each student must provide herself

I,

ACTIVITY COUASES

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 401, 402: G en er al Gy mno siuttt,
Actr,xities. One hour each. A continuous course. Reqlrired
of all first year u'ornen.
Instruction in marching tactics, games of lorl'organizaticn, basic rhythms, {undamental sport skills, and relays.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 410, 411: PresuLbed

Rest.

One hour each, A continuolls course.
Fot those studeDts r,r'ho are undcr the care oI a physician and rvhose activities are restrictcd. Registration fo::
this class is rnade upon ihe recommenCation of the physlcia:
and the head oi the deDartment. The class meeis five hours

pe:'rveek.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 420, 421: Restrtcted. and Recreo.tional Acliuities foT Freshmen. One hour each, A continuous coulse.
Registration based on the recommendation of the physician and the head of the department. Instruction in tenniquots, darts, table tennis, shuffleboard.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 501, 502: Sports. One hour
A continuous course. Prerequisites, Physical Educa-

each.

tion

401, 402.

Instruction in volley-ball, soceer, speed ball, basketball,
baseball and track.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 530, 531:

N

atu.ral Dancing.

One hour each. A continuous course. Prerequisites, Physical

Education 401, 402.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 540: FoLk Dancing. One hour.
Each semester. Prerequisites, Physical Education 401, 402.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 550: Tumbling and PErarnid.s.
One hour. Each sernester. Prerequisites, Physical Education
401,402.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 560: CIoo and. Cltaractet
Danci,ng. One hour. Each semester. Prerequisites. Physical
Edr"reation 401, 402.

PHYSICAL EDUCATiON 5?0: lrrdiuidrrol Spolts. Arcl-rery, tennis, and golf. Each semester. Prerequisites, Phvsical
Education 401, 402.

2.

THEOEY COURSDS

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 630: Ilistory arrd Principtes of
PhEsical Education. Three hours. Each semester. Prerequisites, four semesters of Ph; sical Education.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 631: Histo:.r7 and. Philosopl'tg
of Dancing. Three hours. Each semester- Prercquisites,
Physical Education 530, 531, or 540 and 560.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 640; ActiTities Jor the Elementarll School. Three hours. Each semester. Prerequisites, four semesters of Physical Education.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 647:. Meth.od"s and. Directed'
in the Elementary Schools. Three hours. Each
semester. Prerequisite, Physical Education 640.
Teach,ing

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 650: Acttuiti.es lor the High
School. Three hours. Each semester. Prerequisites, four
semesters oI Ph.ysical Education.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 651: Metlrcd.s ancl Directed,
g rn tlt e lliglt School. Three hours. Each semester.

A each.itt

Prerequisite. Physical Education 650.

i,II.

COURSES FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 620: Organization and Administro.tion oJ PhEsical Ed,u.cation. Thrce semester hours.
First semestcr. Prerequisites, Physical Education 401, 402,
This course deals with the principles which underlie efficient organization and administration of the program oI
pJrysical edLrcation for high schools and colleges.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Training-

621

First Aid and Athletic

hours.

Second semester.
discussions,
and practical demonstrations of
Lectures,
aid; a study of the theory and
ln
flrst
Red Cross methods
preventing
practice of
and treating athletic injuries; conTr,l,'o

ditioning; dieting, sanitation, and morale of athletic teams.
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Department of Physical Sciences
G, CA&ROLL EILAIAN, Ph. D,, PROI.ESSOF OF CHEMTSIFY AND DEPAIITTENT IiE}.D.
PATRICI' D, NEILSON, I{, A,, PEOFESSOR Ol. PEYSICS.
ED1VARD 5. JENI(EiS, B. S,, ASSISTANT PEO!'ESSOR OI. CHEMISTRY.

CURRICULUM
(With Major in Chemistry)
LEADING TO TIIE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected the required
courses in Education and also in Health and Phl'sical EducationI.ETiSI{I\,1AN

ITAR

English Composition and nhetoric
Modern European History ............
x foreign Irnguage.. ........... ............

6

Mathematics

6

6
6

.......
....... ...

Chemistry
Physical Education.

l0
.

Totol semester hours ..

36

... ... ............. ....

SOPHOMORE YEAR

English and American Liter'!ture

American Histoly....

foreign

Language....

Chemistry
+ Physical Education
Electives
Total semcstcr hours
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS
luajor Subject-Not less than
I\tinor Subjeet-Not less than....
Total semester hours
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum (mininlum)

x

3G

18
12

60
132

French is required. Students u'ho present two units

irl high

school French

French 501. 503.

'

6
6
6
0
2
6

Not required ol

will register

for

1936-3? sophomor(s,

REQUIREMENTS EOR A MAJOR IN CHEMISTRY
Students intending to major in chemistry are reqlrired to
consult the Head of the Department oI Phvsical Sciences during the second semester of their sophomore year in the college (and thereafter as may be uecessar5.), for direction and.
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advice as to their major and minor courses of stud1' during
their junior and senior )rears.
For a Mojor the follorving courses are prescribed: Chem-

istry 401, 402, 515, 516, 605, 606, 601, and 602. This is the
minimum requirement, and it is urged that Chemistry 60?
and 608 be included in this group.

The student shall elect a Minor subject which shall be
related to the Major, and which must be approved by the
course adviser. The subjects listed herein are available for
.&Iiaors: Mathematics, Biology, Physics, and Engineering.
Others may be chosen in consultation with the course aCviser,

AII Chemistry Majors and, Pre-Medical students must
elect French to satisfy the requirements for a foreign language. They are also urged to eleet Engineering 451 and 452
as a part of the requirements for their degree.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN CHEMISTRY
OR PHYSICS
(r'oR sruDENTs rRoM orriDR noeantlvttxrs)
Students from other departments rvho elect a Minor in

Chemistry should complete Chemistry 401, 402. or
Chemistry 40?,408, Chemistry 515, 516. In addition they
should elect eithcr Chemistly 601,602, or Chemistry 605,606.

Fof those who desire a lllinor in Plrl,sics, thc following

courses should be elected: Physics 501. 502, Physics 610, 611,
and Ph;,sics 625, 626.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
I. CHEl\,IISTRY
CHEMISTRY 401,402: Genetal Chemi,stry. For each,
flve hours. First and second semesters.
A course in the fundamental principles of chemistry. The
principles of the science are illustrated by lectures, demonstrations and recitations, involving general principles, laws
of chemical combination, and a description of the elements
and their more important compounds. Three hours of lec-

9.1
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tures and two two-hour laboratory periods each t'eek. Laboratory fee, $3.50.
CHEMISTRY 407,408: Genetal Chemistlg. For each,
flve hours, First and second semesters. Not oPen to Chemistry
rnaiors, Pre-Medical students, students of Agriculture and
Xngineering.
The course is planned speclfica1ly lor the considerable
group of students ,\l'ho will take no other course in physical
science, and for those who are not interested in the traditional type of elementary chemistry course s'hich is required of
students majoring in chemistry. It is designed primarily
Ior those students,"vhose major interest lies elsewhere Three
hours of lectures and tw-o two-hour laboratory periods each
week. Laboratory fee, $3.50.
CIIEIIISTRY 515, 576 : Aduance d lnot ganic Chemistry.
tr'or each. three hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Cheinistly 401, 402.
The course deals more thoroughly rvith tlie theories and
principles of chemistry than is 1:ossible in an introductor"Y
course. Special attention is paid to rnodern advances in
chemical theory. The discussion is non-mathematical, and the
rourse is intended as a foundation for the later course in Physical Chemistry. Three lectures each week.
CHEMISTRY 520l. Organic Cllemistl'v. Six hours' First
semester. Prerequisite, Chemistry 407, 408' Registration for
this course is confined to students ol Home Economics.
The fundamental theories and principles of that division
of chemistry which has to do with the compounds oI calbon.
The principles of the science are illustrated by the preparation and study of typical representatives of the fatty and aromatic series. Three hours of lectures and trvo three-hour
iaboratory periods each wcek. Laboratory fee, S'1.00.
CHEMISTRY 601, 602: Organic Chemistr'.T7. For each,
six hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Chemistry 401,402.
The fundamental theorles and principles of that dlvision
of chemistr)/ rvhich has to do with the compounds oi carbon'
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The principles of the science are illustrated by the prepara-

tion and study of typical representatives of thc fatty and
aromat;c series. Three hours of lecture and tu,o three-hour
laboratory periods each *'eek. Laboratory fec, $4.00.
CFIEMISTRY 605: Qtmlitatite Anelgsis- Four hours.
First semester. Plerequisites, Chemistry 401, 402.
A course devoted to the study of svstematic qualitative
anaiysis. In the lectures and recitation work, special attention is given to the theoretical foundation of analytical chemistry. Numelous problems will be required. One hour of lecture and two three-hour laboratory periods each week. Laboratory fee, $4.00.

CHEI\{ISTRY 606: Q1&,ntitatiae AnalEsis. Four hours,
Second semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 401, 402.
A course devoted to the study of elementary quantitative
analysis. It consists of a carefully selected series of quantitative determinations, designed to give the student as \r,ide a
range as possible of typical methods of quantitative manipulation, both gravimetric and volumetric. The theory will be

illustrated by solving various types of problems. One hour
of lecture and two three-hour laboratory periods each weekLaboratory fee, $4.00.
NOTE: All students who register for Chcmistly 605,606
lr,ill also register for Ciremistry 515, 516 as a companion
course.

CHEMISTRY 607, 608: !-dxanced Quantitotit:e AnolyFor each, Jour houls. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Chemistry 606.
A course devoted to the study of the theories and principles of quantitative analysis. The laboratory rvork r,r'i11 include a study of characteristic procedures, itiustrating gravimetric and volumetric analysis. Assigned readings, reports,
and numerous problems u,il1 be required. One hour oI lecture and two three-houl laboratory periods each u,eek. Laboratory fee, $4.00.
CHEMISTRY 610: IlistorE ol ChemistrA. Trvo hours.
Prerequisites, Chemistry 401, 402. (Not offered in 1936-37).
.si.s.
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This course is intended to cover the historicai development of the science. An attempt is made to give the student
some knowledge of the individuality of the men whose work
has resulted in the growth and development of modern
Chemistry. Consideration will be given to the relation of
Chemistry to other sciences during the course of its development. Lectures, collateral reading, and reports.
II.

PHYSICS

General Physics lor EnEineers a$d Non.Engineering Studerts

PHYSICS 501: Three hours of lecture and two two-hour
laboratory periods each week. Prerequisites, Mathematics
401, 402. Five hours. First semester. Laboratory lee, $3.00.

Mechanics. Liquids at rest; air pressure; statics, solids
at rest; motion, force and motion; work, energy, and power;
rotation; g.rayitation, elasticity, and surface tension; kinetic
theory of gases.

Ifeat. Temperature and expausion; quantity of

heat;
thermodyheat
engines
and
heat transfer; change of state;
namics,

,Soand. Vibrations; wave mot.ion; music; musical instruments; the voice; architectual acoustics.
PHYSICS 502: Three hours o{ lecture and two t.,',,'o-hour
laboratory periods each week. Prerequisite, Physics 501. Five
hours. Second semester. Laboratory fee, $3.00.

Electricitg and Magnetism. Magnetism; electrostatics;
electric currents; chemical effects of currents; thermoelectricity; heating and magnetic effects of currents; induced
currents; generators and motors; alternating currents; electric oscillations and waves; conduction of electricity through
gases; electron tubes and their applications.

Light. Quality, nature, and speed of light; reflection
and refraction of light: Ienses and curved reflectors; optical
instruments; dispersion and spectra; diffraction, color and
interference; Polarized light; X-rays and crystal structure;
phctoclsctriciiy and lLlminescence; radioactivity.
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PHYSICS 611: Eadio. Three hours oI lecture and two
t',vo-hour laboratory periods each week. Prerequisite, Physics
502, or Engineering 401. Five hours. First semester. Laboratory fee, $3.00.
This course is offered to those students lvhose interest in
the subject makes them u,ish to gain a thorough knowledge

of and familiarity with the fundamental principles underlving radio. Part of the semester will be devoted to the
study of electlicity, with special attention given to high
frequency alternating currents and connected phenomene.
Soure oI the subjects are: Sound, Speech, and Music as related to broadcasting; Electron Theory; Inductance; Capacitance; Resonant Circuits; Electromagnetic Radiations; Radio
Transmission and Reception; Vacuum Tubes; Radio Frequency Amplification; Desigu of R. F. amplitiers and Tuning coils. Audio amplification; loud speakers; the battery operated receiver; the power supply unit; electric receivers;
automobile and aircraft receivers; phonograph pickups and
sound amplifier systems; short u'ave reception; vacuum tuba
applications and photoelectric cells; tclevision; sound motion pictures.

PHYSICS 612:. Indu,strial Electronic Tubes. Five hours
oI lecture and tu'o two-hour laboratory periods each',veek.
Prerequisite, Physics 602, or Engineering 401. Five houre.
Second semester. Laboratory fee, $3.00.
Vacuum Tubes. Their application to the control of power.
Thyratrons, or Gridglow Tubes. Their function in control of power. Conversion of A.C. to D.C. Conversion of
D. C. to A. C.
Photo-electric Ce1ls. Their application.
PHYSICS 630: Modern PhEsics. Eive hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Physics 501, 502. Laboratory fee, $3.00.
Historical introduction; review oI mathematics; alternating current; theory of radiation; moving charged bodies;
the electron; thermionics; photoelectric effect: X-rals; Bci:r
theory of spectra; periodic law and atomic structure.

PHYSICS 831,: Modern Physics. (Continued) . Five

gs
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hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Physies 630. Labora-

tory

fee, $3.00.

Critical potentials; radio and television; radioactivity
and Isotopes; geophysics; astrophysies; relativity; specific
heats; high frequency sound waves; recent ideas in physics.
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SCIEI'r-CES

Department of Social Sciences
O.\IINIE w. n'lcciN'rY, M. .4 PROFESSOE AND DEPA8TI\IE\"I IEAD
G'ORGE IIERSERI DUGGINS, B. P, 8,. INSTRUCTOR,
.THOAIAS A, CREEN, NT, A,, ASSOCIATE PRO'ESSOR,
AITOS W- FORD, M. A., ASSISTANII PROFESSOR,
iAWNENCE J. FOX, II, 1\,, ASSISTANT PRO'ESSOR.
!. }ICGEE, Ph, D,, ASSOCIATD PBOFESSOR,

JOI'IN

CURRICULUM
(With Major in History or Economics)
LEADING TO THE DEGREE OT BACHELOR OF ARTS

Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected the reqtrired
iourses in Education and also in Health and Physical Educa'
tion.
FRf,SHMAN YEAR

Xnglish {01, 402: f'reshman Composition'

tlistory {Of,402: Modern European Histo
foreign , Language
.

Algebra. Trigonometry

Mathemetics 401, 402:

Biology or Chemistlyl General..
Physical Educaiion

total

6
6
0

l0
2
30

semester hou:rB

SOPHOMORE YEAR

English 501,5021 English and American Lite ratu!e

History50l,502: American History.

Foreign Language........

BiologY, Chemistry, or PhYsics.
4 Physical Education

Electives

.

..........

fotal

semester hours

..

6

l0
2
6
35

JUN1OR AND SENIOR YEARS

Total semester houl.s.... ...
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

'

60

Not required oI 1936_3? sophomores.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN SOCIAI SCIENCES
Students intending to major iD Socjal Science are required to consult the Head of the Department of Social Sciences during the second semester of their sophomore year ln
college (anJ from time to time latcr, as may be necessarl'),
for d-irection as to their major and minor courses of study
during their junior and senior years.
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\(AJOR IN ECONOMICS
Eighteen hours chosen flom the following courses and
lil:r:r durirrg the jutrior and senior !ears:
Economics 501, b02, 608,610, 612, 614, and 629. (IJistory
6C7, 609, or Political Science 650, 6b1, or Geography'628,
626
may be substituted for any two of the Economics courses
numbered six hundred).
}TAJOR IN HISTONY
Dighteen hours chosen lrom flre {ollos,ing courses and
taken dur.ing the junior and senior years:
History 607, 609, 610, 61r, 603. 680, 691, and ?60.
L[inor: A student majoring in the Department oJ Social
Sciences
will choose his minor rvith ttre approval of the Head.
cf the Department of Social Sciences.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Students expecting to do graduate work should choose
French as their foreign language. Students who expect to
go into the business u,orld will probabll,. choose Span.iih.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MiNOR IN TI{E DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
(For students from other departments)

ECONOI,/IICS: Tweh,e hours in adclition to I{istorr,
40:, 501, and 502, chosen from the following

nrinor:

401

"""rtliirt"Economics 801, 502, 609" 610, 612, 014, and
629.

l

.. . GEOGRAPHY: Geography 601, 6C2, 6?5, 626, in addjtion to Histor1,.401,402,501, and 502.
HISTORY: Trvelve
canstitute a
ard 760.
651,

hour.s chosen

minor: History

from the Iollou,ing
6If, 618, 6g0, 6gI

60?, 609, 610,

POLITICAL SCIENCE: political Science 501,002,
in addition to Historv 401,402,501. and 502.

6b0,

SOCIOLOGY: Sociologl, 501, S02, 608, 609, in addition
to -liistory 401,402,501, and i02.
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DESCRIPTION OT COURSES

I.

ECONONIICS

ECONOMICS 501: Pt'i'nciples oJ Economics. Three
hours. First semester. Not open to freshmen. Prerequisite,
History 401, 402.
An introduction to economic organization and economic
terms. A survey is made of the laws of price, competition,
supply and demand, monopoly, money, banking, foreign
trade, and the business cycle.
ECONOMICS 502: Principles oJ Econornics. Three
Second semester. Prerequisite, Economics 501.
A continuation of Ecouomics 501. Stud)t is made of railroad problems, insurance, wages, rent, distribution of wealth,
immigration, tariff, problems of agriculture, and other modern eeonomic problems.

hours.

ECONOMICS 608: Lobol Problerns. Three hours. Offered in summer, 1937. Prerequisite, Economics 502.
A study of the development of a "rvorking class," the
philosophy of individualism as against collectivism in industry, growth and effects of machine production, combinalions of labor and capital and their reiation to 1aw and gov'
ernment is made. Possibilities of unemployment insurance

alc

scanned.

ECONOMICS 610: Pzblic Fixance. Three hours' Prerequisite, Economics 502.
A study of public revenues, public expenditures, and the
principies of sound government flnance. Emphasis is placed
on the need for reform in many present taxes, and upon pos'
sible new sources o{ revenue- The sales tax, property tax,
income tax, and other important taxes are investigated.
ECONOMICS 612: I\[oneg onC Ban.king. Three hours.
(Not ofiered in 1936-37). Prerequisite, Economics 502'
The essentials of a sound money and banking structure
receive close attention. A study is made of negotiable in'
struments, commercial paper, stocks, and bonds, investment

t02
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banking; likewise the place of building and loan associations,
Morris plan banks, farm credit institutions, and the Federal
Reserve System are given close scrutiny.

ECONOMICS 614: lnuesttner'ts. Three hours. Prerequisite, Economics 502.
Investigation is made of the various types oI stocks and
bonds available for investment purposes; the prerequisites of
a sound investment program; analysis of business factors;
operating ratios of corporations. A trial program of practieat
benefit is ofiered each student during the course, to permit a
diversiffed experience with leading securities on the market.
ECONOMICS 629: Principles ol MarLeting. Three
hours. (Not offered in 1936-3?). Prerequisite, Economics
502.

The course is to acquaint the student with the methods
and channels of marketing both agricultural, and industrial
products. Attention is given wholesale and retail outlets,
market surweys, trade-names, unfaif competition and other
current marketing problems.
II.

GE@NAPHY

GEOGRAPHY 425: Principles oJ Geography. Ilnree
hours. Each semester. Open to freshmen only.
An introductory course in geographic principles and a
study of man's relation to his natural environment of location, elimate, soils and minerals, water bodies and land

forms.

GEOGRAPHY 427: Geoyaphg o! Louisiana. .Ihtee
hours. Each semester. Open to freshmen only.
A course to familiarize students with the main factors,
cultural and natural, tvhich ale influencing the development
of Louisiana, and to inspir.e a greater love and appreciation
of our state.
GEOGRAPIIY 601: Ilirnron Geographg. Three hours.
First semester.
A study of the iirfluence of geo.qraphic factors-earth
relations, climate. location, surface features, soils and min-
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erals, flora, and launa, transportation and communicationupon the activities of man.

GEOGRAPHY 602: Geoqt'aphy oJ Workl Probtems.
Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Geography
601.

A consideration of international problems in the light
of their geographical, political and cultural influences. Suc}-rtopics as the evolution of the United States, European expansion and influence in world affairs are examined.
GEOGRAPHY 625: Ecoruom,ic Geographg. Three hoursEirst semester.
A study of the geographic factors involved in the economic, industrial, and commercial development of the United States and Canada.

GEOGRAPHY 626: Economic Geography continuedThree hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Geography
625.

A study of geographic factors involved in the economic'
industrial and commercial de1'elopment of Central America,
South America, and Europe, Asia, Africa, and AustraliaIII.

HISTORY

401

:

HISTORY

European Ci,uilization, 1500-1830. Three'

hours. First and second semesters.
Starting lvith an examination of European civilization at
the opening of the sixteenth century, the course proceeds to'
a study of over-seas expansion, the break-up of religious unity, the development of classicism, rationalism, and romanticism, and the rise and partial decline of monarchical absolutism.

HISTORY 402: ErLt'opean Ciuilizatiott. 1830 to the presThr:ee hour-s. Filst and second semesters.
An attempt is made to tracc the rise of mechanized industry, the growth of nationalism and imperialism, the extcnsion of popular government and social reform, the detelopment of contemporaly culture, and the emergence of
present day international problems.

ent.
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HISTORY 501: History of the United States, 1492-1850.
Three hours. First semester.
A general survey course which emphasizes the social and
political life of the later colonial period, the rise of the inependence movement, the separation from England, the
Confederation period, the establishment of the Federal government, .and the grorvth of democracy during the first haif
of the nineteenth centur;..

HISTORY502: HistorA of the United. Stdtes,1850 to the
present. Three hours. Second semester.
A study of the causes of the War Between the States, and
of the new rration that has emerged since that sectional conflict. Emphasis will be piaced on the lise of the cotton kingdom, anti-slavery sentiment, reeonstruction, the new indr"rstry, the settlement of the West, the grou'th of Empire, the
Position of the United States in the World War and the aftermrar re-adjustments.

HISTORY 607: Economic Historg of the United. States.
'Three hours. Second semester.
A study of the economic forces and institutions in American life from colonial times to the present. Account is taken

of the growth of population, terri.torial expansion, agriculture, labor, commerce, manufactures, tarifi, finance, transportation, and communication.
HISTORY 609: Econorni,c and CulturaL DeDelopment ot
Modern Europe. Three hours. Second semester.
After making a survey of European culture as it was on
the eve of the Commercial Revolution, the course proceeds
successively to a study of the nature and cultural significance
of the Commercial, the Industrial, and the Coltectivist Revolutions.

HISTORY 610: HistorE oJ Cixitizalion Jrom the Earliest Times to the Struggle of the Optimates and, the Populares
iz 133, B. C. Three hours. First semester. Prereqr"risite:,

History

401, 402.

This course features a surtel'of Greek civilization {rom
the earliest t.imes to the death oI Alexander the Great. A,
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study of prehistoric civilization in Italy and the development
of Rome to 133, B. C.
HISTORY 611: Roman and. Med.ieual Hutorg,l33 B. C.
to 1500. Three hours. Second semester' Prerequisites, His-

tory

401, 402.

A study of Roman Civilization, beginning with tlle struggle o{ the Optimates and the Populares and including a survey of the political, religious, economic and social develop'
ment oI medieval times.
HISTORY 653: The Teaching of tlrc Social Sctences,
Three hours. First semester.
An examination of the histor]', character, and purpose
of social science is follorr,'ed by the presentation of appropriate teaching suggestions.
HISTORY 680: The Hislorg of England Jrom the Earli'
est Ti.mes l.o the Middle oJ the Eighteenth Century. Thte8
hours. First semester.
Following a study of the ideas and institutions of the
peoples that were amalgamated into the English nation, an
examination of the composite civilization which ensued in
the later mj.ddle Ages, the effort is made to explain how such
factors as over-seas expansion, the rise of the commercial
classes, and the development of the modern scientiflc spirit
modified the medieval civilization and Iaid the foundation
of modern EngIand.
HISTORY 681: The Historg oJ Englan'd. Si,nce the Mi'd'd,le ol the Eighteenth CentuTg. Three hours. Second semester.

The content of the course is the development of civillzation as it is today in England, and the lvork involves a study
of such topics as the mechanization of industry, the rise of
democracy, the growth of imperialism, the movement for
the emancipation of rvomen, the struggle for social justice,
and the re-adjustment of thought and culture.

HISTORY
First semester.

?60: History oJ Louisi,ana. Three hours,
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A study of French and Spanish explorations, establishment and growth of the French colony, flre Spanish period,
the Louisiana Purchase and the American period; a study of
local conditions, and federal relations.
. POLITICAL

SCIENCf,

POLITICAL SCIENCE EQ7: Gouerntnellt oJ the llnited
States. Three hours. First semester.
A study of the development of our federal and state governments. Political parties, elections, the national congress,
the cabinet, our court s!.stems, and the administrative officials are emphasized, Special discussion is made of the or-

ganization of Louisiana state government.

POLITICAL SCIENCE 502: Gouernments oJ Eu.ropean
Nations. Three hours. Second semester.
Surveys are made of the more important European gov_
ernments, with emphasis on the similarities and differences
in comparison with our own government. political conditions are noted in each country, with special reference to the
newer political philosophies of England, France, Germany,
Italy, and Russia .
POLITICAL SCIENCE 650,651: Bzsizess Lou. Three
hours each. First and second semesters. prerequisites, Eco_
nomics 501,502, or Political Science 501, b02.
Contracts, their formation, operation and discharge;

principal and agent relationship; torts; bailments; sales;
negotiable instmments, partnerships; corporations, bankruptcy.

v.

socrolocY

SOCIOLOGY 507: Principles and Elements of Sociology.
Three hours. First semester. Not open to freshmen.
This course is designed to aid students in observing social phenomena and in recording their observations; also, to
guide them in reading and interpreting the literature of the
subject.
SOCIOLOGY 502: Sociol PathologA. Three hours. Second semcstcr. Prerequisite, Sociology 501.
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In this course a study is made of the defective, dependent, and delinquent classes of society; of the conditions and
factors contributing to the production and existence of these
classes and of the best methods of treating and caring for
them.
SOCIOLOGY 608:. The Family. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Sociology 501, 502.
A study is made of the various forms of familv life
that have been erected upon the biological foundation. Modern phases of the problem of the adaptation of the family to
the varied conditions of urban and rural environments-

SOCIOLOGY 609: Racial and' Rural-Urban Societg.
Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, Sociology
501 and 502, or Economics 501 and 502.
The study of the ethnological, physiological, and psychoIogical racial differences; of concepts, isolation, assimilation,
amalgamation, nationality, race pride and race preiudice as'
they affect rural-urban society.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATIOJV
GUSTAF FREDEN, Ph. D., Dean.

Department of Education
CU5IAT !'EEDIN, PII, D., PROFESSOE AND DEPARTMENT IIE.{D
. IiODNEY CLINE, M. A,, ASSOCIATE PII.OEISSORANDY EUGENE PTIILLIPS, M. A., ASSOCIATE PRO!'XSSOE,
SAI,LIE EOBISOI{, 1!I, A., ASSISTANT PRO}'ESSOR.

The Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is one of the colleges
approved by the State Board of Education for the professional preparation of teachers. Through its School of Education Tech offers its fullest co-operation to the State Board
of Education i.n giving the schools ot the state professlonally
trained teachers.
The School of Education is organized into six curricula
leading to the Baccalaureate Degree in Education. Each
curiculum is designed to prepare for a specific type of teaching service. Therefore, ttre new students enrolling in the
School of Education should consult the Dean for advice in
choice of curriculum.
Students completing the ffrst two years of the Elementary Curriculum may obtain a professional elementary teacher's certificate. This gives to these students an equa.l
rating with students from the Teacher-Training Curricula in other higher educational institutions of Louisiana.
Students who complete a four-year curriculum are
granted the Bachelor's Degree and are entitled to teach in
any approved high school in the state; and, to teach in anv
of the accredited schools belonging to the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States.
A student who is not enrolled in the Schoo1 of Educa_
tion but who desires to minor in education so he mav teach
in a secondary school is required to take the followinj senior
college courses: Education 606, 611, 609 and the course in
methods of teaching the particular subject that the student
.

Absent on leave, seatrd senreEler, tg,i-3E.
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intends to teach in our Training School. The prerequisites
to any o{ the above mentioned courses are Psychology 501
and 502, .,vhich should be completed during the sophomore
year. Speech 510 should also have been completed before
registering for practice teaching.
TE

ACHER-TRA]NING SCHOOL

Thele is conducted on the campus a rvel.l-equipped and
officered Teacher-Training School which is kept "rigidly
distinct and separate from ttle college students, faculty,
buildings and disciplir.re.'' The school ernbraces eler.en grades
of the pubiic school system of Louisiana, seven elcmentary
and iour secondary grades, and ils wor k conforms with the
courses of stridy of the Elerler.rtary and Secondary Schools
as prescribed by the State Department of Education of
Louisiana. Its faculty is composed of twelve specially
trained and experienced critic teachers rvho are under the
immediate supervision of the Director of the Teacher-Training School who, likewise, is Associate Professor of Education in the School of Education of the College.
The student teachers are assigned to their special work
in observation and practice teaching by the Dean of the
School of Education and in turn by the Director of the Teacher-Training Schoo1 to the critic teacher in charge of the part.icular subjects to be observed. A student to be assigned
practice teaching must up to that time have earned at least
a grade average of C.

Each critic teacher holds one general meeting each week
with each group of student-teachers, as well as special conferences with individuals when it is thought necessary.
While the major portion of the time of the critic teachers is
devoted to the instruction ol the pupils of the Teacher-Train-

ing School, adequate opportunity lor observation of wise
practices in teaching is offered student-teachers, followed by
practice teaching under the close and careful observation of
the critic teacher. Every possible effort is cxerted toward
providing the most favorable conditions for the observation
and use of approved methods of procedure in class room instruction.
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Education Curricula
LEADING TO T}IE BACCAI-AI'REATE DEGNEE

ART
FRESHMAN YEAR

Art
Art
Art
Art
Art

401: Art Structure
411: Elementary Desien ...
421: Water Color Painting
450: Freehand Drawing .. ........
451: Mechenieal Perspective.....
Bjology or Chemistry, General.............
English 401, 402r Freshman Composition
Foleien Language

2
1

I

2
2
10

6
6
6

History 401, 402: Modern Eur.opean llistory,..,
Physical Education 401, 402

Total semester hours

... ..........

...

SOPHOMORE I'EAR
Design.......... . . .. .. ...

Art 510: Theoretical
Art 520: Water Color

Painting........

2

Ar1 530, 531r Composition..

Art 550: Advanced tr'reehand Drawiflg..
Art564: Art Appreciation.-...,..

3
6

foreiga

6

English 501, 502: EngIiEh and American Liter.tu!e.................... 6
LaDguaEe...

Uistory 501,502i United States History or
History 610,611: Ancient end Medieval Histoly.......
Physical EducatioD 590............
ysychology 501, 502: General and Educational Psychology, Mental Hygiene.
Total sehester hours

6
38

JUNIOR YEAR

Art 565: Picture Study..
Art 630, 631: Composition
Art 640, 641: Metalworkirg

Art

Art
Art

&50.651: Life Drawing....

4
..

Teaching the tr'ine Arts.... ...
670. 6?1: Oil Paintjng .. .. ..
Educatioo 501, aad 502 or 503: Principles and Methods
660

of

Ph!sical

Teaching

in

Speech 510r Fundamentals oJ Speech

610,
666,

Biology

611: Design ... .. ...
66?: Iristory of Art..
5t10.

nducation 520 or

6ll:

......._.................

6

............

Electives

Art
Art

4
4

Elementary credes, or

Education 605, 606: Secondary Education
Education.........

4

Tests and Measuremenk

3

4
6
3
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Education 506, 50? or'608, G09: Practice Teaching, one
of *,hich is in the teaching of art, the other in
an acaclefiric subject sach as Engtish, History, etc.

[Iectivcs

.................

Io|]3l semester hours
TOTAL scmester hours in curriculum.

......

....12

............ .. 7

34
144

..

ENGLISH-T'OREIGN LANCUAGES
FNESI]N/,qN YEAR

BiologJ or Chernrstrl

10

Enelish 401, !102: Freshnran CoDposition..

6

...

Foreign Languagc

ti

HiStory 401, 402: Modern European Histoly ..
\Iathematics 401. 402: Algebra. Trigonometry

Phyjic!l

6

EdLrcat.on .t01, 402

Tota :emest(r hourr

36

..

SOPHOMORE YEAR

BiologJ or Chemistry or Physics...
English 501, 50r: EDglish and Arnelican Literature

..

.. 10

6

Foreign LaogLrage
... 6
HistorJ 501, 502: United States History
.. 6
Physical Educalion.. .. .....
.. .. .. .. .. .... I
Psychology 501, 502: General arld Educational Me.tal

Hygiene ..

.. ..

Tolal semestel horrrs

6

JUNIOR YEAR
Education
Education
Education

605,
608:
6501

606: Secondary Edueation
Observation and Practice Teaching

Materials and N1ethods, English, or

Education

65t: Materials and Methods,

Foreign Language
Engljsh 606: Advanced Composition. or English
History of English Langr1age
Foreign LanBua8e
Physical Education

622:

650

Sociology 501. 502: Principles of Sociology..
Speech 510: Fundamertals of Speech .. ..

Total seorester hours .. ... ..

36

..

SENIOR YEAR
Education 609: Observatiofl ard Practice Teaching
Education 611; Tests and Measurements

3

English 608: Short Slory

English 610: The Novel
English 614: Nineteenth Century Engljsh Literature
English 618: Shakespearc

3
3

Foreign Language

Biology 600: Humarl Physiology and Hygiene
Biology 601: Hygiene and Sanitation.
Ljbraly Technqiue 401

........

Tolal semeslPr hours

..

6
2

2
2

TOTAL semester hours in curliculum

141

NNGLISH-SOCIAL SCIENCE
FRESHN,IAN YEAR

EioloSy oI Chcmistr y.

..

10

112
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Engl;sh 401,402

6

Hjstory,tol,402 Modern European History......,..
Inglish 50I,50?: English and American Literature
liathsmetics 401, 402: Algebra, Trigorometry. ........

6
6
6
2

Ft l j :eal Educatjon 4Ol, 4D2 .................. ........
Tital semester hours.......... ... ........ ......
SOPHOMORE

E:r,iagy or Chemistry or Physics...
Economrcs 501. 502: Principles

ol

ITAR

.... ...................

t0

Economics.

6

English 501, 502: English ard Alnerican Literature ......................... 6
Fhyslcal Education
2
Polrtr.e I scrence 5tlt 5uz
6
P6ychology 501,502: GeDeral and Educational, Mental
Hygiene

6

JUNIOR YEAR

nducation 605, 606: Secondary Education .... ...
trducation 608: Observation aud Practice Teaching...-......................
Educatron 650: Materials and Methods, English, or
Education 653: Materials and Methods. So.

nnglish 606: Advanced Composition or Erglish
History of English Language

6
6

622:

3

History 610,611: AncieDt and Medieval }Iis1ory...................................
Physical Education 650
Sociology 501, 502: Principles ot Sociology

6
3
6

Speech 510: Fundamentals oI Speech.
Total semester hours

SENIOR YEAR
Education 809: Obselvation and Practice Teaching

36
.............. .....

Education 611i Tests and Measu-rements

English 608:
Engljsh 610
English 614
English 618
History 60?:

Sholt Story

Tlle

Novel.......

...

NineteeDth Cen

Shakespeare

...

Economic History ot the United States,
or llistory 609: Economic History of Europe,

or liislory 760: Louisiana History.......
Bjology 600: Humar Physiology and Eygiene
Eiology 60ii HygieEe and Sanitation
Libratr Technique 401
Fsycto:ogy 604: Social Psycllology
Tota] semester hours
TOTAL senrester hours in curriculutn

SCIENCE-MATHEMATICS
FNESIIMAN YEAR
Biology or Chemistry... ..
English 401, 402: Fresbman Composition.
Forejgn Leflguage

fteehand Dm$,ing 450.. ...... .. .... .......
Library Techtique 401 .... ... ........
MatherEatics 401, 402i Algebra, Tligonomeky
.

Mechanjcal Pelspective

453

6
3
3
3
3
3

a

2

141

10

6

.

6
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Physical Education 401, 402...

Total semcsl,er hours

SOPiTOMORE YEAB

Biology or ChemislrY or Physici....
Engli;h 501, 502: Engtish and American Litcra tule

Forejgn

10
..............

..

.

Language

l{al,hematics 404: Advanced Coltege Algebra"'
Mathematics 501: Anal,tical Geometry """"
Phvsical Education ..
Fhycholugy 501, 5021 General and Educational Mental

Ilysiene

6
6
3
3
2

......

Tol.al semester hours

JUNIOR YEAN
Education "" "
Secondary
606:
605,
,ducatiot
Education 608: Observation anal Practice Tea ching

Ealucation 656: Materials and L{ethods, Mathematics
Bioloey 600: Human Physiologv and Hygiene""""""" """'

Physics, 10 hours....
Physical Education 650 .. ......
Speech 510: FundamenLals of Speech.
Total semcster hours . . .. .........
.

., -,,,,,,,',,',,',,,,'..''.

6
6
3

...........

.,,,,,,,,','.,9

""

oI l0
3
3
34

or 35.

SENIOR YEAR

Biology or Chemistr.v or Physics.... ..
Dducation 609: ohservation and Practice
Educatiofl 611: Tests and Measurements

10

Teaching """""'
3
3
6

Psychology 604: social Psychology
sociology 501, 502: Principles oI Socjology...

Eleeti\.e

3

..

Total semester hours

.......

TOTAL semcster hours in curriculum

.'

137 or138

ELEI{ENTARY GRADES
The curriculum prescnted below is so arranged that a sludcnt mal at
proresslonal
l.he comDlerion of the freshman or Sophomore ycars obtain a

elementarv teacher's ccrti6cate. Jn other words he has compleleo
foimerly hnorvn as The Two-Year lleacher-Training Cur;;h"f;';;
a stuient desires to obtain the Bachelo!'s Degree he must
,i""r"-l-ri
comntetc tl,e work oJ the Junior and Senior yeors which articulate with
the wor,r oI the Fr€shrnan and Sophomore years'
FRXSHMAN I'EAR

402: A1t Structure for Students in Education
Education 400: Penmanship ....
Education 529: Con'tmunity Civics """"""""""
Education 1t80: Natural Scie[ce ...............
English 401, 402: Freshman Composition """"""

Art

401,

.

Geography 425,

427....

Technique 401 . .....
Music 401, 402: Sight Singing..
Phvsical Education 401,4O2 .. --Ps;chology 401, 402: General. Educational
Total semester houis... .. ... .. .............

library

.
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SOPHOMORE YEAR

Biology 500: Human Physiotog]'and Hygiene....... ..... ... ..
Education 501: Principles of Teaching in the Elemen-

,

..........

tary Gradcs

Erlucarion

....
50i: Cenerat uettoas oi i"o"f,t"g-i" if.,. - Lower Elementary Grades. For Upper

3

crades, register for Education 503 ............. ,..... ...........
Education 506: Observation and I'raetice feaching....... .. ..._.
Education 520r Tests and Measuremenls... ..".......... ... .. .
English 501, 502: English and Americao Literature ....... ... .
History 501, 502: United States History
Physical Educatiolr 590, and z hours elective......
Speech 510: Fundamentats o{ Speech.....
Total semester houts .....

3
6
6
6

t
3

JUNIOR YEAR

Biolosy 401, 402..... . ..
English 618: Shakespeare.........

........

..

..

EtrrDpean Ilistory
.......... ...
. ... ...
Mathematics 40I, 402: Algebri. Trigonometry. ..
Sociology or Economics or s Forergn Language ....
Spccch 020: Story Telline and Children.s Litcrarure

Total semester houis

Chenlisrry ur physics

.. ...

l0

..... J
......... {j
..... 6

...

6
3

34

SENION YEAR
...

..

l0

..

Education 607: Observation and practice T eaching ...........
6
Foreign Languatc or Hisiory or English or Mathematics......... 6

History ?60: Louisiana Historv
Biolosy 601: Hysienc and s",iii"it.,,r
ArL 501: Ceneral Melhods.

Music

Total semester horrrs

2

2

.....

TOTAL semestcr hours il1 curriculum

140

NOTICE

Instruction in penmanship is given aU students of Teacher_Trainilg
-_
cuuicula until they have acquired faciltiy and legibility in handrvriting',
a requirement made by the state Board of Education.
Ljbrar.y Technique 401 is .equired oJ all aeacher-Trainirg students
_
and may be takerl ln any year ot the for.rr years of the eaccalarireaie Oegree Curricula in Education.

'-

Students should read carefully the description of each

course as given below in order to take notice of its prerequisites-

D'SC]?IP?IO.iV Or COUESES
EDUCATION 400: Penmansl.tip. No credit. First and
second semesters

A non-credit course requil.ed of all whose penmanship

SCHCCL C]E EDUCATION
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is conspicuously delicient. All students enrolled in teacher
training curricula, except Home Economics, must pass a test
in penmanship. No diploma or certficate will be granted
until this reo,uirement has becn fulfilled.
Education 401: Introtluction to Education. Three hours.
(Not offered in 1936-37) .
(Open only to students in the Elementary Curriculum). A study of tbe evolution ol the Elementary School
rvith special reference to the Lrnited States; present day prob-.
lems of elementary education and plans for its organization.
and administration.

EDUCATION 480: Ndttll'oz Science. Three hours. First
and second semesters.
A study is made of trees, flowers, birds, insects, rveather'
phenomena, and such other convenient material as the teacher may find valuable in bringing the child into closer contact
with the world about him.

EDUCATION 501'. Principles of Tedching in the ELetnentarg Grodes. Three hours. First and second semesters,
Prerequisite, Psychology 402.
A course for the study of such topics as: objectives in
teaching, organization of subject matter, types of lessons,
the recitation, lesson planning, problems in class control, ete.
EDUCATION 502: Meth'od.s of Teachu'tg in the Lower
Elementa|E Grades. Three hours. First and second sernesters. Prerequisite, Psychology 402.
A critical treatment of materials and methods in ins'lruction in the lower elementary grades.
EDUCATION 503: Method,s of Tettching in the Uppe..
Elementarg Grades. Three hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Psychology 402.
A critical treatment of materials and methods of instruetion in the upper elementary glades.
EDUCATION 506: Obseruation and Practice Teachi.ng
in the Elementarg School. Six hours' First and second se-
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.mesters. Prerequisites, Education 501. 502 or Educatiorr 503,
Ps1'cirology 402, Speech 510, and a grade average ol C.

EDUCATION 520: ?ests and, Measnements in the EleiticlltarA School. Three hours. First and second semesters.
Prerequisite, Psychology 402.
A studl' of the aims, needs, and administration of the
standardized and new-type tests for measuring the product
of teaching .in the elementarl' grades.
EDUCATION 529: Communitg Ciuics. Three hours.
First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Psychology 402.
A studl, of the basic institutions and some of the main
problems of society in their relation to the school.
EDUCATION 605: Secondarg Education.- I'l'rree hours.
..I'i.rst semester. Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
f A stud1.' of the development, present tendencies, and

'

probable future of the secondary school.. Also, a study of
importailt prohlems facing the high school teacher aside
froln teaihing proper: the school board, principal, discipline, guidance, extra-curricular activities, etc.

EDUCATION 606: Secozdarg Educatr'on. ?hree hours.
senester. Prerequisite, Education 605.
'\ A general methods course {or students planning to teach
in the secondarY school.
EDUCATION 60?: Obseruation and Practi'ce Teaching
in tlle ELeTn entarg School. Six hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Education 506, Education 520, and
a grade average of C.
EDUCATION 608: Obseruation dnd, Pro,ctice Teaching
in the Second,ary Sclrool. Six hours. First and second se'
mesters. Prerequisites, Education 606, a course in methods
of the subject to be taught, Psychology 502, Speech 510, and a
grade average of C'
EDUCATION 609: Obseruotion and" Practi.ce Teaching
in th.e Second,at'y School. Six hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Education 608. Edtrcation 611, and
a grade average of C.

: i.second
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EDUCATION

611:

Secorud"ary School. Three

rt7

Tests dnd. Measurements in th,e
hours. First and second semesters.

Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
A course designed to acquaint the student lvith the principles and administration ol standardized and new-type examinations. Special stress is laid on modern methods of
constructing tests lor use in one's olvn classroom.

EDUCATION 633: Problems ol Education. Three
hours. Second semester. Admission to the seminar is only
after consultation with the Head of the Department of Education.

A seminar for advanced students oI education. At each
meeting prepared topics for discussion are presented by
members of the group.
EDUCATION 650i Materidls and, Method,s
Three hours. First semester.
This course is the same as English 650.

in

English.

EDUCATION 657: Materials and Methods in French.
Three hours. First semester.
EDUCATION 653:, The Teaching oJ the Social Sciences,
Three hours. First semester.
This course is the same as History 653.

EDUCATION 655: Materials dnd Methods in Home
Economics, Three hours, First semesterThis course is the same as Home Economics 655.
EDUCATION 656: Materials and, Methods in Mathemotics. Three hours. Seccnd semester.
This course is the same as Mathematics 656.
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY 401: General Psychology. Three hours.
First and second semesters. (Open only to students enrolled
in the Elementary Teacher-Training Curriculum).
A general introductory course in the study of human
behavior-

1r8
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PSYCHOLOGY 402: Educational Psgchology. Three
hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Psychology 401. (Open only to students enrolled in the Elementary
Teacher-Training curriculum) .
A study of psyehological principles as applied to teaching and learning.

501: General antl Ed.ucational Psy'
hours. First semester.
A study of the fundamental processes and problems of
human behavior. Also a consideration of the psychological
PSYCHOLOGY

chologA. Three

principles underlying teaching and learning.

PSYCHOLOGY 502: Mental Hygiene. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Psychology 501, or Psychology 501, or Psychology 402.
A study of mental health, problems of adjustment and
self -management, the development of balance, poise, antl
personality.
PSYCHOLOGY 604: Social PsEchology. Three hours.
Fixst semester. Prerequisites, Psychology 402, or Psychology 502, Sociology 501.
A study of the nature of social behavior, social stimulation and response; a psychological analysis of society and
social institutions.
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Department of Home Economics
HELEN GEAIIAII, M. A., FROFESSOR AND T{EAD O!' DEPARTMEN,T

ANNA IDTSE, M, S,, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOE,
MEBLE BURI<, 1!T. A,. ASSISIAI\ T PROFESSOE.

The main purpose of this department is to give, along
rvith a standard academie curriculum, special training for
home makilrg. Also because of the constant demand for

home economics teachers for the secondary schools of Louislana and other states, the training of teachers has become of

equal importance. The teaching of this subject after graduation, with the responsibility of its laboratories, serves as
additional trainlng Ior home making.
Other Jields for which training is olfered are those <.rf extension u'ork, business positions in the fle1d of home econonl.ics. commercial demonstration, dietitians in hospitats anC
other institutions, and welfare workers.
The work of this department is along folrr principal
lines: first, foods, cookery, and nutrition; second, clothing,
textiles, and supporting arts; third, administration of the
home, home management, and child care; fourth, methods
ol teaching home economics arrd practice teaching.
The physical plant for instruction in this curriculum consists of two brick buildings with adequate equipment in
each. The main building consists of well equipped laboratories and lecture rooms for food, clothing, home management, and related subjects.
The other building, "Home Management I{ouse,,, is a
five-room cottage with large basement for laundering, equipped with modern electrical appliances. Six senior students
in a section register for this one-term course and in that time
do all the work of the home under the supervision of one of
the instructors. This is a practical application of the students,
previous u'ork in foods, ntrtrition, dietetics, expcrimental
cookcry, child care, and home management. A baby from 6
to 26 months of age is cared for bv thcse students in the
house. Each girl enteltains in r,arious wa_vs so that the L1nusual home actlvities as r,vcIl as the usr"ral oncs are exlreri-
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is also headquarters for various social

features on the campus.

The teaching staff is composed of three specialists in
home economics besides the critie teacher.
The Home Economics curriculum is open to any high
school graduate, regardless of whether or not she has taken
this subject in high school.
HOME ECONOMICS
FRESHMAN YEAN

English

401,

402: freshman Composition

Biology 40I: Ceneral Biology........ .
Biology 403: Bacterio1ogy....... .

6

5

.......

.

Mathematics

{01:

Art 401: Art

3

CoIIcge Algebra

z

Structure

Art 4?5: Art Structure lor Students in Home Dconomics

Home Economics 401: Textiles and Principles oI
Clothing, Co[sumption
Home Dconomics 402: Pattern and Clothing Design

and Construction...

Libraly Technique

..

401...

,l0l: Sight Singing
Elective
Physical Education 401, 402
Total semester hours
Music

..

2

3
3
2
2
3
2

......................... . ...

SOPHOMORE YEAR

English 501, 502: English and American Literature ...... ........... G
10
Chemistry 407, 408: General Chemistry
Psychology 501, 502: General alrd Educatioua], Mertal
Hygieue
Ilome Economics 405: Food Study and Preparation .... .. . .... 3
3
Home Economics 505: Dietitics .....
Home Economics 510: Costume Design and Ad-

vareed Clothing Construction
Home Economics 514; Family Clothi[g

Physical

..

3

Education.........

Total semester

hours..........

36

.

JUNIOR I'EAR
Education 605: Secondary Education
Speech 510 .......................
Chemistry 5201 Orgonic ChemisLry....
Sociology 501, 502, or Economics 501, 502
Ilome Ecotomics 618: Interior Decoration...
lloide Economics 650: Economics of l{ousehold
Home Economics 609: Experimenial Cookery ......
Horbe Economics 614: Child Development
Biology 600: Human Physiology
Elective
Total semester hours

3
3

6

3
3
2
3

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
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SENIOR .lTAR

I1istory......

fducalion 611: Meirtal Tests and Measuremenis
Education 655: Home Economics Methods

................... ..

Home Economies ?09: Demonstration Cookery .....
Home EcoRomics 687: Chemistry of food afld Nutrition
Horne Economics 750: Home MaDagcmedt
?otal semestcr hou.s
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

6
3
3
3

!
5
4

NOTE: Two curricula are open to home economics maiors, the
-Teacher-Training
Home Economics curriculum and the Academic I]ome
Economics culriculum lor Honemakers. the above curriculum is planned
for the Iormer. For the latter, students who do not care to take the edueatioD subjects listed above may elect an equat number ol hours in the
Sehool of Arts and Sciences with the approval of the heads of the department oJ home economics and of the department in which they elect

{courses.

DESC,RIPTION OF COUESES

HOME ECONOMICS 401: Tertiles and, Principles of
CLothing Consumption. Three hours. First and second semesters. Tr,vo Lecture hours, two laboratory hours.

A study of te><tile fibers and fabrics designed to make
the purchaser of textile material discriminating in her taste
in the selection of fabrics and clothing and aware of her re.sponsibility as a consumer.
HOME ECONOMICS 402: Pattern o.nd, Clothing Design ond Constructiorl. Three hours. First and second semes1ers. Prerequisite, Home Economics 401.
A course in the construction, alteration and use of patterns: the trse of commercial patterns. Fundamental principles of garment selection and construction. One lecture, tour
laboratorv hours per week.
HOME ECOI'ICMICS

405:

Food

S

tud.E and Pre.paration.

Three hours. First and second semesters. Laboralory fee,
$2.50.

A studv of the properties ol foods, their nutritive value
and place in the diet; the principles and methods of cookery
applied in the planning. the preparation and serving of meals.
One lecttrre, four laboratory hours per ',veek.
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HOI\IE ECONOMICS 500: Clothing .4ppreciation and
Economics. Tu,'o hours. First semester.
Emphasis rvill be placed on clothing selection in rela1:on to design principles and economic values. Open to any
student other than Home Economics majors. Two lectures per
lr,eek,

HOME ECONOI\{ICS 501: Nutrition and Physical Fitprerequisite No fee.

ness. Two hours. Second semester. No

A general foods course stressing the nutritive, econotnic,
and social aspeets of food. Open to any student other than
Home Economics majors. Two lectures per week.
HOME ECONO\{ICS 505: DLetetics. Three hours. First
and second semesters. Prerequisite, Home Economics 405.
Laboratory fee, $2.50.
The practical application of the principles oI nutrition to
the planning of diets for various ages and conditions;the prevention and dietetic treatment of deficiency diseases. One
lecture, tour laboratory hours per tveek.

HOME ECONOMICS 510: Costume Design and Ad1:anced, Clothing Cotlstruction. Three hours. First semesterPrerequisite, Home Economics 402.
Application of the art principles in costume design, outlines of costume history. A detailed study of clothing selection and advanced clothing construction. ODe lecture, four
laboratory hours per week.

HOME ECONOMICS 514: Family Clothing. Three
hours, Second sernester. Prerequisite, Home Economics 402
The planning, selection and construction of clothing for
the family including infants, small children, and adults, rvith
emphasis on clothing economics and up-keep. One lecturefour laboratory hours per wcek.
HOME ECONOMICS 618: lnterior Decol'ation. Two
hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Art 401.
A study of the principles rvhich underlie the creation of
artistic homes, harmonious house furnishings, period furni-
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ture, wall decoration and draperies, studies in planning home
surloundings- Trvo lectures per week.
HOME ECONOD'IICS 650: Economirs of the Household..
Trvo hours. First semester. prerequisite, all freshmen and
sophomore Home Economics courses.
The economics of the household: its administration and
finance. Two lectures per week.
HOME ECONOMICS 609: Erperizn ental Cookerg. Three
hours .First semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry, 520. Home
Economics 405. Laboratory fee, $2.50.
A scientific investigation of the principles and practices
of- cookery. One lecture, four laboratory hours per week.

HOME ECONOMICS 66?: The Chemistry o! Food, and
Nutriti,on. Five hours. Firct semester. prerequiiites, Home
Economics 505 and Chemistry b20. Laboratory fee,
$2.50.
A study oI the food stuffs their properties, digestion and.
metabolism. Three lectures, four laboratory houri per week.
HOME ECONOMICS 614: Cttitd Detselopmear. Ttrree

hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Home Economics E0E.
A study of the physical, mental, social, and emotional
life and constructive entertainment and play life of the child.
including development of the infant and young child with
emphasis on the toys, stories, and play equipment, Two lec_
tures, two laboratory hours per week.

HOME ECONOMICS ?09: Denlor"stration

Cookery.

Tu.'o hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, Home Economies
505 and 609. Laboratory fee,92.50.

The principles and practice o{ food demonstration from

the standpoint of the teacher or the commercial demonstr:rtor. Four laboratory hours pcr rveek.
HOME ECONONIICS 750: Home Manaqenterzf. Four

semester hours. Second semester. prerequisites, Horne Eccnomics 609, 709, 650.

A term of residcnce in the home

rnanagement house irr
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whieh all the activities of the home are conducted by the
student under the direction of the teacher in charge'
HOME ECONOMICS 655 (Same as Education 655) :
Home Economi,cs Method"s. Three hours First semester' Presemesters hours. Second. semester. Prerequisite, Home Economics 609, 709, 650.
An application of the principles o{ psychology and sociology in the study of the organization and methods of teaching ffome Economics in the high school. Three lecture hours
per week.

Library Technique
I<ATIII,EEN CRAI,AM, M. A., LIBTAEIAN.
ITAUDE GOYNI GETEN, ASSIS.rAWI LIBRA,RIAN.

EI?IE IIALE, B. ]t.,

ASSISTAT

T LIBR.{RTAN.

IT]IRJORIE LEIGA, E. A. IN L. 4., ASSISTANT I-IBRARIAN

LIBRARY TECHNIQUE 401:. The Use of Books anil
Librar'tcs. Two hours. First and second semesters'

This is an introductory course for freshmen, designed to
help them in the use of referenee works, magazine guldes and
other indexes, as well as in the use of such library tools as
the card catalog and inlormation files' The coneluding lessons
will be taken up with the making of bibiiographies.
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I

EEANK BOGARD , M. E., Dean
J, T, FOLI', B. S,, ASSISTANT

-__-RE.TNALD
NlERING.

-4. M.FAETAND,

I-.MrrcHELL, M.

PRO

-.1'"""?X}lil*"tJ":,:Hff
^;. =.1Tff

llP-!ry J, NETH*EN, M. S.,
ITARLE'
,.oFESSOE,
EOBENT S, WYNN, B. E-, ASSISTA}i tt

rNG,

X.r_

E_, pRor.EssoR, MECr{2!.NrcAL ENCrNIERiNG-

*r"rorao" ,*or*o*o,ol"-.

pEorEssoE' ELECaEICA!

ENGINEEE_

The profession oI engineering in continuing
its manifold
services to scciety recruits its members _riily
iro.r, *"
graduates of technical schools. The
School of nrpiru".lrc
offers a course of instruction and study f",
d; ;;"#;;;;:
pose of preparing young men for entry j"t"
thi.'pioL:;;;.
'rne degree granted upon
the completion of the required

.

irg.

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering,
Bachelor of Science in Mechanicat-Electrical
Engineer-

A faculty of six instr.uctors and a student body of approximately one hundred and fifty.n"r,
p."."lri
tute the School of Engineering.
"t
"orr=t'iThe buildings are der..oted to engineering. One contains
_
class rooms, drafting rooms, and l:rbor.atorie"s;
th"
shop building, houses forge, four.rdr1., putt".,i'rrrJ "th;;,';
;;i";
shops. The machine shop is equippld-u,jth lathes, pfaneis,
drill presses, grinders, and univei-sal *ifting m"ct ine", together with the requisite tools lor bench wo-rk. The
course
in maclrinc shop serve to acquaint thc student with
ttre nalure, method, and problems of machine shop practice, and.
to give him an operating knowledge of machiie tools.
cupola is used to produce the molten iron for casting
. the
-A
jn,
combined pattern shop and foundry. a gas_ftreO, c;ul
cibJe-type furnace is used for the non_ferrous heat runs.
Here
the student begins with the construction of the $,ooden pat1:.1: "!d follows the process through the production of ihe
finished
casting. The pattern shop is equipped *itf, wooa_

rx6
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building
turRing lathes and bench tools, rvhilc in an annex
sat"
are loJated a planer, band saw, and circular
Practice work in surveying is carried out on the extensive
and adjoining ground's with transit' Ievel' and
T""t.,
by-class
"urnpr:"
olane tabie. Field work in surveying is accompanied
oI surtheory
the
illustrating
and lecturcs
ioo^
"*"."i.""
veying.
'-"
years'
L""bo.rto.y work, given in thc junior and senior
technical
the
of
most
to
Serves to give lorm ant substance
boilii"orv pre"sented in the lectures' A small experimental
a
engine'
slide-valve
..., ,.J"' , u. Uo-g"nerators, a horizontal
-*ii".
steam
reciprocating
and
locomotive injector,
o.I available for experimenl's on steam' These are
o.,nlo, ".rgltt",i
ir.if,". ""ppr"*ented by measuring equipment such as
calorimeters, indicators, Orsat apparatus, etc'
direct,.{.n internal combustion engine, alternating and
transconvertor'
rotary
a
generators,
€urrent motors and
the
complete
etc',
meters,
tor*"r., capacitors, inductances,
enexperimental
electrical
ior mechanical and
equip"ouinment
testing
material
gi""i"i"C. Suitable hydraulic and
ment is Provided.
specialThe engineering curriculum is arranged to allow
durlzation in c'ivil or ii mechanical-electrical engineering
to
the
i"J ttt" f".t two years of the four-year course leading with
ur?"uL"."utu a.gree. These courses have been planned
t" layirig a sound foundation for general technical
ii"
or
"1"*
X.ro*f"ag" .t"ua*a Uy practioners of civil' mechanical'
Some further degree of sPerialization
"1""t.i""i"rlgln"ering.
is oermitteJin the senior year of the mechanical-electrical
by allowing the student to select' in addition to
",rii"ot.,a two-semester course of study in mehis othcr rrroik,
"ith".
(option
A), or a two-semester collrse
chanical engineering
"electrical
engineering (option B) The ca-ndidate
,i.t"ay in
to. . algr"" must complete a1l of option A or aiJ.of option
one opB. and will not be permitted to substitute courses ln
tion ior those in the other'
EXPENSES

In add.ition to thc regular collegiate expenses lisled elseis reu,here ii'r this catalogue. the beginner in Engineering
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quired to purchase a drawing outfit of a quality approved by
the faculty. The cost of this outfit is app.oximaiety
6tZ.Oti.
All sophomores are required to purchase a slide rule. The cost
of this instrument will vary fi.om year to year but will be
about $5.00.
in the engineering curriculum for which special
- Courses
fees
are charged, together r,.ith the amounts oI these fees. are
as follows:
FRESHMAN 1TAR

Chemistry laboratory, 401, 402-each

$3.50

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Physics laboratory, 501, 502-each
Engineering laboratory, 5i2. .. ...

3.00

3.00

JUIIIOR YEAR

Engineering laboratory, 6b1, 652--each
Engineering shop, 661, 662-each............ .
Engineering 67I

3.00
4.50
3.00

.

SENIOR YEAR

Engineering laboratory, ?b1, ?b2-each.

.... .............4.S0

BASIC TWO-YEAR ENGINEERING CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR

rIRST SE\{ESTER
Engtish

P

TCi

401

Chemistry

401

luathematics 401
tr4athematics

..

402.....

Freshman Orientation 40l

Engineering 451

l1

........ .....

Physical Educetion

...... ......

SECOND SEIIIES'I'ER

English 402.. ...
Chemistry 402..
Mathematics

501.

Engineering
Engineering

402..

35
44
33

452...-.....

Physical Education

..6
...........

..

Semester hours in lreshman year...... ......., ..........., 3g
TOTAL semester hours............ .........._............_..... ............... BB

.1

P-Pra.tical @uses ln shop, d.awhe, lEbqatory, ahd 6e1d *ork
f-Theoretical cous€s, l.ctures, r€cjtations, ard problem,
C-Sem€lter hours dedit.
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SOPIIOMORE YEAR
FINST SEMESTEA

TC

35
33
33

Eogineering 501
tsngtneering 5U
SECOND SXMESTER

33
35
33
33

Matlrematics 601

CURRICULUII OF STUDIES
T,E,ADING TO DEGREE OT' BACIIELOE OF SCIENCE

IN MECHANICAL.ELECTRIC.{L ENGINEERING
M E6 HA N ICA

L.ELECTR I CAL ENGINEERING

JUNIOR YEAR

rNST SSMEST'R

. *-** ---611.,..........-.........-....... .

Engin€€ririg
Endineering

s01 ...-....-...-.......,...........

fagiaeering

621

- -....--.,-..:...

...

Engineering
EEgineering 651
Engiueering
Engineering

Engineering

tn8ideering

Engineering

"
{

2

.6
1

33
33

622
652
662

-,4

It

Ilistory-elective

Semester houls in iudior Ye ar
'ToTAL
semester hou:rs..... ....

tc
33
33

.

-,

'' '.',,

33
33

,,,,.,'',,'..,,,.,.108

P-PrectlEl cour*s rn shop, dtawine, lsborato.r, and 6e1d {'oik'
t-Theoreti.sl courses. lectur.s, rec ations, ancl Plobl€tu'
., --.- '+-- : --i
c. simerler hoss crcdlt.
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SENIOR YEAR

rIqST

SEMESTER
P

ac

Economics sol

Erlgirle€rillg
EngineeriEg

Engineerirg

.... ..
?01....
711....
?41....

Engineering

751..... ...

..

....

?15.. ...

...

,6

3

Options:

(a) Engineering

(b) Ergineeling

725............

.

SECOND SEMTSTEN

lconornics 502
nngineerihg ? 02.
Engineering ? 12.
Engineering ?

1l

Efigineering ? 24.
lgngineering

7

3

',6

ODtioDs:

(a) Engineering

?16

{b) Engineering 726

Semester hours in senior year
TOTAL semester hours.. ... ....

',

',,

33
,,,,.,,,,,, 38

1{4

CI'ERICULUM OF STI'DIES
LEADING TO DEGREE OT BACHELOB OF SCIENCE

IN CIVIL ENCINEERING
CIVI L ENGINEERING
JUNIOR YEAN

rIRST SEMESTER
P

In8ineering
Engineering
Engineering
EngineerinB
Edgineering
Engineering
Engineering

33
3S

621
631
641

24

651
681

SECOND SEMESTER

Engineerirlg

TC

601
611

602..

Ergineering 612

Ergine€ri[g

62?....

Engineeri[g

642...

42

EIIgineering 652

P-ltactlcal coulses ln shoD, alra*Lng, laboretory. and 6eld *ork
A-tt€oretl@l cout!€s, l6ctu.es, recttsiioE, and problen,
C---Semester hours

oedit.
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Engineerbg

2

4

682

Semester hours in junior year
TOTAL semester hours....... .. ...

T936-3?

108

SENIOR YEAR,
FIRST SEMESTER
Economias 501

P.fct

...

Histo!l'----€lective
EDgineering ?31

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

424
.42

?35
741
?61

SECOND SEMESTER

Econohics 502

English 803 ......
Engineering ?22

fngineering

Engrneering
Xngineering
Engineering

l1

?24
732
?42
762

S€mester hours in senior year
TOTAL semester hours ... ...

63
144

P-Pra.tl.al

cour5.s in shop, dlaElna. lEborrtory, and 6.rd $ork
T-Theoretic.l courses, l.ctur.r, recttations, atrd pfoolehs.

C--Semeste! hours

cr.dil,

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

ENGINEERING 402: Elenlentffig Electri.citE. Three
First and second semesters.
Lessons in practical electricity; magnetism, magnetic induction, voltaic electricity, earth's magnetism. Ohm's lau.,
electrical rvork and power.
hou::s.

ENGINEERING 457:. Mechanical Drauing. Three hours.
Eirst and second semestersPraetice in the correct use of drau'lng instruments. T
figures. Freehand lettering, titles. Principles of olthograpl.ri.c
projection. Detailing and dimensioning of elementary machine parts. Problems in rotation o{ solids. Develnpmert of
surface and intersections of solids. Isometric projection- Construction and detailing of common fasteners.
scluare, tliangles, and scales. Construction of geometdc

ENGINEERING 452: Mecltanical Drauing,

concl'uc1cd-
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Three hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Erlgineering 451.
Section drawing. Reading. drawing and interpreting of
machine details and assemblies. Freehand sketching of machine elements. Original mechanical drawings of machine
parts. Patent oflice drawings. Tracing and blueprinting.

ENGINEERING 507: Lleat Engineering. Three hoursFirst semester. Open to sophomores.
A study o{ fuels and their combustion; furnaces aud
stokers. Equipment and practice in firing of oil, gas and pul\'erized coa1. Elementarv heat and u,ork with introduction to
the content and use of steam tables. Steam boiler types and
details. Steam plant auxiliaries. Elementarv therrnodvnamics

of the perraancnt gases and steam. Steam and gas c)rcles in
theory, with especial attention to the Otto, Diesel and Rankine cycles. Lectures accompanied by rveekly exercises and
problems. (The student is required to purchase a slide rule
{or calculations).
ENGINEERING 502:. Heat Engineering, concluded. Three
hours. Second semcster. Prerequisitc, Engineering 501.
Steam cycles in practice. Steam engines, valve gear, gor'ernors. Calculation of porver, valve setting, and efiiciency at
val'ying loads, Study of steam turbine types and mechanical
construction, Thcory of impulse and reaction nozzles and
blaCing, with and r,r'itl.rout consideration of friction- Stud-v
of the lt4oilier diagram for steam. The Otto and Diesel cycles
in piactice. Gas, gasoline. and heav,r'oil engine types. rating,
and performance. Ignition, carburetion, and {ue1 injection.
Two and four-c-vcle t.vpes, Calculatior:s i:rYolving volumetric
and therrnal efliciency, power, and part-load operation. Mechlrnical details of internal colrbustion engines for automotive, aeronantical, and stationary use.
ENGINEERI\TG 511. Descripl.iue Geomettll. Three
hours. First and second sernesters, Prcrcquisite, Engineering
452.

A stud}. of the relatir,e directiol.r of lincs and platres.
True shapes and sizes of portions of planes, and similar prob-
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lems. Training in development of clear and logical reasoning
ability, stressing the quality of vision. Simple and higher re-

]ations of the point, the line, and the plane. Intersections ot
lines, planes, and curved surfaces. Shades and shadows,
ENGINEERING 552: General Surueging. Three hours.
-First
and second semesters. Prerequisite, Mathematics 402.
Laboratory fee, $3.00.
The principles and fundamental operations of surveying
with compass, level, and tansit. Field practice is given in actual surveys of land. Computations of area and drawing of
.plans; differential and profile leveling, running contours, etc.

ENGINEERING 607:. Mechani,cs. Three hours. First

'semester. Prerequisite, credit or registration in Mathematics
.601.

Applied and analytical mechanics. The statical anal].sis of concurrent, non-concutrent, coplanar, and noncoplanar forces. Practical applications of statics to determination of stresses in engineering structures. Static and kinetic
friction rvith application to belts, axels, jacks, etc. Centro.ids
and centers of gravity. Moment of inerta.

ENGINEERING 602: Mechani,cs. concluded. Three
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 601.
Mass moment of intertia. Kinematics and kinetics of
reetillinear, rotational, and combined motion. Work and power. Principles of impulse and momentum.
ENGINEERING 67L DLrect Currents. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 402.
General princlpies of construction and operation of D. C.
generators and motors. Armature reaction and commutation.
Voltage regulation, ipeed regulation, efficiency. Systems of
rnotor control. Storage batteries. Booster systems. D. C. wiring and distribution svstems. Armattre winding problems
and characteristic curves.

ENGINEERING 672: Alternating Cunents. Three
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, X{athematics 601.
Electric fields and the energy stored in them. Aiternat-
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ing voltages and currelrts; instantaneous, maxlrum, average, and effective values. Study of vectors; rectangular and
polar coordinates, and complex quantities. Alternating re-.
actions; inductance, capacitance, reactance, impedence"
phase angles. Solution of series and parallel circuits. Power of
single and polyphase systems. Wattmeter conneetions. Hysteresis and eddy current losses. Alternating eurrent instruments. Problems.

ENGINEERING

62l:

Hydraulics. Three hours. First

semester. Prerequisite, \{athematics 601.

Hydrostatics and hydrodl'nsmics. Hydrostatic pressures
as viewed in balancing columns of the same or different
liquids, and in pressures on submerged surfaces. Elementary
theory of gravity dam stability. Logarithmic plotting of hydraulic testa data. Energy and velocity relations in the flow
of water. Converging and diverging flows. Pipe and canal
florv. Solution of looping and branching h_"-draulic distribu=
tion systems. Hydraulic machinery in theory, construetiort
and operation. Centrifuga). $;'ater pumps, impulse and re.
action turbines. Water hammer and surging.

ENGINEERING 622: Strength of lllaterhls- Threr.
houls. Second semester. Prerequisite, credit or registration
in Mathematics 601.
The resistanee and properties of engineering rnaterials,
including the theory and practice of design of simple tension,
compression, and shear members; riveted joints; simple,
overhanging, and cantilever beams. Shear distribution in
beams; beam deflections; continuous and statically indeterminate beams. Column theory and design.
ENGINEERING 631: Financial and, Legal Technique.
Three hours. First semester. Open to juniors.
Fundamental financial calculations, basic cost and vestances, unit cost determination. Determination of size of qrstem for best efficiency and determination of size and type cf
units. Essential elements of a legal contraet, competency of
agents, corporations, etc. Engineering speciflcations, instruetions to bidders, form of proposals, etc. The writing of specifications.
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ENGINEERING 641: Pkne Surueging. Four hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 552.
Measurements of lines, angles, and differences oI elevation; adjustments of surveying instruments; miscellaneous
surveying problems; plane table survevs; stadia method; city,
topographical, and mining surveying.

ENGINEERiNG 642: Railroad Surueying and, Earthrlork, Five hours, Second semester. Prerequisite, Engineering

641.

Reconnaissance, preliminary, and location surveys. Railr:oad and highway simple curves by deflections, tangent off-

set, chord produced, and other methods. Obstacles to curve
locations. Reversed, compound, and spiral curves; turn-outs,
crossing, and connections; earthlvork diagrams and computations; vertical curves.

ENGINEERING 657. Junior Mecltanical LaboratorA.
Two hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 502,
and credit or registration in Engineering 621. Laboratory
fee, $3.00.

Calibration of steam gauges and thermometers. Tests of
Portland cement; cement mortar in tension and compression,
concrete in compression. Tests of brick; compression, transverse, and absorption. Strength of beams and columns. Materials in tension, compression, and shear. Determination of
the modulus of elasticity. Setting of engine valves. Gas engine adjustment and operation. Gas and steam engine operation and power from indicator diagrams. Brake tests. Cenlugal and reciprocating pump tests. Friction of water flov/ in
pipes. Calibration of oriffces, v/ires, and meters.
ENGINEERING 652: J unior Electrical LaboratorE. Two
hours. Second semester. Prerequistes, Engineering 611, and
registration in 612. Laboratory fee, $3.00.
Application and proof of Ohm's law. Resistance measurements by use of Wheatstone bridge, by voltmeter method, by
Murry and Varly loops. Temperature-resistance coe{ficient
of conductors. Permeability of metals. Magnetic leakage of
a dynamo. Calibration of meters. Elfects ol armature reaction
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on a dynamo. llagnetization and hysteresis curvcs, Tests of
circuits containing resistance, inductive, and capacitive reactances. Resonant circuits,

ENGINEERING 661: Pattern Making tr.nd, Found,ry
Practtce. Three hours. First semester. Open to juniors. Laboratory fee, $4.50.
Practice in the making oI simple patterns and core boxes,
illustlating principles of draIt, shrinkage, and partings. Pattern design drarving trom machine design drarvings. Instructiou in bench, crane. and floor molding in green sand. Green
and dry sand core making. Mixing, melting, and pouring of
non-ferrous nretals and alloys, including aluminum, brass,
bronze, gun and bell metal. Cupola opelation and maintenance. Computation of iron mixes and charges, The metallurgJ- of ferrous metals. Problems of foundry management
and production design. Attention is given to coordinating
pattern making and foundry practice.
ENGINEERING 662: Machine Shop Practice. Three
hours. Second semester. Open to juniors. Laboratory Iee,
$4.50.

Laying out work; ehipping and liling plane sur{aces;
sclaping and Iinishing. Precision grinding and drill press
work. Lathe practice in external and internal turning
and finishing, boring and screw thread cutting. Use of the
bed planer and crank shaper machines. Milling of plane surfaces, spur and bevel gears, straight and spiral teeth, Design
of cutting tools, tempering and grinding of tools. Practice in
the machining and asembly of foundry castings.
ENGINEERING 671: Photographg. One hour. First semester. Open to juniors. Laboratory fee, $3.00.
Lenses. Effects of light upon different chemicals.
Cameras. Practice in exposing, developing, printing and
other operations necessary to make pictures. Coplring, enlarging and redeveloping.
ENGINEERING 681: Ciuil Engineering Draui,ng. Two
hours. First semester- Prerequisite, credit or registration in
Engineering 641.
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Free-hand lettering, titles, topographical conventions;
realignment location and contour problems; maps, plans, and
profiles.
ENGINEERING 682, Ciuil Engineering Drausing, concluded. Tw-o hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, credit or
registration in Engineering 642.
A complete topographical map of some area or large extent is made from original field notes. Simple, reversed, compcund, and spiral curve problems.
ENGINEERING 707:- Kinemotics ond Kizretics. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 602.

A

study of the mechanics of machinery. Kinematic

analysis of various linkages, cams, gears, and wrapping con-

nectors. Analysis of velocities and accelerations by vector
polygons and centros. Special methods. Graphical and algebraical solution of applied and intertia forces in machine
parts. Dynamic balance in single and multi-cylinder engines.
Governors, fl].'wheels and speed regulation.

ENGINEERING 702: Machine Design.. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Engineering ?01,
Strength of machine materials. Maximum stress theories.
Factors of safety. Design of tank and boiler joints. Screws,
pins, keys, and other fastenings. Springs. Design of power
transmission machinery; belts, chains, gears. Clutches and
hrakes. Shafting, ball, roller, babbitt, and bronze bearing design. Introduction to the use of manufacturer's data. Lectures \{,'ith problems, including complete design and detailing
ci some assigned machine.

ENGINEERING 711: Potoer Plant Engi,neerino. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Engineering 502, 621.
Theory and practice of the modern statlonary power
plant, with especial attention to economic selection and layout. Variable Ioad and the cost of power service. Rates. The
pou,er plant building. Diesel plant design. Stream f1ow,
dams, mass curves, and flow line of the hydro-electric plant.
Hydro station equipment and perfor:nance. The principal
vapor c)'cles in theory and practice. Cycle design and heat
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balance computations Ior Rankine, regenerative, reheating,
and binary vapor cycles. Study of modern heat transfer
theories. Selection of steam boilers, water walls, and superheaters.
ENGINEERING ?12: Power Plant Engineering, cot:cluded. Three hours. Second semester' Prerequisite, Engineering 711.
Selection of equipment and design of the steam-electriq
plant. Steam engines. Advanced theory of the steam turbine.
Prediction of turbine operating conditions at full and part
loads. Condensers and eondenser auxiliaries. The interrela-tion of boiler turbine and condenser. Selection of equipment
relating to the combustion of fuel; conveyors, stoker+ burn-.'
ers, fans, etc. Feedwater treatment. Heating and evaporation
of feedwater. Piping problems. Systems of piping. Electric
system equipment and layout. Generators, switches, contro["
and protective devices. Design of station circuits and selec'
tion of conductors. Supply of energy to auxillaries' Powen'
plant instruments,

ENGINEERING 715: Therrnod.gnatnic$ Three hours,.

First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 502.
A study ot conditions surrounding the doing of work'
with and without consideration of heat ehanges,. aqrd the
transformation of heat into work in the steam engine, inter-.
nal combustion engine, refrigerating machinery, compres'
sors, etc.

ENGINEERING 776'. Refrtgerati,on an-d, Alr Cond,itxon'
ing. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Engineering ?i5.
The thermodynamics of refrigeration and refrigeration
cyces. Design, construction, and operation of lefrigerating
plants. Direct and indirect systems of heating with live
steam, exhaust steam, air, and water. Layout of heating and
ventilating plants. Ventitation and its relation to heating.
ENGINEERING 722: Ind'ustrial Organization. Two
hours. Seeond semester. Open to seniors'
Principles of industrial organization and management,
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including industrial finance, wage systems, factory organization and location, and the planning o{ faetory buildings.
Industrial tendencies, organized labor, Iacrory leg.islation,
personnel service activities. Introduction of the young man
to business activities.
DNGINEERING

724:

Seminar. One hour. Second se-

mester. Open to seniors.

Opportunity is olfered for technical discusison, reading
of assigned papers, informal talks by instructors and professional engineers, debates on matters of technical interest. Instrlrction in oral delivery. Seminar lurther serves to bring
t'he student abreast of current engineering thought.

ENGINEERING

725: Electrical Ecluipment.'lhree

hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 612.
Study of transformers; constant potential, constant current, instrument, and auto-transformer. Vector and circle
diagrams, regulation, losses, efficiency, and rating. Induction
motors (single and poly-phase); torque, slip, power, regulation and efficiency. Repulsion, split-phase, and shading coil
types. Alternators; wave Iorms, armature reaction, reactance,
resistance, regulators, losses, efficiency, regulation, rating,
.'trruallel operation, synchronizing, hunting, and pull-out.
r'Synchronous motors; vector and circle diagrams, starting,
regulation, test data. Rotary converters; voltage and current
. relations, heating, power factor and rating, synchronous
boosters, lnverted converters, hunting. Problems.

ENGINEERING 726: Electrical Equipment, concluded.
Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 725.
, Rectifiers; mercury arc, hot cathode, thyratrons, vacuum
tube oscillator. Study of dialectric circuits; insulation, condensers, charging currents, losses, diaelectric strength, voltage gradient, insulators and bushings, corona, spark-over,
energy, Short transmission lines; resistance, inductance, capacity, graphical methods, regulation and efficiency, phase
control. Commercial wave {orms, Fourier's series, distorted
waves, constant and pulsating resistance, inductance, and
capacitance, analysis of rvar.e forms. Protective appliances;
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circuit breakers, ground B,ires, iightning arresters, poive:'
limiting reactances, light cells. Long transmission lines; general equations, hyperbolic functions. preliminary calculations, regulation. and efficiency.

ENGINEERING 731: ReinJorced, Concrete Construct'ion. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering
622.

Concrete and steel in combination. Principles underlying
the design of integral parts of reinforced concrete structures
snc)r as beams, girders, slabs, columns, footings, walls, etc.
Retaining walls, long columns, flat slabs. Classroom design
of a reinforced concrete structure. Reinforced concrete economics.

ENGINEERINC 732: Materials oI Construction. "fl\tee
hours, Second semester, Open to seniors.
The principles of construction underlying the laws of
the strength of materials of construction. Manufacture and
general properties ol materials. Testing machines and methods of testing materials of construction. Concrete yield problems.

ENGINEERING 747. Slrtctrml Engineering. Tlrree
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Engineering 601 and 622.

Lectures and drawing work in the analysis of engineering structures, with emphasis on the graphical method. Con-

ditions for maximum and minimum loading of

beams,

bridges, roofs, and buildings. Computation of stresses in
beams. Drawing of stress sheets for common st5rlgr at.oot
and bridge trusses. Anall,sis of bridge portal and lateral systems. Introduction to structural design for shear, bending,
and axial stresses. Structural connections. Plate girder
bridges. Deflections.

ENGINEERING 142: Structural Engineering,

col.-

cluded. Three houls. Second semester. Prercquisitc, Engineering 741.
Analysis of economic sections, best rivet spacing for plate
girders. B€am and girder bridges. Stress analysis and design
of memhers for truss type railroad and highwal, bridges. Mi]l

,40
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type buildings. Skew bridges, trestles, and other special
cases. Lectures aceompanied by problems in seiection of
structural members and the design of structural connections.
ENGINEERING 735l. Htgher Surueyi.ng. Four hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 642.
Triangulation, measurements and corrections Ior base
lines, astronomical surveying, precise leveling, higher surveying problems and computations.

ENGINEERING 751: Senior Mechani.cal Ldboratory.
Three hours. Eirst semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 651.
Laboratory fee, $4.50.
Tests of lubricating oils; viscosity; emulsibility, flash,
and burning points. Heat value of gas and coal. Proximate
analysis of coal. Flue and exhaust gas anal1'sis. Transfer of
heat through pipes and tubes. Horsepower and mechanical
efficiency of steam engines. Power and efficiency of air compressors. Thermal-mechanical efficiency of gas engine, steam
€ngine, and steam turbine. Evaporative test on steam boiler.
ENGINEERING

752:

Senlor Electrical Labordtory.

Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 652.
Laboratory fee, $4.50.

Reguiation and ef{iciency of D. C. motors and generators. Compounding of D. C. dynamos. Construction and test
of Edison three-wire system. Tests of commutating pole dynamos, Efficiency and regulation of transformer. Addition of
A. C. voltages. Scott transformer. Parallel operation of alter-

nators. Regulation and efficiency ol an alternator. Tests of
inducti.on motor for torque, power, slip, and efficiency. Synchronous and inverted converters. Heat run on a dynamo,
ENGINEERING 761: Aduanced Cixil Engineering
Drawing. Two hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 642.
Preliminary railroad and highway maps from original
notes; paper locationsl complete plans and profile maps;
tracing and blueprinting.

ENGINEERING

762:

Ad"xanced,

Ciuil

Engineering
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Drawing, concluded. Three hours. Second semester. prerequisite, Engineering 741 and registration in Engineering ?aU.
The practical application of structural engineeling to
structual steel design and drafting. Detailed calculations for
a complete steel structure, i. e, bridge, roof, or building. General and detail drawings, bill of material, and estimate of
weight. Courses 742 arld, 762 are coordinated so that the
theory guides the practice.
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